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Abstract

Mobile devices and networks are spreading throughout the world, and mobile applica-

tions are increasingly becoming a more important part in our every day life. This the-

sis address accessibility and ease of use in applications by looking into Universal Design

(UD), including the in�uence users may play in the design process of such an application

through a Participatory Design (PD) process. Themes related to UD, Interaction Design

(ID), context-aware computing, and the PD approach are emphasized in order to address

this.

The goal of this thesis is to highlight three important matters. First of all, it aims to

gain an understanding as to how PD as an approach and design practice is comparable

and useful when related to the concepts in UD.

Furthermore, it will examine and reveal issues of usability and accessibility correspond-

ing to the use of the application RuterReise, a travel planner used for travelling with public

transport in the city of Oslo.

By having established both a theoretical and an empirical foundation, the �nal goal is

to examine how a new design proposal can be developed with users to address these issues

and create a more universal application. The focus will be on the actively involved users,

context-awareness and important design principles.

These matters have been highlighted by providing a theoretical background which ad-

dresses the themes at hand. An extensive in-situ investigation of the application with

various user groups, has been conducted to form an understanding of their needs and

requirements. By conducting a workshop with participants with discussions and a proto-

typing session, these issues were addressed and evaluated using a participatory approach,

and the foundation for a design proposal was established. This was further developed by

the researcher, how later received feedback from the participants on this proposal.

The �ndings show a tight connection between the principles of UD and PD, and that

PD through its elements of democracy and equal power, mutual learning, creation of a

independent fora for discussion, and through user in�uence and participation in the de-

sign process, provide the necessarymeans to ensure an accessible and a universally usable

application.

Furthermore, the gathering and analysis of the data, showed several issues in the appli-

cation RuterReise. The issues highlighted speci�c themes related to the di�erent stages in

the travelling process, and showed problems that were experienced by the users in their

real-world context.

The creation of a design proposal with direct user participation through a participatory

approach, showed how users can actively a�ect these matters and learn from each other.

Moreover, the research highlights how the cooperation between stakeholders makes it

possible to create a common solution, and that PD in a practical manner can be applied

to increase accessibility and usability by giving in�uence to more vulnerable groups in

the society. In the proposal, contextualisation and personalization to di�erent needs and

situations played a key role, and were among the concepts used to address the user needs.
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1 | Introduction

Mobile phones are important for many people in their everyday life. In our busy lifestyle,

we are moving between di�erent contexts, bringing our devices with us to and from vari-

ous locations. Whereas the early mobile devices sought to be a mean for communication,

the introduction of the smartphone has transformed the device into a provider of mul-

titude of services. It now allows us to pay our bills, book travels, or watch online videos,

while remaining connected to the outside world. In a sense, the mobile device has be-

come a "Swiss army knife" in which the goal is to provide us with a variety of tools and

functionality, in the manner described by Satyanarayanan (2005).

Within the smartphone, themain functions and tools are provided throughmobile ap-

plications, which are small, individual and usually isolated software programs speci�cally

programmed to run onmobile operating systems. These o�er similar services to what we

are used to from computers. However, on the web, our websites need to conform to stan-

dards and guidelines for accessibility (Di� 2014a), which are developed fromW3C (World

Wide Web Consortium). While similar rules are starting to be put in place for mobile ap-

plications (WAI et al. 2008, W3C 2015b), no explicit ground rules have been set for this

technology.

Furthermore, recent research points to how guidelines and requirements are not suf-

�cient to assure accessibility. Power et al. (2012) have shown that only about half of the

accessibility issues blind users experienced on certain websites could be resolved by ad-

hering to WCAG rules and standards. Similarly, Newell et al. (2011) have argued for de-

signers to establish more empathy with their user groups through ethnographic studies

and theatrical techniques, and use this to establish requirements, rather than simply re-

lying on standards and guidelines. In relation to such results, it becomes evident that an

investigation into other means that can improve accessibility and usability for both web

and mobile applications, is needed.

In addition to becoming more complex and rich in functions, mobile devices have

becomemore lightweight and transportable than previously, an element which we are in-

creasingly utilizing. A rapport issued by the Institute of Transport Economics (Julsrud et al.

2014) which examined the use of mobile communication tools while travelling, showed

that 83 % of those who participated in the evaluation, had a smart phone with them, an

indication of the way the smartphone has integrated into our society and way of living.

Observing the issues of accessibility in relation to the established web technology, the

need for an equivalent study into the same issues with regard to mobile applications be-

comes apparent. The results from the rapport mentioned previously, also indicate that

this is an area which can explored further. Besides the research of Dickinson et al. (2014)

who conducted evaluations of tourism applications and their functionality, no other study

has to my knowledge addressed speci�cally travel applications.

This thesis examines these aspects further. Speci�cally, I examine the design approach

of Participatory Design (PD) and compare it with UD to see whether PD is bene�ciary and

can contribute to the creation of universal designed products in ICT (Information and

Communication Technology), such as mobile applications, that are usable and accessible

to all. An investigation into the travel planner RuterReise is conducted to assess its abil-

8



1.1. Motivation 9

ity to address usability and accessibility problems, before using the results in a co-design

approach with participants in order to address these concerns.

Before outlining the speci�c research questions, I want to explain the motivation for

conducting this study.

1.1 | Motivation

To understand the importance of accessibility, we need to understand what it means for

users. In 2006-2007 a report to the Norwegian parliament, titled "An Information society

for all" was delivered from Norwegian Ministery of Government Administration and Re-

form (2006). The report addresses several aspects regarding ICT, among these the goal of

digital inclusion and ensuring that everyone have the possibility to obtain the skills neces-

sary to use technologies and services, and reducing the di�erences in the society through

the use of ICT. In the report, one paragraph stand out in particular:

Universal design shall contribute to inclusion, in that the same principles ap-

plied to design are to be applied vis-à-vis all people, irrespective of functional

ability. It is important to avoid special or alternative adaptations for people with

reduced functional ability and instead, as far as possible, to seek solutions that

work well both for people who have a functional problem and those who do not

(Norwegian Ministery of Government Administration and Reform 2006, p.26).

Having been fortunate enough to participate in a project with deaf participants in a

course at my university, I have been able to gain an understanding of what the lack of

accessibility entails for vulnerable user groups, and gain insight into some of the chal-

lenges users with disabilities face. The aim of the project was to design a prototype of

an alarm system for the participants houses, which could improve their living standards.

As I grew more fascinated and interested in examining the challenges and obstacles users

with disabilities experience daily, it gave me insight into the importance of this work, the

knowledge these users have, and how our society can bene�t from this. The statement

above is to me a reminder of the responsibility we as researchers and designers have in

exposing issues and creating designs which are inclusive to all.

In combining these aspects with the experiences I gathered from a course on the de-

velopment of mobile information systems and services, and my interest in mobile appli-

cations and the mobile context, I see the study in this thesis as a small personal step in

ensuring a more inclusive mobile context for impaired users. I believe more knowledge is

required to further develop our mobile applications, and have used my interest to make a

small mark in this �eld. I hope you �nd this research as interesting as I do.

Having expressed the driving force for conducting this thesis, the following section will

speci�cally express the research questions.
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1.2 | Research questions

While the introduction provided a brief overview, a more speci�c description of the goals

of the thesis needs to be established. The �rst goal of the research is to evaluate howPD can

contribute and be used in combination with Universal Design. Hence, the �rst research

question is:

• RQ1: In what way can characteristics and qualities in Participatory Design be used

together with the concepts of Universal Design?

Secondly, to reveal issues with mobile applications and gain an understanding of the

user experience, an ethnographic study is needed. The second research question is there-

fore:

• RQ2: What will an in-situ investigation, focusing on universal usability and acces-

sibility for a mobile travelling application, reveal in terms of issues and problems

for users?

Finally, by having established a theoretical backdrop inRQ1, and uncovered user problems

in RQ2, one may be able to address the matters in question by creating a new design

proposal and asses its a�ect. Thus, the third research question is outlined as follows:

• RQ3: How would a new design proposal that addresses the results in RQ2 through

the combination of a Participatory Design practice and context-awareness, con-

tribute to the design of a universally designed travelling application?

The aim is to provide developers, users and researchers with new knowledge on how we

should approach inclusive design and create more universal and accessible mobile appli-

cations.

In the next section, a synopsis is given to provide a framework for further reading.
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1.3 | Outline of thesis

This thesis is outlined in the followingmanner. The current chapter has given an introduc-

tion to the project, highlighting the research questions, and my motivation for focusing

on these aspects.

In Chapter 2, a literature review is presented. It describes the theory and research

related to the research area and questions. The main topics are Interaction Design (ID),

Universal Design (UD), Participatory Design (PD), including focus on the mobile context

and contextual awareness. Each of these are described in detail with regard to historic

development,methods and processes, and its underlying descriptions and principles. This

chapter is extensive in order to provide a broad overview of �elds in question and the

relations between them. The chapter concludes with a section on related projects which

gives the reader a notion of the related research projects.

InChapter 3, themethodology of the research is addressed. It explains the use of quali-

tative and quantitative research, and the concept of ethnography. It continues by describ-

ing the methods of participant observation and semi-structured interviews as means of

gathering data, and the context of their use. The chapter also refer to the concepts of fu-

ture workshop, prototyping, and heuristic evaluationmentioned in Chapter 2. These were

the methods used for the data gathering in this thesis, and the chapter explains how these

methods were applied in practice. The chapter concludes by addressing the ethical issues

of research, particularly with regard to the participation of disabled users, and how I have

handled this.

In Chapter 4, the context of the research is outlined. It describes the company Ruter

and the project "Mobile Applikasjoner Underveis" in detail, before highlighting the func-

tionality and features of themobile applicationRuterReise on several devices. The chapter

concludes with outlining the choice, recruitment and range of diversity in terms of par-

ticipants, and the technology and devices they used.

In Chapter 5, the main �ndings of the data gathering are presented. This chapter is

rich and comprehensive in order to provide a broad examination of the issues in the ap-

plication. The main themes and issues are highlighted through the three phases of a user

journey. The chapter continues by describing the results of the workshop and the follow-

ing post-workshop interviews. It concludes with the results from the heuristic evaluation

of the application in order to further highlight relevant technical issues.

In Chapter 6, a design proposal is put forward which aims to address the results pre-

sented in chapter 5, and present a possible solution to these issues.

In Chapter 7, a discussion of the �ndings in relation to relevant research and theory is

presented, and tries to highlight the results with regard to the research questions at hand.

Chapter 8 is a conclusion of the thesis where I summarize the objectives and �ndings

of the research, and discuss brie�y necessary research and development for future work.

It should be noted that while the thesis is written in English, some quotes from Nor-

wegian researchers and all the quotes from the participants are in Norwegian, as to not

distort their meaning through translation. The questions from the observations and in-

terviews seen in Appendix A and B, and content of the consent form in Appendix D, is also

in Norwegian, as this was the language used by the participants.

In addition, as English is not my native tongue, I am aware that certain misspellings
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and errors may occur. In my opinion, research should be available to as many people as

possible. Writing the thesis in English is one method for achieving this. It further allows

me to improve my �uency of this language.

Having �nished outlining the framework of the research, the next chapter will address

important research, theories and �ndings related to the �elds in question.



2 | Related Research

The following sections will highlight literature and research that are relevant for investi-

gating universal design in mobile applications. Speci�cally, themes regarding ID, PD, UD,

and context awareness will be addressed. The �rst section is an account of the develop-

ment of theories and concepts that have lead up to the ID practice and its principles. It will

also address the topic of users, and the di�erent models that can be used for the design

process when creating ICT solutions.

2.1 | From ergonomics to Interaction Design

Togain an understanding of design in ICT, it is wise to look into its the principles for design

and its usability. Norman has described howdesign is complex and covermany disciplines

and notes how it can be seen as an act of communication, where the designer needs to gain

an understanding of the person he is communicating with. The designmust convey to the

user the operations and actions that can be performed, and through feedback notify the

user what the device is doing at any particular moment (Norman 2002).

To create useful and understandable products, he describes some key principles:

• Conceptual models: We use our minds to understand and form meanings to the

things happening around us. To understand the use of an element, we need to have a

conceptual model for how it will work, to avoid making errors. To ensure this, there

must be communication between user and designer. This communication is through

the device, and its conceptual model. Both the location and operation of a control

in the device requires a conceptual model, a clear and obvious relationship between

them in order for the user to understandwhat an e�ect and action a control has. If the

designer does not provide thismodel, the user is forced to create one himself, leading

to errors. Thus, the conceptual model is an important element in this process, and is

a crucial element for creating good design.

• Feedback: Users must be able to observe the e�ect of an action and understand that

something has happened, not wonder whether something went wrong. This element

is critical.

• Constraints: The inclusion of constraints is intended to make it easier for users to

use a device by providing fewer choices and options, which may also prevent errors.

• A�ordance: The designer should make sure that appropriate actions are made per-

ceptible, and that inappropriate actions are hidden fromusers to avoidmistakes being

made.

What Norman suggests is to inform our interfaces by psychology and through the de-

sign of artifacts from our everyday life. Looking at the topic of ICT, the origins of cre-

ating such artifacts can be traced back to the development of Human-Computer Interac-

tion(HCI) and the discipline of human factors and ergonomics. As a branch of applied

psychology, its focus is on assisting and enhancing the design of artifacts. Having origi-

nated from studyingwork practises early in the 20th century, the practice gained increased

13
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attention during and afterWorldWar II as it was used to evaluate weaponry which was in-

creasing in complexity (Baecker et al. 2000).

In early research on human factors, the focus was on interfaces which were to be used

in control rooms and tomonitor the processes ofmanufacturing. Laboratory experiments

were conducted to measure psycho-physiological reaction of the participants. The result

was numerous guidelines and checklists for creating interfaces for such environments (Fu-

glerud 2014).

Baecker et al. (2000) has given an account of the early history of HCI. In the 60s, the

users who interacted with the computers were programmers, and HCI was viewed to pri-

marily be a programmer-computer interaction, a discipline often noted as the psychology

of computer programming. Many researchers therefore began to use methods from psy-

chology to understand programmers and their design of computers.

However, in the 70s, the usermass changed as an increasing amount of non-programmers

began directly interacting with computers. As the personal workstation was developed by

Xerox Palo Alto ResearchCenter through prototypes such as Alto, therewere also develop-

ment in the areas of graphical interfaces, applications and local area networking. Combin-

ing this with the later development of the "Reactive Engine" and the "Dynabook" by Alan

Kay, the notion of a personal computer gradually emerged. It would immensely increase

the consumers availability of computer power and the usefulness of the computer. The

popularity of the AppleMacintosh, which was the �rst commercial success from using the

Xerox human interface, is proof to how users desired a more user friendly interface for

their computers (Baecker et al. 2000).

Rosson & Carroll (2002) further explains that as the user mass increased in its diver-

sity, user interfaces became a signi�cant part of software engineering. The customization

and installation of applications were simpli�ed, and more emphasis was put on the needs

and preferences of users. Thus, the element of usability emerged, in order to measure the

system quality with regard to learning, ease of use and satisfaction. The human perfor-

mance became an important aspect, and the intentionwas for this to be improved through

laboratory experiments. The goal was to create an optimal performance through reduc-

ing keystrokes and execution times. However, the experiments showed that optimization

cannot form a solid foundation for usability, as it is too narrow and does not necessarily

provide user ease or satisfaction. In addition, the set up and execution of the laboratory

experiments proved expensive and slow, and its �ndings were often too general to be of

signi�cant value.

Furthermore, as cognitive scientists, psychologists and other researchers began using

computers for their research, they used their own experiences from using this technology

to start research programs. These programs aimed towards understanding the learnability

users had from using computers to solve problems. Cognitive scientists were very in�u-

ential in this work, and focused on complex tasks such as editing of texts, spreadsheets

and databases. This initial research showed the shared interest between computer science

and cognitive science, and opened up the era for the discipline noted as HCI (Rosson &

Carroll 2002).

Karat & Karat (2003) has noted that later, the focus of the �eld was altered towards the

context of use and the user itself, and was broadened in terms of what design for usability

should entail. The use of computer technology was spread to other parts of the world,
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and other traditions who focused on a broader study of work, began in�uencing HCI. The

participation of workers was being emphasized, especially in Scandinavia where workers

increased their involvement in the design process of the workplace and their tools. This

meant the keywords PD and user-centered design(UCD) became relevant for HCI confer-

ences as well. The use of ethnography and study of human activity took amore dominant

role, and users now had a in�uential involvement beyond being watched in lab experi-

ments.

HCI has evolved from focusing on interface between the computer and the user, to ac-

knowledging the importance of designing for interaction and user experience, in order

to �t the technology to the user needs. As the change in technological development have

increased, so have the user mass and the context in which the technology is used. The

emergence of the term used for designers from human factor specialists to usability ex-

perts and user-centered designers is additional proof, as the interest has grown towards

understanding user needs and using these to inform the design. One de�nition of such a

process is to denote it as an iterative process for developing usable systems, through the

involvement of its potential users. But the term design is treacherous, and will present

di�erent meanings to di�erent people. What constitutes as good design is not only to cre-

ate a product to a �t a purpose, but include considerations into aesthetics and factors that

may contribute to its value (Karat & Karat 2003).

The story of HCI is clearly a story of many disciplines and approaches. The object of

bringing these together relate to what Rogers et al. (2011) denote as Interaction Design(ID).

Though its similarities with HCI are many, the authors argue that the main question is on

the scope related to term. The scope of ID is wider, and addresses both the theory, re-

search and practice of designing user experiences for all forms of technologies, systems

and products (Rogers et al. 2011). The amount of disciplines related to this �eld becomes

evident when looking at the illustration in Figure 2.1, and highlights the di�culty of de�n-

ing the term as it widens, and becomes an umbrella term.

Figure 2.1: The various disiplinces connected to interaction design (Rogers et al. 2011).
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The complexity in ID increases when examining the various de�nitions used. Rogers

et al. (2011) de�nes ID as "designing interactive products to support the way people communicate

and interact in their everyday and working lives" (Rogers et al. 2011, p.9), in which the goal is to

promote user experiences by usingmethods, techniques and frameworks which designers

may use to interact with users.

Winograd(1997) has used a broader de�nition in describing ID as "designing spaces for

human communication and interaction" (in Rogers et al. 2011, p.9).

Another de�nition is given by Löwgren & Stolterman (2004), who outlines the disci-

pline in the following manner:

Interaction design refers to the process that is arranged within existing resource

constraints to create, shape, anddecide all use-oriented qualities(structural, func-

tional, ethical, and aesthetic) of a digital artifact for one ormany clients (Löwgren

& Stolterman 2004, p.5).

Whether the designer chooses to focus on the product or the qualities of it, seems to be

an individual standpoint. The main goal is to enable for user experiences, examine how

the product performs, and is being used by users in real life. As such, the user experience

addresses the overall feel and satisfaction of a product and its usability, and its sensations

(Rogers et al. 2011).

However, the concept of user experience can have various meanings to di�erent re-

searchers. Law et al. (2009) survey with researchers de�ning user experience showed that

while it is hard to de�ne this concept, most agreed on it being dynamic, context depen-

dent and subjective. The author suggest de�ning user experience as an individual rather

than a social aspect which materializes when interacting with a product, system, service

or object.

A broad de�nition is given by Nielsen & Norman (2015) in the notion that ""User expe-

rience" encompasses all aspects of the end-user’s interaction with the company, its services, and its

products."

The ISO 9241-210 standard (ISO 2010) outlines a di�erent perspective and de�nition,

which is by Law et al. (2009) noted to be in accordance with the view of their respondents

regarding the subjectivity of user experience, describing it as a "person’s perceptions and

responses resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service"

Regardless which de�nition one chooses to adapt, the essential focus is on the user and

their experience with the product.

However, Rogers et al. (2011) have described how the design of usable products, is not

down to designers creating good user experiences. Thus, user experiences are not de-

signed themselves, but are evoked by how the users experience the design and use of a

product. A way that can help designers to evoke positive user experiences, is to acknowl-

edge the importance of usability, functionality, content and aesthetics. These can be used

to understand the behaviour of a product, and how users utilizes it. Through conceptu-

alizing and understanding the current user experience, designers are able to understand

the nature of the problem space and express it. (Rogers et al. 2011). But, despite several

frameworks and theories being developed, there is no common tool to use to ensure posi-

tive user experiences. Instead, it seems designers will have to choose the onemost suitable

to their standpoint and research.
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What I believe should be the key aspect in ID, and which highlights a recent change in

the overall intention behind a design process, can be summed up in a quote by Sanders &

Stappers (2008):

We are no longer simply designing products for users. We are designing for the

future experiences of people, communities and cultures who now are connected

and informed in ways that were unimaginable even 10 years ago. (Sanders &

Stappers 2008, p.10)

Before going into the principles in ID, we �rst need to look into the aspects of usability

and user experience goals.

2.1.1 | Usability Goals and User Experience Goals

I have earlier noted how researchers began to focus on the concept of usability, but without

fully explaining what this concept involves. A general description of usability is provided

by Rogers et al. (2011), who explain that usability is to make sure that the product is easy

to learn, simple and e�ective to use, and at the same time is viewed to be enjoyable by the

user. The ISO 9241-11 (ISO 1998) has de�ned usability as the "extent to which a product can

be used by speci�ed users to achieve speci�ed goals with e�ectiveness, e�ciency and satisfaction in a

speci�ed context of use."

The same de�nition is mentioned by Bevan (1995), who explains how usability is syn-

onymous to quality of use, in which the product meets its speci�cation and can be applied

to the real world. Bevan has further argued that the aim for usability should be for the user

to achieve their intended goal when using a product. Usability is as such not only related

to the ease of use, but includes the utility provided, the reliability of the product, and its

computer e�ciency, which will require trade-o�s.

Nielsen (2012) has described usability as a quality attribute that is used to assess how

easy it is to utilize a user interface. He highlights �ve key components when de�ning us-

ability; learnability, e�ency, memorability, errors and satisfaction. Another important

quality attribute connected to the concept of usability, is the utility, describing the func-

tionality of the design. Nielsen explains that the combination of the two will determine

the usefulness of an interface.

Of the key concepts and features mentioned in outlined de�nitions, ease of use, utility,

satisfaction, and e�ectiveness stand out in particular.

When identifying the objectives for a interactive device, a division is made between

usability goals and user experience goals. The aim of usability goals is to focus on the

product adhering to one or several criteria or goals, for example whether a product is

easy to learn or e�ective to use. The intention is to equip the designer with means for

determining the di�erent aspects of a product, including the user experience of it. The

usability goals are commonly broken into six separate goals (Rogers et al. 2011):

• E�ectiveness: Is viewed to be a general goal aimed at deciding how well a product is

accomplishing what it is suppose to do.

• E�ciency: Describes the capability of a product to support users in conducting their

tasks.
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• Safety: Aims to protect the user from dangerous conditions and undesirable situa-

tions when using the product.

• Utility: To what extent the product will provide the right functions and enable the

users to perform their desired or necessary task(s).

• Learnability: Refers to how easy it is to learn to use the system at hand.

• Memorability: Refers to how easy it is for a user to remember the use of a product

once he/she has learned it.

The goalsmay also be seen as usability criteria that facilitate a check of the usabilitywith

regard to an increase or decrease in the performance from users. In these assessments,

quantitative indexes are used, for example by counting the number of errors made by

users to check for increased productivity.

On a more personal level, we �nd the user experience goals where the users emotions

and experiences of using the product are expressed in their own terms. The concern is on

untangling the essence of the user experience, for example, whether an element is visually

pleasing to the user. These goals are usually subjective qualities and describes the expe-

rience of a product from the users point of view. The intention is to give users means to

express themselves and their opinions in various terms that can support the multifaceted

nature of their experiences. By providing similar terms, users are able to subtly alter their

opinions as their experience varies. Some common terms used to describe an experience

is fun, enjoyable, boring, unpleasant or helpful. It is important to mention that usability

is vital to both the quality of a user experience and its various aspects, for example, how

appearance can a�ect how usable a product is. Thus, the distinction between the two goals

is not clear-cut (Rogers et al. 2011).

Having explained the concepts of user experience and usability, the following section

will highlight the design principles used in ID.

2.1.2 | Design Principles

I mentioned earlier the overall principles of design outlined by Norman (2002). With

regard to ID, similar principles have been adapted. Their role is to aid the designers in their

thought process and provide the necessary space for the user experience to take place.

As general abstractions, design principles are intended to orient the designer’s towards

thinking about di�erent aspects of their design. The principles have been developed from

a mix of experience and theoretical knowledge together with rationality, and is intended

to provide designers with a list of what to include or avoid in a interface. However, their

role is not to explain to the designer how to design the interface, but to ensure that they

have provided certain necessary features. The most common core principles that have

emerged are quite similar to those expressed by Norman (2002), and Rogers et al. (2011)

has outlined some of the key concepts.

• Visibility: As the visibility of possible actions and functions increase, the more likely

it is that users will knowwhat to do. On the other hand, if the functions are not visible,

it will be more di�cult to locate and understand their use.
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• Feedback: Relates to the aspect of providing feedback to users, and concerns the

sending of information about completed actions and events to notify the user of the

result of an action, enabling them to continue with their activity. This feedback could

come in various forms (audio, visual, tactile, etc.). The combinations of feedback

from various activities are an important in�uence on the users visibility, and their

ability to locate and understand interactions.

• Constraints: The goal of using constraints is to determine means that will limit the

available interactions a user has at a given time, for example, in a user interface. One

example is to deactivate menu options through shading them. Constraints prevents

the users fromchoosing thewrong options, and lowers the possibility of themmaking

mistakes. Lowering the number of available options and interactionsmay also reduce

the user’s perception of the problem or information space.

• Consistency: Refers to the idea of designing interfaces where the similar tasks of the

interface are operated and achieved by using similar operations and elements, for

example through the use of rules without exceptions. The goal is to not make actions

arbitrary, which allows for users to make mistakes when they do not remember the

operation. A consistent interface is easier to learn and use, as users only have to learn

a single operation that applies to all elements. Note that adhering to this concept

becomes more di�cult as the complexity of the interface increases.

• A�ordance: Explains how the attribute of an object allows for the user to know how

to use it. For example, a door handle suggests pulling, cup handle promote grasping

and keyboardmouse invites users to push themouse buttons. Providing perceptional

and obvious a�ordances means the user will know how to use the object, and is used

in ID to create interfaces elements which are so easy to understand that a person will

know the possible actions they provide.

It is important to note that creating products based on these design principles often

involves a trade-o� between them, as providing for one principle means other principles

will su�er from it. An example is how creating constrains may make information less

visible (Rogers et al. 2011). The designer may therefore have to prioritize and select the

principle that is most important for the interface. As such, it is di�cult to focus an equal

amount on all aspects.

However, the principles are to be viewed as steps a designer may take to provide a good

user experience, in a similar way to how the designer has to choose between the various

design processes to use, which the next section will address.

2.2 | The process of designing

The previous sections have noted how ID has moved from focusing on computers and

machines to the user who operates them. To design a product or system will require in-

teraction with people. Thus, a user-centred approach is preferred, where users and their

goals is what drives the development of the product. Three principles which are seen as

important in achieving this, have been outlined by Gould & Lewis (1985).
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• Early focus on users and task: The designers need to understand who their future

users will be. This can be done by studying their cognitive, behavioural and anthro-

pometric characteristics as well as other aspects of their personality, and by examin-

ing the nature of the work which the users will conduct.

• Empirical measures: The intended users should at an early stage in the development

process use simulations and prototypes to carry out real work. The performance and

reactions from this work should be observed, recorded, and analyzed.

• Iterative Design: When problems are reveal by user testing, they must be �xed. This

requires an iterative design process with a cycle of designing, testing and measuring,

and redesigning, repeated as often as deemed necessary.

Fuglerud (2014) has noted that while there are various interpretations of UCD, there

seems to be a common understanding on these principles. The adoption of these princi-

ples will in turn make the user’s skills and decisions relevant to the activity taking place,

which will support the user.

In terms of the practice of ID, four activities have been listed as important; establishing

requirements, designing alternatives, prototyping and evaluating. The four elements are

meant to inform each other and are to be repeated throughout the process (Rogers et al.

2011). Each of them are addressed in the following sections.

Establishing Requirements

To design a product which can help users, one needs to know the intended target group

and the support the product should provide. The needs of these users are what shapes the

basic requirements of the product, and are used as the foundation for the design and its de-

velopment. However, as establishing these requirements is an iterative activity, the various

subactivities will inform and a�ect each other, and be clari�ed and re-scoped throughout

the process. A requirement is a description of the action and performance of an intended

product and should be as clear as possible. Requirements are usually divided into func-

tional which states the actions of the system, and non-functional stating the constraints

and developments of the system. Though various types of requirements can be elabo-

rated on (functional, data, social, organizational), the two main elements primarily high-

lighted in this research are the aspects of usability and user experience goals. In addition,

the environmental aspect as to what context the interface is operating in, and the technical

requirement of compatibility (Rogers et al. 2011), will become relevant in terms of UD. The

understanding of the requirements and needs are done through gathering and analysing

data, using methods such as interviews, questionnaires, direct observations, focus groups

and so forth. The execution of such methods will not be further explained here, instead

I refer the reader to the chapter on methodology for an insight into the methods used in

this research.

Designing alternatives

This process can be broken up into two activities, conceptual design and physical design.

Conceptual design is to produce a conceptual model for the design, more precisely to

describe in an abstract draft what users can do to a product, and what concepts they need
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to understand to be able to interact with it. In terms of what technology to use, these

decisions should be made after having decided on the nature of the problem space, in

order to understand and to conceptualize the current user experience, and its possible

improvements or alterations. Some key elements are the establishment of the usability

and user experience goals, in order to understand the problem space. By having explicit

assumptions or claims that a designer has to support, one may highlight bad design ideas,

which can lead to these being reformulated. Physical design on the other hand, focuses

on the details of the product, such as the structure of screens and menus, colors, images

and the design of icons (Rogers et al. 2011).

Both of these play a part in the latter stages of prototyping.

Prototyping:

When designing, we create interactive products for users to engage and interact with,

which is accomplished through prototyping. A prototype is seen as a design expression,

allowing the stakeholders to explore how suitable a design solutions is. In a prototype,

certain characteristics will often have gained focus and attention, while other aspects have

been de-emphasized. A prototype can serve various purposes. It can act as a communica-

tion device between team members, allow for the discussion of ideas, and help designers

to explore the design. It may also provide answers and help designers in choosing between

various alternatives.

There are two forms of prototyping; low-�delity and high-�delity. Low-�delity proto-

types are typically paper or card-board based, and are used as simple and quick solution

for exploration of ideas. When used with techniques such as sketching, storyboards or

index card, they are also able emulate interactions. High-�delity will use the same mate-

rials and will look similar to the �nal product, and can be useful to pitch ideas and address

technical issues. It is important to note that the nature of prototyping will lead to compro-

mises in design, and that the objective is to be able to create a prototype quickly in order

to test certain aspects of the device (Rogers et al. 2011).

Evaluation

An evaluation is seen as a process of determining the usability and acceptance of a device

or its design in terms of various criteria, such as the number of errors when using it, its

ability to reach a set of requirements, or its appeal to the user. As evaluators gather infor-

mation on the experience of users, the aim is to improve the design by focusing on the

usability and the user experience when interacting with a product. As to what to evalu-

ate, this will vary in terms of what is being developed, its stage of completion, whether its

a prototype or a complete system, and the goals of the organization. When to evaluate

depends on the item that is being created. If a new product is created, a lot of time may

be put into establishing the user requirements, which are later transformed into sketches,

screens or prototypes, and evaluated to provide important feedback for the implemen-

tation of the user requirements. These requirements can then be modi�ed accordingly.

The evaluation during a design process to check for such compliance towards user needs

are known as formative evaluations, and is conducted throughout the design process. An

evaluation of a �nished product is summative, and addresses the success of the developed
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device or product (Rogers et al. 2011).

There are several settings that an evaluation can be applied to. Evaluation can be done

in a natural setting to decide its use in the real world by using �eld studies, or in a controlled

setting with laboratories, where the designermeasures user behaviour or test hypothesises

by applying, for example, usability testing. An evaluation may also be conducted in a set-

ting without users, where the researchers criticize and foresee the most obvious usability

issues with evaluation methods such as inspections, walkthroughs or heuristics. A combi-

nation of various evaluationmethods is often conducted to provide a richer understanding

of the issues (Rogers et al. 2011).

The four phases outlined should not be seen as separate entities working in isolation.

They are intertwinedwith each other as the result in one phase will in�uence other phases,

indicating an iteration to this user-centered approach (Rogers et al. 2011). This iteration

will become important when discussing the variousmodels for conducting the design pro-

cess.

2.2.1 | Models for the design process

Understanding the relations between the activities mentioned earlier, and being able to

observe the development process is a vital aspect. To help them achieve this, designers

can used the phases to form what has been described as a lifecycle model for the design

process, representing the various activities and their relations. In HCI, various lifecycle

models have been developed, such as the Star model (Hartson and Hix, 1989) and the

international model ISO 13407. Di�erent models will have di�erent levels of complexity

and composure. This will vary according to the size of the project, both in terms of the

number of developers needed and the di�erent systems the project needs to employ. It

is important to note that any lifecycle model is a simpli�cation and an abstraction of the

reality, which will only include details that are relevant for that speci�c task. Using such a

model in practice requires the addition of details relevant to that event and culture (Rogers

et al. 2011).

Rogers et al. (2011) have proposed a lifecycle model for ID, which can be seen in Fig-

ure 2.2. Note how the project starts by de�ning the requirements, either from evaluations

or previous iterations of the product. From this, one may create alternative designs that

address these demands and requirements. The alternatives are expressed and developed

through prototypes, and are subsequently evaluated to provide feedback to designers. The

feedback may uncover new requirements and issues that needs to be established and ad-

dressed, prompt designers to design new alternatives, or begin the implementation of the

�nal product. Several alternative designs may be in development at the same time. The

implicit goal is for the design idea to materialize into the �nal design of the product, by

having it be developed through a series of cycles.

In a similar model, Löwgren & Stolterman (2004) have further noted how one must

consider the context or situation of the design as well, where the design is initiated and

is being conducted. They present a more abstract overview of the design process and

describe three levels of abstractions. When being presented with a design situation, a de-

signer will emerge with a vision of a solution to the the problem at hand. The emergence

of the vision often depends on the experience of the designer. This is not a speci�cation
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Figure 2.2: The lifecycle process in interaction design (Rogers et al. 2011).

but an attempt to structure a response to the situation (Nelson and Stolterman 2003)(in

Löwgren & Stolterman 2004). As such, there may be several con�icting visions, compet-

ing for the attention of the designer. This may appear to be a fault in the process which

leads to a blind alley for the design, but instead, this actually contributes to strengthen

the visions and ideas of the designers, enabling them to hold various and opposing ideas

when conducting the work.

The next stage is to externalize this vision through an operative image. By using initially

simple sketches, metaphors and analogies, the design gradually takes shape, becoming the

basis for the development of the product. This process is driven by the dialectic relation-

ship the operative image has with the situation and the vision(s). Since there are tensions

between these three elements, the designer must be creative by diving into the situation

and its complexity with an open mind in order to facilitate creativity. The goal of the op-

erative image is to bridge the gap between an abstract vision and the speci�c situation. Any

of the elements may change over time, and changes in one area will a�ect other elements,

as the operative image is re�ned and altered. The operative image will usually be more

concisely de�ned once the visible design work takes place. As the image receives new chal-

lenges and demands, it will continue to increase in detail and completion. The fact that

the image is operational, makes it possible for the designer to manipulate, simulate and

visualize the changes, which enables for communication.

When the operative image appears to be su�ciently detailed, the project moves to the

phase called speci�cation, in which the image serves as a blueprint for the �nal design

to produce a concrete artifact. However, new issues may arise during this construction

phase, leading to new design situations. The design process can therefore be described

as dialectic, as all three phases constantly in�uence and a�ect one another. This complex

relationship of change and development is what Löwgren & Stolterman (2004) denote as

the design process. The process and its components are displayed in Figure 2.3.

The two design processes outlined di�er in their use of terminology, and Löwgren &

Stolterman (2004) approach seem to be more abstract and �uid in its transitions. In addi-

tion, this model has added the change the designer experiences during the design process,
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Figure 2.3: The process of design as proposed by (Löwgren & Stolterman 2004)

which should be highlighted. When taking the stance of thoughtful design, designers need

to have a deeper understanding of what they are designing for. A design situation is es-

tablished in parallel to its �rst design proposals, thus given a set of problems, one tries to

formulate a solution. Schön(1987) (in Löwgren & Stolterman 2004) has done research into

the actions and consequences in professional design �elds. He describes an approach in

which a conversation appears between the designer and the situation, where the questions

from the designer are formulated through actions and moves rather than words. The re-

sponse from the situation allows for adaptation of the designer’s own actions. This can be

described as re�ection-in-action, by both applying new design actions and being able to

re�ect on the actions that was taken, the designer can adapt their own actions from the

responses they receive from the situation. Using this, the designer’s goal is to learn while

trying to create a solution by using the existing knowledge of the situation.

This process of learning requires the input of other stakeholders, especially the users

a�ected by the solution, which is the topic of the next section.

2.2.2 | Users

The previous section have used the term user frequently, without explaining it properly.

The word user can be interpreted in di�erent ways, and the involvement of the right user

groups are essential to ID and UCD. A simple de�nition is to classify it as people who

directly use a product to achieve a certain task (Rogers et al. 2011).

Eason (1987) (in Rogers et al. 2011) have split user involvement into three categories.

Firstly, we �nd primary users which are frequent users who will have �rst hand experi-

ence with the system. Secondly, there are the occasional user who primarily use the system

through intermediaries. Finally, one must acknowledge the tertiary user, who are indi-
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rectly a�ected by the purchase or introduction of a system.

Abroader de�nition is to look atwhohas a stake in a product. Kotonya andSommerville

(1998)(in Rogers et al. 2011) note stakeholders as those that are a�icted by a new system and

can in�uence its requirements. The number of stakeholders involved will be larger than

what is generally considered users, as it includes development teams, and their managers,

designers, users, and so forth (Rogers et al. 2011). Alexander & Robertson (2004) have ex-

amined the concern of developers in involving the right stakeholders and their problems

with user involvement. Their survey highlighted the issues of commitment from man-

agers, the stakeholders lacking the necessary skills and focus to create solutions, locating

the right stakeholders, maintaining the interest of stakeholders, as well as other reasons

such as lack of communication.

Figure 2.4: Layers of users involvement (Löwgren & Stolterman 2004).

An outline similar to that of Eason is given by Löwgren & Stolterman (2004), who ar-

gue that design is a social process, that requires the need for various competences. This

indicates a desire for several stakeholders. The requirements of these stakeholders must

be managed and organized. Themodel presented is a three layered structure, seen in Fig-

ure 2.4. At the core, we �nd the designer, working with users or clients directly involved

in the process. Outside is the periphery, which include users and clients who are not ac-

tively participating in work, but are a�ected by its outcome, and may indirectly in�uence

it. The �nal layer is seen as the context. Here, we �nd the environment and surround-

ing society which is not involved in the design process, but may still indirectly in�uence

it. Though simpli�ed, this model provides an overview of the complexity in managing a

design process. Successful design will require the designer to recognize the relationships

between these circles and be able to manage the process within each of them, as all parties

will have an a�ect on the development of the �nal design.

The goal of any design process will naturally be to create a product which can provide

user satisfaction. The attempt to ensure this brings up the issue of the various types of

users to design for and their abilities. As such, the concept of Universal Design becomes

relevant and will be addressed in the next chapter.
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2.3 | Inclusive Design: The confusion of terminology

The following chapter is an extensive account into the �eld of inclusive and universal de-

sign. An overview of the di�erent terminologies and de�nitions used in this �eld and their

similarities is presented, with the primary focus being on the practices and concepts ofUD.

Subsequently, underlying principles and approaches for creating universal products are

provided, followed by an account of the guidelines and standards that have been designed

in order to achieve accessibility on the Web. Finally, a section is presented to highlight

the historic development of the mobile network, device and technology, and its relation

to the concepts of accessibility and UD.

An overview of the �eld

Designing for all users can be interpreted di�erently. Inclusive design approaches can be

described as a term which encompasses the means of producing ICT solutions that are to

be used by a broad and diverse population, including users with disabilities, reading and

writing skills di�culties, elderly users or users with low ICT skills, etc. Among some of

the approaches with these goals we �nd universal design (UD), design for all (DfA), user-

sensitive inclusive design, ability-based design and so forth. Though the overall goal is

similar in all approaches, they vary in perspective, terms and their emphasizing factors

(Fuglerud 2014). The two that are most relevant to this research are UD and DfA.

Before elaborating on these, it is important to highlight the explicit issues these design

practices attempt to solve. Though I assume the reader has some notion of what consti-

tutes as a disability, I have in this thesis chosen to adhere to the descriptions by Fuglerud

(2014), who refers to this as a handicap or disability in form of a loss, damage or devia-

tion in either biological, physiological or psychological manner, noting it as a property

belonging to that individual. Seeing as the environment for this research is in Norway,

and as Fuglerud’s research examines the Norwegian society, it seems natural to address

the topic in the samemanner. Fuglerud has further remarked on the move from focusing

on the disability as a disease in an individual aspect, to focusing on a disability as a social

model as described by Oliver (1990) (in Fuglerud 2014). In this model, disability is not a

continual aspect, but can occur through a person’s encounter with society when facing of

lack of right or access to areas. A model which emphasize this relational aspect is the gap

disability model, illustrated in Figure 2.5. It was �rst published by Ivar Lie in 1989 but had

been used in teaching at least a decade earlier (Ness 2011) (in Fuglerud 2014).

The gap model speci�es how a disability will develop as the practicalities of a life of a

person becomes limited, due to a gap between that person’s abilities and the expectations

and requirements of the environment or society. In the model, which Fuglerud (2014) has

simpli�ed based on the paper on the dismantling of disabling barriers from the Norwe-

gianMinistry of Labour and Social A�airs (2003), the disability gap is indicated by the red

curly bracket. The barriers are the conditions which limits the person from participating

in the society, indicating that a disability should be seen in relation with its surrounding

environment. As such, the focus is not only on the function or ability of a person, but in-

cludes other factors which may be altered to decrease requirements or enhance function-

ality in order to reduce the disability. The design approaches are to be seen as strategies
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Figure 2.5: The disability gap model as illustrated by Fuglerud (2014)

to achieve this and lower the barrier of using ICT, as indicated by the green arrow to the

right. The use of assistive technology is intended to increase the capabilities of users, and

can be viewed in the green arrow to the left. By applying an inclusive design approach,

the goal is to try and close the disability gap and provide for a high level of functionality,

as seen in the illustration (Fuglerud 2014).

Thus, a disability can be interpreted as a impairments created by the environment and

society, or due to some form of loss or impairment in the individual. Regardless, it will be

a disability experienced by that individual person.

One of the several design approaches to address these issues through inclusive design

is Universal Design (UD). First introduced by Ron Mace who founded what is known as

The Center for Universal Design at the North Carolina State University (NCSU) in 1989,

UD was used in the following manner:

...describe the concept of designing all products and the built environment to

be aesthetic and usable to the greatest extent possible by everyone, regardless of

their age, ability, or status in life (Center for Universal Design 2008).

On the goal of UD, Mace(1998) is stated to have said:

Universal design seeks to encourage attractive, marketable products that are

more usable by everyone. It is design for the built environment and consumer

products for a very broad de�nition of users (inDarzentas&Miesenberger 2005,

p.407).

As a term, UD has various de�nitions. Mace has been credited the following de�ni-

tion which is also referred to by the Norwegian Ministry of Environment (2007, p.7) and
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Connell et al. (1997). It states the following: "Universal design is the design of products and en-

vironments to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation

or specialized design."

In Article 2 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities by the United

Nations, the de�nition is altered to include the concept of assistive technology:

"Universal design" means the design of products, environments, programmes

and services to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the

need for adaptation or specialized design. "Universal design" shall not exclude

assistive devices for particular groups of persons with disabilities where this is

needed (United Nations - Enable 2014).

Lid (2013) have further noted that UD is both a concept and a political strategy that

has evolved from a focus on removing barriers and enabling environments for all. By

referring to and using the UN convention, UD is seen to have democratic values which

acknowledge equal citizenship for all. Her broad de�nition is the following:

The object of Universal Design is to plan andmanufacture goods, buildings, out-

door spaces and facilities to be usable by all people to the fullest possible extent.

(Lid 2013, p.203)

In the legal aspect, Lid (2013) describe how UD is based on the values of participation,

non-discrimination, equality and equal opportunities.

This is highlighted in the law on discrimination and availability (DTL), which de�nes

Universal Design in the following manner:

Med universell utforming menes utforming eller tilrettelegging av hovedløs-

ningen i det fysiske forholdene slik at virksomhetens alminnelige funksjon kan

benyttes av �est mulig (Stortinget 2009) (in Tollefsen et al. 2013, p.17).

An interesting point is how earlier de�nitions in the Norwegian laws did not account

for the use of technology and websites in terms of UD.While the Anti-Discrimination and

Accessibility Act had the intention of implementing regulations through §11 in regards to

UD, ICT and the requirement of universally designed solutions (Tollefsen et al. 2013), it is

not until recently that this has taken e�ect. In 2013, the injunction of Universal Design for

ICT solutions (Forskrift om universell utforming av informasjons- og kommunikasjonste-

knologiske (IKT)-løsninger) came into e�ect. In §1, it states the following purpose:

Forskriftens formål er å sikre universell utforming av informasjons- og kom-

munikasjonsteknologiske løsninger, uten at det medfører en uforholdsmessig

byrde for virksomheten. Med universell utforming menes at utforming eller

tilrettelegging av hovedløsningen i informasjons- og kommunikasjonsteknologi

er slik at virksomhetens alminnelige funksjon kan benyttes av �est mulig. (The

Norwegian Storting 2013)

The Norwegian Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Di�) has acted in

accordance with this, stating that by 1st of July, 2014, all new websites and automates must

follow the rules on Universal Design for ICT services, while existing services will need to

abide to the same demands by 1st of January, 2021 (Di� 2014b). These demands apply both
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to public and private activities. Thismeans all websites and their web content are expected

to pass at least 35 of the 61 criteria that are given in the WCAG 2.0 guidelines (Di� 2014a).

The concept of guidelines and use leads us to the important issue of accessibility. It is

at this stage important to stress the di�erence between UD and accessibility. While UD is

aimed at providing for products and surroundings to be used by usable by all people to

their largest extent, accessibility is seen by Rogers et al. (2011) as the degree in which an

interactive product is accessible to as many people as possible.

The guide from the the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 2014) de-

scribe accessibility in a similar fashion by referring to a de�nition used in earlier ISO

guides (ISO 26800, ISO/TR 9241-100, ISO/TR 22411). The de�nition used is:

....the extent to which products, systems, services, environments and facilities

can be used by people from a population with the widest range of characteristics

and capabilities to achieve a speci�ed goal in a speci�ed context of use. (ISO

2014, p.3)

As such, accessibility is aimed speci�cally at a technological product or device, and can

be seen as a tool to achieve Universal Design.

In the standard from ISO, the di�erence between UD and accessible design is noted as

small, as the terms are being used interchangeably. The latter can be described as having

the design focus on various types of users, in order to maximise the number of potential

users who can use the system in di�erent contexts. The standard further notes how the

terms accessibility and usability overlap, and refer to earlier standards who have empha-

sized this connection in their de�nitions. In these standards, accessibility is referred to as

both the ease of use in terms of e�ciency and satisfaction, and the success and e�ective-

ness of the use (ISO 2014).

The importance of accessibility should not be underestimated, given the amount of

users it a�ects, and the vital role and bene�ts accessibility on the Web and in ICT solu-

tions, can have on their life situations. This will become an even more crucial aspect with

the increasing number of people with disabilities. Accessibility is also important with re-

gard to the moral aspect in developing ICT solutions, and how the improvement in acces-

sibility enhances usability for all users (Theofanos & Redish 2003). Fuglerud (2014) has

further noted a close relationship between usability and accessibility, supported by her

own research and the �ndings from other scientists.

It appears that a common de�nition for what constitutes as UD is blurry, and that the

term can have several focus areas. The complications of the issue increases when exam-

ining its similarities with the approach Design for All(DfA). Introduced by the European

Design for All e-AccessibilityNetwork (EDeAN 2007), they aim to integrate elderly users

and users with disabilities into the ICT society through the following process:

This will only come about as a result of designing mainstream products and

services to be accessible by as broad a range of users as possible. This approach

is termed "Design for All" (EDeAN 2007).

Fuglerud (2014) notes that the goal of DfA is to support the user’s access to the envi-

ronment, the services, and to improve usability in products. Darzentas & Miesenberger

(2005) explains howDfA is a graded concept which can allow for both standardization and
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wide use of products by the majority of users, as well as adapting these products to users

with specialized devices and their ways of interaction. In their research, they point to a

pyramid for inclusive design introduced by Nordby (2003), which highlights the various

levels of accessibility in ICT solutions. This pyramid can be viewed in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: The usability pyramid of Nordby (2004) as illustrated by Darzentas &Miesen-

berger (2005)

As we see from the �gure, the bottom part of the pyramid illustrates the majority of

users, who are able to use all of the available features without assistive technology. As the

human ability and user mass decreases, the adaptation and need for inclusive designed

products and services increases, to include those users who are not able to use the solu-

tion without assistive technology. Darzentas & Miesenberger (2005) explain that DfA is

not advocating for a design that bene�ts users with certain disabilities and creates issues

for others, but to �nd solutions that provide for all users. Assistive technology can used to

provide an extra layer of handling or presentation, which in turn can bridge the gap be-

tween the user and the normal interface. They state the following regarding the purpose

of DfA: "The goal of Design for All therefore is to push the boundary between ‘Those who can use

all’ and ‘With adaptation’ as far up as possible" (Darzentas & Miesenberger 2005, p.407).

At this point, it is worth highlighting how a term is often simply another way of de-

scribing the same aspect. This have been pointed out by Darzentas &Miesenberger (2005)

who describe that what they coin as "Design for All", is an attempt to describe something

whichhas di�erent terms in di�erent countries, for exampleUSA (UniversalDesign), Great

Britain and Ireland (Inclusive Design) or Germany (Barrier-free Design). The common el-

ement is the quali�er accessible. This is used in all of the terms to describe products,

systems or services which have considered all types of users and circumstances. The same

issue have been mentioned by ISO (2014) who in their notes remark that:

Terms such as universal design, accessible design, design for all, barrier-free de-

sign, inclusive design and transgenerational design are often used interchange-

ably with the same meaning (ISO 2014, p.3).
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Perhaps the explanation on the confusion of terms is best underlined by the following

statement: "Universell utforming er ikke en egen designretning , men en metode eller teknikk for å

veilede og påvirke formgivningsprosessen" (Aslaksen et al. 1997).

As such, it appears themain concern is the perspective one chooses to adapt. Given that

this thesis is written from a Norwegian perspective, it seems natural to adopt the term of

Universal Design which is used by the government. Thus, I feel the views presented on

UD are suitable to use in this research, and have chosen to adopt this terminology in my

research.

Having established the terminology and practice used for this thesis, the following sec-

tion will present some of the principles relevant for UD.

2.3.1 | Principles for UD

Having discussed UD in terms of de�nitions, laws and user relations, it is appropriate to

continuewith a fewof its principles. Early on, some core principles were laid out as ground

rules. These have been described by Connell et al. (1997) who outline seven principles with

regard to UD:

1. Equitable Use: The design is useful and marketable to people with diverse abilities.

2. Flexibility in Use: The design accommodates a wide range of individual preferences

and abilities.

3. Simple and Intuitive Use: Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of the

user’s experience, knowledge, language skills, or current concentration level.

4. Perceptible Information: The design communicates necessary information e�ec-

tively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user’s sensory abilities.

5. Tolerance for Error: The designminimizes hazards and the adverse consequences of

accidental or unintended actions.

6. Low Physical E�ort: The design can be used e�ciently and comfortably and with a

minimum of fatigue.

7. Size and Space for Approach and Use: Appropriate size and space is provided for

approach, reach, manipulation, and use regardless of user’s body size, posture, or

mobility.

Each of these have additional guidelines and examples attached to them. While these

principles originally applied to outdoor places and architecture, they can still apply to

ICT and use of websites and applications. We all expect websites to be useful and simple

to use. Thus, we expect to �nd the necessary information in an easy and e�ective manner.

As architects and site constructorsmust design and create for a wide range of user, somust

designers and developers create aWeb for all users. There is no reason for a blind user or a

user with dyslexia to not have the same option of using the Internet as any other user, or to

exclude the elderly from the Web but not from entering a park. Looking at the principles

in the context of theses re�ections, I see no reason why the same principles should not be

included when designing for ICT services. As such, we need to address the development

approaches and theory that can be used to create universally designed ICT solutions.
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2.3.2 | Approaches for UD

In the subsequent sections, di�erent ways for ensuring the creation of universally accessi-

ble and usable products are highlighted, among those the integrated approach, and how

the di�erent levels of society may in�uence the design process. The topic of viewing dis-

ability in relation to a speci�c context, is also emphasized.

Integrated approach

Previously, there was a distinction between creating speci�c equipment for disabled users

and creating products suitable for the largest numbers of users possible. Dong (2007) has

highlighted the important shift in this approach by addressing the blurring boundary be-

tween these two sections of development. Referring to the work of Benktzon (1993), a user

model is presented in the form of a pyramid, where users are divided into three levels; at

the bottom level, we �nd the fully-able users with no or only minor disabilities. The mid-

dle level represents users withmore severe disabilities and reducedmuscle strength, while

the top level represents users with severe disabilities, who often require help with their

daily activities. What Dong (2007) proposes is that there is an integration and merging

between the "top-down" approach which focuses on creating purpose built products for

user with severe disabilities at the top of the user pyramid, and the "bottom up" approach

where one tries to develop for as many users possible at the bottom level of the pyramid,

before extending to speci�c user groups on other levels afterwards. While the two ap-

proaches have previously been used in parallel, their boundaries have been blurred. This

has opened up for a paradigm shift to an integrated Universal Design approach where

the main focus is on recognizing the diversity of users. The arrival of cheaper assistive

technology is also seen as an important step in creating products that can be seen as uni-

versal by becoming available to the masses, as assistive technology will make the ease of

adaptation similar to that of personalization.

The research of Fuglerud (2014) has further highlighted the necessity of an integrated

approach which emphasizes on empirical and contextual learning, and the creation of

knowledge.

However, the approach described by Dong does not account for the in�uence other

actors besides developers, can have on these issues. To address this matter, we need to

look into the ways society can have an impact in the creation of UD products.

Levels of in�uence

The previous section addressed a practical approach on achieving UD and accessibility,

highlighting the issue from a development point of view. A more theoretical standpoint

is given by Lid (2013) who by using the UN de�nition, describes the need to understand

disability as a relational model of both person and environment. Such models use both

the medical perspective where the focus is on the individual issues of diagnoses, illness,

treatment and rehabilitation, and the social model where the disability is seen through

the oppression in the society towards individuals, and the focus is on the environmental

factors with regard to politics, law, discrimination, architecture and oppression.

Emphasizing the lack of re�ection of the inherent theoretical content in UD, such as to

how a disability appears and the human concept, the social model is not seen by Lid (2013)
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as a su�cient base of knowledge for UD, who calls for a more extensive model regarding

disability in UD. She fears that overlooking the human experience will diminish the con-

tent of the �eld into focusing on the technological knowledge of the various barriers, and

how to avoid these.

As the relationalmodel conceptualizes disability as a result of interplay between person

and environment, it integrates knowledge from both the medical and social perspective.

It focuses on what is seen as a person-environment mismatch, described in what is called

the gap-model. In this model, the disability is noted as a gap which emerges and become

highlighted in a speci�c situation. Such gaps can be used to develop questions to research

on and gain knowledge from. This notion of gap used by Lid (2013) is similar to themodel

mentioned by Fuglerud (2014).

Lid proposes to use the relation model to focus on three levels that in�uence discrim-

ination of users with disabilities, as seen in Figure 2.7. The �rst is the micro level in which

the knowledge of the individual is needed to understand their speci�c perspective. A de-

sign should be evaluated from the perspectives of di�erent users. On the macro level,

the knowledge gained from user vulnerability is used to inform on a political and legisla-

tive level, who can accommodate for the disability as a human condition. The last level

is the meso level, where physical barriers are preventing individuals from being part of

the society. If technical standards and regulations overlook impaired users, disabilities

can materialize, as the requirements fail to adhere to their rights as a citizen. Thus, the

concepts of accessibility, usability and UD can be addressed through the three levels of in-

�uence. These levels are to be intervowen, and having favourable decisions on the meso

and macro levels will improve the lifes of individuals on the micro level, as the disability

emerges from the interaction between the individual user and their social environment,

and can be analysed in accordance with the relation model.

Figure 2.7: Three levels of in�uence for UD according to Lid (2013)

This interplay of di�erent levels has been backed by Fuglerud (2014), who through re-

search in various projects uncovered issues in the implementation of technical features.

She suggest de�ning a basic set of interactions for users to learn that are both accessible

and usable. The developers can then use these when designing their services, including

the help functionality. For this to work, the various social levels of Lid (2013) have to be

included, particularly on the macro and meso level.

Furthermore, Fuglerud explains that in order to create solutions that are compatible,

robust and accessible with assistive technology, a coordinated e�ort between the macro,

meso andmicro levels is required. This will make it possible to address issues such as �nd-

ing the available technology, �nding ways to make this technology accessible, and make it

easier to reveal the individual experiences from the usability and accessibility issues.

Having explained some of the approaches related to UD, the next section will look into
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the context of the disabilities when attempting to address the goals of universal usability

and accessibility.

Context and disabilities

In any development process, the context of the user should be addressed. Fuglerud (2014)

have noted this and state that even thoughmodels inUCDdo acknowledge the importance

of context, they tend to focus on the capability of a impaired user independently from

their situated context, which is where the problems occur. As such, using thesemodels will

not provide information on needs and behaviour of such users in their context, and cannot

be used to solve actual issues. One method that can help designers to better understand

such problems and needs is through direct situation-based contact.

This is supported by the work of Vanderheiden (2000) who advocates that although

a disability is a limitation, it is not the only form, as there for each disability is an equal

situational constraint which has the same demands. He points to several cases that exem-

pli�es this, such as how no vision for blind users is similar to being in the dark or using the

mobile phone while driving, and that lack of dexterity is similar to being in a bouncing

vehicle. Other examples are how being a deaf user is similar to working in a very loud

environment, or how the lack of cognition in a person, is similar to that of a person which

is panicking. As such, each disability can be transferred to equivalent situation-based dis-

ability.

To address these situations, the author uses the aspect of universal usability, which is

de�ned as: "A focus on designing products so that they are usable by the widest range of people

operating in the widest range of situations as is commercially practical" (Vanderheiden 2000,

p.32).

Shneiderman (2000) further notes that accessibility is not enough to support e�cient

use of computer services when he explains the arrival of universal usability as a concept,

and that universal usability faces the challenges from the diversity of users and technology,

as well as the lack of knowledge among users. His proposal to address these issues is to

have a large range of use cases to force designers to consider various designs and provide

innovations that can aid everyone.

The arguments from Fuglerud (2014) correspondwith this notion, as she describes how

inclusive design can be seen as creating designs that are intended for themainstreammar-

ket, yet accessible and useful to all. She explains that this challenges the mantra of Gould

& Lewis (1985) on “know your user”, and also serves as a paradox, since it is not possi-

ble to know every user when designing for everyone. Thus, a �rst hand experience and

knowledge of the di�erent user groups are required in order to design inclusively for all.

This is especially the case regarding impaired users and their challenges in the use con-

text, and the knowledge of such issues can be gained through direct user interaction and

observation in that context.

Fuglerud goes on by referring to previous research by Fuglerud and Sloan(2013)(in Fu-

glerud 2014) on how thorough knowledge of the needs of impaired users and their issues

in a speci�c context is vital to innovations for inclusive design, and that this insight can

be acquired through user engagement and use of ethnographic methods. Thus, a notion

on what is to be viewed as inclusive design in practice will depend on the context, and

requires a holistic approach (Fuglerud 2014).
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Harper (2007) advocates that since every person is an individual, designing products

which can be used by the widest range users possible cannot be achieved or sustained. It

requires generalization of users, which leads to exclusion of speci�c users.

While Harper seems to agree with the statement from Vanderheiden (2000) that no

products can be universally usable given the range of abilities and situations for each in-

dividual, he disagrees with the notion that universal usability is to be viewed as a function

where the aim is think of all users and situations, and that this can be used to create a

�exible and practical product which can address di�erent users and conditions.

As such, Harper believes that using a DfA approach for universal usability is not possi-

ble. He explains that by focusing on the needs of everyone, one ends up providing for the

needs of no one. Instead, a design-for-one approach is proposed, in which the systems

will bow to the desire of the user and remove the responsibility from the engineer hav-

ing to account for every design issue manually. This will be done by having the system

respond in a implied manner, and remove the user constraints put in place as the system

tries to address the perceived interaction of every user. DfA will then only be necessary

when attempting to �ll all the disability gaps a technology has created in a poor interface.

Vanderheiden (2000) has focused on the prioritization of features, according to how

their absence will create di�culties for speci�c user groups and situations. To achieve

universal usability, he advocates for �ve important principles which have similarities with

the WCAG 2.0 principles; making sure the information from the device is perceived, en-

suring that the user can operate the device, facilitating the navigation of information and

controls, including the ability to understand the content, and if these objectives are not

achievable, making the product compatible with tools used by users that maximizes the

ful�lment of these goals.

However, such an approach will probably increase the complexity of an interface as

well. Fuglerud (2014) has noted that increased �exibility through functions and having dif-

ferent modalities, combined with assistive technology and personalization, can increase

the complexity in the resulting system. Lacking consistency in services will add complex-

ity for users, who will have di�erent experiences and knowledge. This will in turn reduce

the usability and cognitive accessibility. The issue of increased complexity is a challenge

for all user groups, especially those with cognitive impairments. Given this matter, the

goal of reducing complexity and retaining the �exibility requires focus and attention.

This relation between designing for di�erent situations and the inclusive design ap-

proach becomes particularly relevant in the design of mobile services and other types

of technology used in our everyday life, since these technologies are used in a variety of

situations, in which using di�erent types of assistive technologies are not considered as

bene�cial (Fuglerud 2014).

A �nal mention should be given to Fuglerud’s notion that the involvement of users are

necessary to ful�l other goals than those achieved through the impersonal user models,

pro�les and automatic evaluation tools, as involving users can provide social, cultural and

political aspects which are important to address and communicate.

Having concluded this section with mentioning guidelines for universal usability and

accessibility, the guidelines for accessibility on the web will be addressed further.
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2.3.3 | Accessibility Guidelines for theWeb

The organisation in charge of creating web standards is theWorldWideWeb Consortium

(W3C 2015a). Their focus is to develop the Internet to its full potential by creating pro-

tocols and standards that can ensure long-term growth. One of their primary goals is to

facilitate for human communication, commerce and sharing of knowledge bymaking this

available for all people, regardless of hardware, software, infrastructure, language, culture,

location or their physical and mental ability (W3C 2015d). One of their initiatives which

addresses this issue is theWeb Accessibility Initiative (W3C 2014b), who develops interna-

tional guidelines and standards for web accessibility, support material to help implement

and understand web accessibility, and other resources.

Through this initiative and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines Working Group

(WCAG WG), W3C have together with other organisations and individuals developed a

shared standard for accessibility on the web named theWeb Content Accessibility Guide-

lines (WCAG). This aims to address the needs of individuals, organizations and govern-

ments. The primary target audience are developers of web content, web authoring tools,

web evaluation tools or others in need of a standard regarding accessibility on the web

(WAI 2005c).

In the current version of the standard calledWCAG 2.0 (W3C 2008), there are the four

principles of accessibility to adhere by; perceivable, operable, understandable and robust.

Each principle have a set of guidelines that address that speci�c principle. There are in

total 12 guidelines, which have the goal of making sure content is accessible to as many as

possible, and can be represented in various forms according to the sensory, physical and

cognitive ability of the user. Each guideline have success criteria written as statements

that can be used to test and see if the web content is abiding to the conformance rules and

requirements (W3C 2014a). The content is said to conform if it meets the requirements in

the success criteria of the WCAG 2.0 standard. Note that the standard has three levels of

conformance with various criteria. The levels range from the levels A, AA and up to AAA

which is the highest level. The reason for having three levels of conformance, is to adapt

to various situations that may require or allow for greater accessibility (W3C 2015c).

Compared to the previous version of the WCAG 1.0 standard, the WCAG 2.0 standard

is said to apply to di�erent Web technologies, and its guidelines can also be employed to

future technologies. Moreover, where theWCAG1.0 standardwas focusing on checkpoints

in guidelines that were prioritized and used to check for conformance, the WCAG 2.0

standard is based on the design principles ofWeb accessibility, with underlying guidelines

that have testable success criteria and levels for conformance that the web content needs

to adhere to (WAI 2009).

Theprinciples and guidelines fromWCAG2.0 standard are outlined below (W3C2008).

• Principle 1: Perceivable - Information and user interface componentsmust be pre-

sentable to users in ways they can perceive.

– Guideline 1.1 Text Alternatives: Provide text alternatives for any non-text content

so that it can be changed into other forms people need, such as large print, braille,

speech, symbols or simpler language

– Guideline 1.2 Time-based Media: Provide alternatives for time-based media.
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– Guideline 1.3 Adaptable: Create content that can be presented in di�erent ways

(for example simpler layout) without losing information or structure.

– Guideline 1.4 Distinguishable: Make it easier for users to see and hear content

including separating foreground from background.

• Principle 2: Operable - User interface components and navigation must be opera-

ble.

– Guideline 2.1 Keyboard Accessible: Make all functionality available from a key-

board.

– Guideline 2.2 Enough Time: Provide users enough time to read and use content.

– Guideline 2.3 Seizures: Do not design content in a way that is known to cause

seizures.

– Guideline 2.4 Navigable: Provide ways to help users navigate, �nd content, and

determine where they are.

• Principle 3: Understandable - Informationand theoperationofuser interfacemust

be understandable.

– Guideline 3.1 Readable: Make text content readable and understandable.

– Guideline 3.2 Predictable: Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable

ways.

– Guideline 3.3 Input Assistance: Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

• Principle 4: Robust - Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted

reliably by a wide variety of user agents, including assistive technologies.

– Guideline 4.1 Compatible: Maximize compatibility with current and future user

agents, including assistive technologies.

It is worth noting how the W3C speci�es that the content may not be usable to people

with a variety of disabilities, even if the success criteria are conformed too, and that qual-

itative heuristic and usability testing is recommended. They advocate for including users

with disabilities in the test group when conducting user testing of the content, in order to

understand how users with di�erent disabilities use the web (W3C 2014a).

Fuglerud (2014) highlights the importance of the users being able to perceive, under-

stand, navigate and interact on theWeb, and their ability to contribute to theWeb through

their use. She criticizes the fact that WCAG 2.0 guidelines do not emphasize on using

methods that can achieve usability, despite having highlighted themselves the aid users

can provide (W3CWAI Users 2005)(in Fuglerud 2014).

Though other guidelines for web content have been developed, for example the guide-

lines ofTheofanos&Redish (2003) onhow to createwebsites that can be usedwith a screen

reader, the WCAG standard seems to have become a cornerstone for designing systems,

websites and applications that can be usable and accessible to all.

W3C have also created guidelines for tools, among these the ATAG (Authoring Tool Ac-

cessibility Guidelines). The authoring tool is a software that enables developers, designers,

writers, etc to produce web content, and the ATAG guidelines are used to explain how the
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tool itself can become accessible in order for user with disabilities to create content, and

to help the authors create accessible content that meets the requirements of WCAG 2.0

standard (WAI 2005a). Another important set of guidelines are the UAAG (User Agent

Accessibility Guidelines) which describes how to make user agents such as web browsers,

assistive technologies and media players accessible to users with disabilities, and increase

their access to the web content. UAAG guidelines may also be used in the evaluation of

various user agents (W3C 2005).

The accessibility on theWeb relies on several components, and it is essential that these

can work together. Some of these important components are the content, the browser and

media player, the assistive technology, the users and developers, and the authoring and

evaluation tools. These various components relate to each other and are interdependent,

for example, a developer will usually use authoring tools to create content which the user

can interact with through browsers, media players or assistive technologies. The idea of

the implementation cycle is that when a accessibility feature is present in one component,

for example, authoring tools, the other components are likely to implement it, as their

interdependency requires it in order to make the Web accessible to everyone. Hence, the

implementation of an accessibility feature in one component makes it more likely to be

adapted by other components. The cooperation and interdependency between content,

developer, and user, is viewed to be essential for making the Web accessible to users with

disabilities (WAI 2005b).

However, researchers that evaluated prototypes against the WCAG rules, discovered

that the prototypes did not conform to the required guidelines. Possible reasons for this

was the lack of knowledge or priority among the developers, but in some cases the prob-

lems discovered by the users were not violations of the WCAG guidelines or issues that

could be resolved by implementing the features so they abided to such rules (Fuglerud

2014). The research from Power et al. (2012) that only about half of the accessibility is-

sues on certain websites can be resolved by WCAG rules, is supported in the work by

Fuglerud (2014). She fears only having tools for user-modelling and automated tools to

evaluate accessibility rather than using participants with impairments, and advocates for

the necessity of user involvement to ful�l other purposes. Fuglerud describes the lack of

personality and character in user models, and believes this should be examined and com-

municated. Referring to her own experience of moving from an indirect observant to an

active participant with users, she explains how she gained new understanding and insight

with regard to visually impaired users, and how the participants highlighted new aspects

that in�uenced the use situation. Using this experience together with the re�ections and

experiences of other researchers, she argues strongly that working with actual people is

more educational, enlightening, engaging, motivating, challenging, and more rewarding

than simply using checklists and user models.

The current guidelines that have been presented, are in relation to content on the web.

The same guidelines should be examined in relation to mobile applications and websites,

to give the reader an understanding of the same aspects with regard to content on the

mobile device. To do so, we �rst need to look at the development of themobile technology

and its current situation.
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2.3.4 | The mobile context

In understanding the development of themobile phone, one can inmanyways compare it

to that of the pocket watch. Both grew out of being status symbol to become a commodity

of the everyday man. An example of this is how mobile subscriptions passed the one

billion mark in 2002. In similar fashion, they have both evolved from being a stationary

object in our houses and streets to being carried anywhere, by anyone. A collective account

for the mobile phone would naturally address the development from wireless telegraphy

of Gugliemo Marconi up to the present day of smartphones and wearables (Agar 2003).

However, this is both out of the scope and relevance of this research. Instead, I would like

to focus on the development of NTM and later GSM in Europe, and how this has led us to

the smartphones of today.

The NTM (Nordic Mobile Telephone) group was founded in 1969 with engineers from

Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland, with the goal of creating a cellular phone system.

As the engineers worked for state-governed businesses, each government was actively in-

volved, and customer surveys were conducted to ensure user satisfaction. The system was

launched in 1981 and was a great success, so much that the original NTM 450 by 1986 had

grown to its full capacity, and a new system called NTM 900 was launched with a higher

capacity. As the stakeholders had decided on the technical details before launching, it was

now possible to roam and use the same phone from Helsinki to Oslo. By 1987, about 2

percent of the Nordic population were subscribers. However, the technology was primar-

ily used as a tool by truckers, engineers and construction workers, and had not expanded

to extensive private use. Many other countries in Europe had at the same time built their

own national mobile cellular systems, which were both more expensive and were inferior

in quality when compared to the NTM system. Other countries had bought NTM services

from the Nordic countries, which were expensive and required new terminals to be set

up. In both cases, there were a low amount of customers that was using the technology

(GSMA 2015).

In 1982, the Confederation of European Posts and Telecommunications (CEPT) es-

tablished GSM (Groupe Speciale Mobile) to design a pan-European mobile technology

(GSMA 2015). The main goal was to see if it was possible, both technically and politically,

to develop a European wide digital cellular phone system. Creating a digital systemwould

make it possible to both o�er new services, such as data transmission, and have the possi-

bility of making a pan-European statement of collaboration to the world (Agar 2003). In

1985, the EuropeanCommission(EC) endorsed their support to theGSM, andwas followed

by the head of state in the European Union a year later (GSMA 2015).

Throughout the 1990s, the development in this project was staggering. In 1991, the �rst

call was made on the GSM system through Radiolinja in Finland, followed by the sending

of the �rst SMS and the signing of the �rst international roaming agreement a year later.

The �rst hand portable terminals became available in 1993. By 1994, the number of GSM

subscribers had surpassed onemillion. The following year, this was increased to 10million

subscribers, as SMS, fax and data services was introduced, and the �rst North American

network was opened. In 1996, the number of subscribers had increased to �fty million.

In 1997, one hundred countries were using the system globally. In 1998, the number of

subscribers has doubled to one hundred million (GSMA 2015).
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The success story continues the following decade. By 2001, the �rst 3GSM network

started to go live, colour screens were introduced and �ve hundred million users sub-

scribed to GSM. The next year, over 95 percent of the countries in the world had GSM

networks, camera phones were launched andMultimedia Messaging Services(MMS) were

introduced. By 2004, GSM had over one billion users. Having introduced EGDE net-

works in 2003, the �rst HSPA network was launched in 2005, followed by HSPA+ in 2009.

In 2008, GSM had over three billion connections, there were 191 HSPA networks live,

and four billion global mobile connections. The LTE standard was released the following

year and by 2011, the number of global mobile connections had increased to six billions

(GSMA 2015). Looking at the results GSM has achieved, the development in the network

is remarkable, both in terms of technology, standards and innovation.

However, this evolution does not tell the development of the phone itself. Rather than

focusing on the traditional "dummy" phone that grew out the development of GSM, I turn

the attention to the introduction of the smartphone. The smartphones are an integration

of the functionality of the PDAs into a voice-centric handset, making it possible to com-

municate both through voice and text, as well as accessing information while travelling.

They allow for synchronization of content with other devices and services, such as email

and contacts, and increases the user productivity. In addition, custom applications can

run on the device, and the device will have built-in Wi� and Bluetooth, or these features

will be o�ered through expansion cards (Ahson & Ilyas 2008).

The �rst mobile phone that many recognize as the �rst smartphone was the Simon

Personal Communicator by IBM. It provided a monochrome touchscreen to tap on, with

icons for e-mail, calculator, calendar, and so forth. The device o�ered predictive typing

to the next input, mobile applications, and additional features, among these the option

of plugging in a memory card to have maps or music available. However, as most of the

networks for mobile phone in the early 90s were set aside for voice communication and

not data, there were no fast networks to transfer additional features such as apps, and there

was no web browser available that could be used on the device. In the end, the product

was not a success, and IBM and their partner Bell South chose to end the development of

the device (Sager 2012).

When the iPhone was released over a decade later in 2007, it had a digital camera, a

widescreen display and innovative input functionality. In addition, the iPhone provided

synchronisation with computers and internet services, for example syncing music and

video from the iTunes store, or syncing contacts, calendars, photographs, email accounts,

etc. The device used a quad band GSM system and hadWi-Fi and Bluetooth functionality

built into it. Its Wi-Fi and EDGE options made it possible for the device to automatically

connect to the Internet (Honan 2007). In summary, it o�ered much of the same function-

ality as Simon, but was helped by the infrastructure of data transmission and browsers be-

ing available, especially as mobile applications became in�uential. The success has been

phenomenal, as the latest iPhone 6 version sold over 10 million devices in the �rst week

of release (Apple.Inc 2014). Currently, the two main mobile operating systems for smart-

phones are iOS and Android, who by 2014 had 96.3% of themarket (IDC 2015). It is further

estimated that by 2016, two billion people will have a smartphone device (eMarketer 2014).

The adaptation of the smartphone can in that sense be seen as a revolution both in con-

sumerism and technological development.
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As the number of people with smartphones increases, the device is faced with new

demands and requirements from di�erent users groups. The smartphone and its applica-

tions will need to address the demands of all types of users, including visually impaired,

hearing impaired, elderly, users with dyslexia and so forth. The developers of both An-

droid and iOS have tried to address this by including accessibility options and functions

such as the possibility to increase text size, to zoom in on elements, to invert colours, and

by providing support for Braille lists. Themost important function is perhaps the text-to-

speech functionality o�ered through the screenreaders Talkback (Google.Inc 2015c) and

VoiceOver (Apple.Inc 2015b) which are built into the mobile operating systems of the de-

vices. These functions work as an extra layer by reading out the text on the screen, and

allow for easier navigation in the interface (Tollefsen et al. 2013).

However, these functions cannot be seen as su�cient means in the attempt to bridge

the gap between the software and the disability of the user. To highlight this issue further,

requires an examination of how standards and guidelines can be used to achieve accessi-

bility to the content of mobile websites and applications, which the following sections will

highlight.

Guidelines for mobile web

The term mobile accessibility refers to the notion of making websites and applications

available to users with disabilities, who are interacting with this content through mobile

devices. It does not have separate guidelines, as the W3C believes that the mobile as-

pect has been handled in the existing WAI guidelines, in particular the WCAG and UAAG

guidelines (WAI EOWG 2008). A recent draft on applying the WCAG 2.0 standard with

the mobile content and applications, emphasize how these principles, guidelines, and cri-

teria can be used with mobile web content, web applications, native application, or as a

hybrid application between the two latter. Note that these are to be seen as guidance for

developers and not requirements (WAI et al. 2008). The ATAG guidelines also addresses

the software used to create mobile webpages and content, while the UAAG guidelines are

used to account for the mobile web browser and user agents.

Other technical work from W3C relating to the mobile context are their recommen-

dations in the Mobile Web Best Practises (WAI et al. 2008), used for the delivery of web

content to mobile devices, and the Mobile Web Application Best Practises, which tries

to aid developers attempting to create rich and dynamic mobile Web applications (W3C

2010).

In light of these e�orts, it seems that the W3C and the WAI believes the WCAG 2.0

guidelines combinedwith practices formobile content and software, are su�cient in order

to transfer accessibility from the web to the mobile context.

However, some do not agree that the WCAG andWAI guidelines are su�cient for pro-

viding the necessarymobile accessibility. Among the critics are Funka.nu, an organisation

which started as project by the disability organisations in Sweden, and who works with ac-

cessibility in all aspects and formats of ICT (Funka 2014a). They have created their own

guidelines for developing accessible mobile interfaces, with the critique that adhering to

WCAG 2.0 guidelines is not enough to provide accessibility in mobile interfaces, as these

guidelines lack the necessary development principles for such interfaces (Funka 2012).
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The problems relate to technical issues in terms of using interfaces with assistive tech-

nology, and providing pedagogical accessibility towards all users, particularly technology

beginners, elderly people, and users with visual,cognitive or motoric issues. The Funka

guidelines were developed by identifying, testing, and analysing interfaces, including user

testing with users that have disabilities (Funka 2014b).

The lack of accessibility guidelines formobile devices and contexts has also been noted

by Fuglerud (2014), who describe the need for advice to ensure accessible design in these

situations. She suggests using a combination of staying with the regular standards and

guidelines, but be sensitive to the needs and context of the user.

It should be noted that some actions have been taken with regard to mobile applica-

tions, which will be discussed in the next section.

Guidelines for mobile applications

Schulz et al. (2015) notes that the primary focus for the Funka guidelines is on the mo-

bile website, while they may apply to applications as well. They advocate for the use of

best practices when creating accessible mobile applications, where one important sugges-

tion is to involve users with disabilities in the research to advise in both the development

and evaluation of the application. This seems to be the biggest alteration from the other

guidelines.

Other suggestions from Schulz et al. (2015) address the more technical and visual as-

pects, for example, the contrast used for colours, the choice of typeface, the language, the

alternative text used for the visual information, having di�erent cues for the important

information, providing good labels for items, having media in several formats, testing the

application with assistive technology, etc.

Furthermore, while previous guidelines on accessibility for mobile content primarily

addressedmobile webcontent, the developers of both Android (Google.Inc 2015d) and iOS

(Apple.Inc 2012) have established guides to ensure that developers of mobile applications,

know how program and create accessible applications for their operating system. Devel-

opers creating applications for the Android system, are also able to use design patterns

and guidelines set up by the Android developers. The application should comply to these

guidelines (Google.Inc 2015a), which are similar to those mentioned by Schultz.

In addition, Google provides a checklist (Google.Inc 2015b) of recommendations and

special considerations for developers to address, in an attempt to ensure accessibility in

the mobile applications used in their system.

However, for all the guidelines and standards developed, the individual aspects and is-

sues seems to have received little attention from producers and organisations, particularly

with regard to mobile applications. While advocating for the importance of consistency,

Fuglerud (2014) has emphasized that inclusive design is not achieved by focusing on stan-

dards and guidelines, but must be seen in a holistic manner where cultural and social

factors are addressed.

Thus, in combination with examining the standard issues, there must be a design ap-

proach in use which promote user needs. As such, highlighting an approach in which the

personal view of users has a vital role, as seen in the participatory approach, can address

this issue.
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2.4 | Participatory Design

One of the many disciplines covered by ID, is the design discipline called Participatory

Design (PD). Its origins can be traced to the social, political and civil rights movements of

the 1960’s and 70’s, in which people demanded in�uence in the decisions a�ecting them,

and wanted to actively engage in collective actions that involved their common interests

and values (Robertson & Simonsen 2013). In a political context, PD began as an answer to

the changes of the society. In countries such as Germany and Austria, groups were actively

trying to involve citizens in local issues, while in the USA, there were social issues which

were addressed through grass-root actions (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

In terms of ICT, PD was pioneered in Europe and especially Scandinavia who focused

on democracy in the organisation of the workplace in the 1970’s, speci�cally examining

the shift in workplaces as workers were being introduced to computers. The goal of intro-

ducing computers was to provide the community with improved tools which would help

them extend their skills, and at the same time automate the repetitive work (Alexander &

Robertson 2004).

Through the years, PD has matured to become a respected �eld in the design of ICT

products and systems. As we can read from Figure 2.8 presented by Sanders & Stappers

(2008) on the landscape of human-centered design research, in UCD, the user is viewed

as a subject, while in PD, the focus is centered around establishing the user as a partner.

This means an increased use of generative design research methods and tools and a focus

on the "Scandinavian approach", rather than focusing on the concepts of usability testing,

and human factors and ergonomics as in the UCD approach.

Figure 2.8: The landscape of human-centered design research in practice outlined by

Sanders & Stappers (2008)

A speci�c de�nition of PD is given by Robertson & Simonsen (2013) who describe it as:

a process of investigating, understanding, re�ecting upon, establishing, devel-

oping and supporting mutual learning between multiple participants in collec-
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tive ’re�ection-in-action’. The participants typically undertake the two principal

roles of users and designers where the designers strive to learn the realities of the

users’ situation while the users strive to articulate their desired aims and learn

appropriate technological means to obtain them (Robertson & Simonsen 2013,

p.2).

The roles mentioned by the authors above are central to PD as they enables users of

technology to have an in�uence on the design without knowing the technical language.

By expressing their opinions through interactions with representations of the technology,

this also allows them as non-professional designers of technology to de�newhat theywant

from the process, by learning about the technological possibilities. These roles makes it

possible to have the two parties inform each other, to imagine new technology, and to

learn from the practices, domains and knowledge of others. Thus, it allows for a process

of mutual learning for both designers and participants. It should be emphasized that PD

as a practice is not de�ned by formulas, rules and de�nitions, but through committing to

a set of core principles regarding design and participation. These principles are informed

through the experiences of previous projects, and the methods, techniques and tools they

applied. As designers, we can now adopt these tools and techniques to the design contexts

which we participate in (Robertson & Simonsen 2013).

To understand the formation of these concepts, a review of the history of PD and some

of the key projects in its development, is needed.

2.4.1 | The history

The idea of involving the workers into the decision-making regarding the technology that

should introduced to their workplace, became apparent due to two main reasons. There

was an increased management strategy at the time that aimed at reducing the power

of workers through automatation and de-skilling, making them interchangable. There

was also a particular aspect for Scandinavia, in the legislative power workers had gained

through law and work agreements, giving them the right to get information and have par-

tial impact on their working conditions (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

Two of the researchers who were pioneers in terms of investigating these issues, were

Kristen Nygaard and Olav Terje Bergo (1975a, 1975b), who cooperated with workers in the

Norwegian Iron andMetal Union (NJMF). They allowed the workers to voice opinions and

in�uence their future working conditions by letting them have a say regarding the intro-

duction of computers to their workplace. Nygaard became especially active in this work,

stressing the importance of having a knowledge base when addressing the management

on the way the technology is introduced (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

In the NJMF project,the workers became aware that their work process would deterio-

rate due to the management strategies and they wanted to in�uence their working condi-

tions, and demanded information about the technology being introduced. Nygaard and

Bergo had originally not planned to involve the users actively in the analysis process, but

this had to be altered as it became evident that the workers did not see any relevant prac-

tical use for the researchers results. An important lesson participatory designers can learn

from this, is how plans alters as the designer learns about the context and situation. The

researchers therefore began building a knowledge base among the workers using action
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research, where the aimwas for the workers to share and discuss goals between themselves

in order to take action and increase their in�uence with the managers. The design of the

research aimed to build a learning cycle in which actions lead to new knowledge which

generated further actions (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

From this research, two important elements central to PDwas highlighted. First of all, a

political aspect in that people should have the right to actively in�uence their ownworking

conditions.

Secondly, that by actively including workers as participants, the foundation can be out-

lined for a process where experts and participants can gain knowledge by learning from

each other. This knowledge can be used in the design process, and the concept of achiev-

ing this is denoted as mutual learning (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

However, the NJMF project did not propose any new technology, but a new process

of design. Subsequent projects were therefore conducted to examine how new technol-

ogy could be built on the values and interests of workers, in which participation of work-

ers in the design process was a key aspect. They would make it possible to for achieve

real changes to the work process, as it was deemed necessary to have an option which

could oppose a monopoly solution and be an alternative technology to the technology

distributed by the vendors. One of the projects which examined these aspects, was the

UTOPIA project, a collaboration between Swedish Centre for Working Life, the Swedish

Royal Institute of Technology and Aarhus University in Denmark working together with

both a supplier and two newspapers. The goal was to create technological alternatives for

graphical workers which could lead to quality products by having skilled workers and a

democratic work organisation (Ehn and Kyn 1984; Bødker et.al 1987; Ehn 1988) (in Kens-

ing & Greenbaum 2013).

The technological alternatives were developed in cooperation with a trade union, who

acted as workers in the prototyping sessions, and conducted the mark-up and image pro-

cessing of the work. These sessions was conducted in a laboratory, and the solutions was

built on the workers needs and concerns. The control over the work process and the qual-

ity of the work were two major issues in that regard. While the concept behind the col-

laboration was to provide prototypes which could be converted into viable commercial

products and be tested, both the management and the research agency were uninterested

in changing the work and using the training developed by the project. Eventually, the

union also began seeking other ideas. These are issues that are common in participatory

projects, as workers and communities need to attend other issues as well (Ehn 1988) (in

Kensing & Greenbaum 2013). Of the lessons learnt, was the creation of a space where

workers could experiment and create solutions through prototyping, and researchers was

starting to examine the di�cult aspects of users and designers envisioning alternative so-

lutions together (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

A project with similar intentions as UTOPIA, is the Florence project (Bjerknes and Brat-

teteig 1987, 1988) (in Kensing&Greenbaum2013), who focused directly on the aspect of the

workplace. The interest of the project was to create computer systems for the daily work

of nurses by focusing on their language, skills and communication. This would make it

possible for them to control the technology and their own work situation, including the

testing of the solution in a real work environment. The participants were nurses from two

hospitals in Oslo who cooperated with computers scientists and one anthropologist. The
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nurses had not received a chance to have their voices heard, and the key concepts were

therefore to enable them to voice their opinions about the importance of their work in

a comfortable environment, and in�uence the development of the product. Among the

lessons learned from the project was the important aspect of understanding how workers

conduct their work, and listening to the people working in the �eld of question, elements

which are still of vital concern in PD. The project also uncovered the di�culty of relations

and power, as other stakeholders such as physicians and nurse assistants wanted to be in-

cluded. This is an issue which is still relevant in today’s organisations with the di�erent

views and power relations among stakeholders. As such, democracy among participants

becomes an important aspect to consider (Kensing & Greenbaum 2013).

The results of these projects points to important concepts in PD, which are still highly

relevant. A better understanding of what these lessons provide can be seen in what have

been noted as some of the guiding principles for PD.

2.4.2 | Principles

Kensing & Greenbaum (2013) have described how a few grounding principles have been

outlined as important features in PD:

• Equalising power relations - �nding ways to give voice to those who may be invisible

or weaker in organisational structures.

• Democratic practices - putting into play the practices and role models for equality

among those some call ’stakeholders.

• Situation-based actions - working directly with people in their workplace or homes

to understand actions and technologies in actual settings, rather than through formal

abstractions.

• Mutual learning - encouraging and enhancing the understanding of di�erent actors

by �nding common ground and ways of working.

• Tools and techniques - that actually, in practical situations, help di�erent actors ex-

press their needs and visions.

• Alternative visions about technology - whether it be in the workplace, home, public

place or elsewhere - ideas that can generate expressions of equality and democratic

practices.

These principles are connected, and can be seen as results or actions which impacts

each other, for example how the equalization of power relations is important to establish a

democratic practice, or that democratic practices are rooted in thework of situation-based

actions. Accomplishing this process will require the users to become a active participants

in a genuine sense, moving them from being informants to becoming acknowledged par-

ticipants in the project and its design process (Robertson & Simonsen 2013).

Other elements that are important aspects of PD, is the notions of co-creation and co-

design (Sanders & Stappers 2008). The �rst refers to any act of creativity, shared between

two or more people, and is a broad term. The latter is collective creativity that is used

throughout the design process and is viewed as an instance of co-creation. Co-design can
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be to combine the creativity of both designers and participants not trained in design, to

work together in the development process. As such, co-design will then require creative

action from all parties of the team; designer, client, researchers and the �nal bene�ciaries

who will experience the product (Sanders & Stappers 2008).

To relate these matters to the design process of PD, requires an understanding of the

methods and perspectives used in this process.

2.4.3 | Method and Perspective

The previous sections about ID have presented two design processes for creating ICT

products. In terms of PD and co-design, this has been partly altered. Sanders & Stappers

(2008) describe how the process will start out as "fussy", with the pre-design or front end

part of the process playing an important part in employing activities to explore and inform

open-ended design questions. The term fussy is used to describe the vagueness and tur-

bulent nature of this phase. Themain objective of these explorations is to determine what

should or should not be designed or developed, as the �nal deliverable and design criteria

for the process is unknown. As such, it bears resembles to Löwgren & Stolterman (2004)

process with con�icting and alternative visions for the design. The remaining phases of

the model by Sanders & Stappers have more a traditional process, and have similarities

with the design process from Rogers et al. (2011). The criteria help spark ideas, which

are turned into concepts, which are further developed into prototypes. These are then

processed after receiving feedback from future users. It is worth noting how the process

stabilizes and becomes more concrete as it proceeds, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: The design process presented by Sanders & Stappers (2008)

However, a design process will also require a set of instructions of how to conduct its

activities. A method is seen a recipe of how to do a certain activity. In PD, this means

using a set of principles and guidelines to conduct the design process in a methodological

sense, where general guidelines and principles from empirical experiences are chosen

and adapted to the situation and the project (Bratteteig et al. 2013). An outline given by

Andersen et.al (1990), which is adopted and used by Bratteteig et al. (2013), states that a

coherent method should include: an application area, a perspective, and guidelines which
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are supported by the techniques, tools, and organizing principles for the project.

The application area is the type of development activities which the method is intended

to be used in, and varies according to the system. The perspective is the world view which

the guidelines are based on, for example to favour close user interaction to enable partic-

ipation. The guidelines are seen as the recommended approach for conducting the design

process, which in PDmeans deciding on a selection of stakeholders, decide how to involve

users in activities, resolve con�icts, and so forth. A technique explains how to conduct an

activity, while a tool is the instrument which supports it. The �nal component are the

principles for organising to distribute and coordinate these tasks (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

For an overview of the choicesmade in this thesis with regard to these issues, the reader

is referred to the chapters onmethodology, and the focus area of the project. Though sev-

eral methodologies for conducting participatory design have been developed (Bratteteig

et al. 2013), these will not be addressed as they have not played an important part in this

research.

Furthermore, it is important to remember that an ICT design means designing both

the process and the result, which has been addressed by Bratteteig et al. (2013) based on

the work by Andersen(1990). Speci�cally, this involves two forms of work; the design of

the ICT system through system design, and the management of this process. Both of

these focus on using activities which are aimed at both the current and future situation.

In designing the performance of the system, designers needs to analyse the situation and

design for the future, while at the same time realizing the design in a concrete system.

By managing the process of development, designers have to evaluate the current situa-

tion of the process and plan for future circumstances, including having to regulate plans

according to changes in the current situation. As such, the work process of ICT design

consists of three concepts, the parallel aspect of product-process, the examination of the

situation and planning for the future, and the re�ection on issues to create changes. These

are skills and knowledge designers needs to apply to their work. All of these activities and

dimensions have been in�uenced by concepts in PD (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

Having noted some key aspects on the design process, the speci�c perspectives in PD

should be addressed further, particularly with regard to three important perspectives.

Having a say

The importance of users being given the opportunity to express their opinions has been

underlined several times, but not explicitly de�ned. An important aspect is the notion

of having a voice by stating ones opinion vs the notion of having a say. The di�erence is

highlighted in following description:

Having a say means having something to say as well as a�ecting the outcome of

an activity with what you say - i.e having an in�uence. To enable users to have an

in�uence implies that the users need to be informed, they need to be given the

chance to form and express their opinion, and they need to be given the power

to in�uence the decisions in design (Bratteteig et al. 2013, p.129).

By allowing the users to have an in�uence, their voices and opinions begin to have

an impact. To enable this, a�ects how the design process is organized, and the methods,
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tools and techniques that are applied in the project. By granting this power to partici-

pants and making them part of the design process, they also become in�uential in decid-

ing which problems to address. The emphasis is on the fundamental principle of sharing

the decisions-making among all the participants involved in the process. By giving equal

weight and respect to all participants, competencies and arguments, the participatory de-

sign process acknowledge the need for knowledge about both the use and the technical

matters of a product. However, respecting di�erent views and giving an equal in�uence

to all participants, is not a simple task (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

Bråthen (1973) has mentioned that what we de�ne as our world-view and its under-

standing is essential towards our decisions and the way we gather knowledge, and that this

model forms our basis for understanding how to apply this information. Through orga-

nizing, �ltering and processing this information into a context, we can gain knowledge.

When the information is processed through a speci�c model, it gives the originator of the

model a symbolic power, and adopting this model will cause a form of monopoly, as it

will de�ne the discourse and scope of the managerial a�ect. Thus, any new information

will only improve the position of the originator (in Bratteteig et al. 2013). To address this

issue, the discourse should be expanded to include areas outside of the model, which is

the case in PD, where various stakeholders are included through applying practices of use

and not formal representation (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

An important principle about addressing power issues has been noted by Schön (1983)

(in Bratteteig et al. 2013), who described that the setting and solution to a problem are

intertwined and cannot be separated into phases. This has lead to the use of explorative

methods in PD, with the aim of including di�erent decisions about which problems to

address (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

This element of participation and in�uence is further emphasized in McIntyre-Mills

(2010, p.40) who state that:"Participation enhances the capability of people to engage in the con-

sideration of options and the implications of the di�erent options for their lives."

Furthermore, the participatory processes can be used to extend the democratic prac-

tice, by enabling people to state their point of view, and at the same time allow them to

consider the implications of their ideas before making a decisions. As such, the choices

can form the basis for decisions in policies and be used to communicate with designers

(McIntyre-Mills 2010).

To enable users to have the power to make decisions regarding the design, will require

both technical and contextual aspects to be part of the discourse. When the evaluation of

the design is extended, and the technical decisions are made in cooperation with users,

the users themselves will feel responsibility for the design. By having power, one gains

responsibility. However, these concepts require mutual respect and trust in order to be

e�ective (Bratteteig et al. 2013), in which the notion ofmutual learning plays an important

role.

Mutual learning

The concept of mutual learning has been an important aspect since it was highlighted

through the research ofNygaard andBergo (1975a,1975b). To achievemutual respect among

parties, the various groups need to learn about each other and their interpretation of the

information. By acknowledging that users know the most of the situation at hand and its
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activities, they become the experts and professionals of the domain. For designers to un-

derstand this context, they must learn from the use practices of users in these situations,

which makes ethnographic studies an important element (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

As no participant will have all the knowledge in a PD process, this is split between the

designer’s knowledge of technology and the process of design, and the user’s understand-

ing of the use context. The focus is on the intertwining of the aspects of technology and

human activity, as their inter-disciplinarity is what constitutes the necessity of mutual

learning, and everyone involved needs to know the areas of the other participants to ac-

knowledge and respect their abilities. An understanding of the knowledge and perspective

of others provide for a discussion on equal terms, which will help participants make valid

arguments in the decision-making process. Hence, both designers and users learn from

each other, and this concept of mutuality between actors is what separates PD from other

design disciplines (Bratteteig et al. 2013). Bødker (2004) has further explained that focus-

ing on mutual learning will a�ect the organisation and execution of the project, including

the tools and techniques to use, and the function and form of the object being designed

(in Bratteteig et al. 2013).

Having established the importance for sharing of knowledge between participants, the

concept of user involvement and their cooperation with designers to create a solution

based on their values, should be highlighted further.

Co-realisation, values and roles

An important principle related to concept of mutual learning, is the aspect of user in-

volvement in design together with designers, noted as co-realization. Given the issues

users face when imagining future solutions, PD provides a way for users to visualize these

through techniques such as prototyping, where the artifact makes it possible to enable

co-construction and learning as stakeholders share experiences on the consequences of

introducing the design solution in a real-world context. This has been a part of PD meth-

ods for a long time, and by providing a tangible artifact rather than an abstraction of the

design solution, it becomes easier to imagine the impact of the design proposal and the

proposed functionality (Bratteteig et al. 2013).

The aspect of inviting users in does not mean all users should be co-designers, this

depends on their level of expertise in the �eld, their dedication, and their level of cre-

ativity which can be divided into doing, adapting, making and creating (Sanders, 2006b)

(in Sanders & Stappers 2008). Those users with a high level of expertise and passion in a

given domain, such as physicians and nurses, are examples of participants who may be-

come co-designers (Sanders & Stappers 2008).

Halloran et al. (2009) has argued for using the values from users as a tool in the code-

sign process. Their research illustrates how these values can be expressed by the users

themselves and is altered from their experience with prototypes and concepts in the de-

sign process. The values may also be used to form the relationship between designer and

users, and which can a mean for designer to aid users in their engagement.

Furthermore, when involving users as co-designers, the role of all actors changes. In a

user-centered approach, the user can be portrayed as an object of study for a researcher,

who through theoretical expertise, interview and observation, develop knowledge of the

user that is reported to a designer, who by adding technological insight and creativity try
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to generate ideas and concepts. In co-designing, the user is seen as the expert of the expe-

rience, contributing with knowledge, ideas and development of concepts. The researcher

helps the user to achieve insight by providing tools for expressions, and will collaborate

with the designer on providing equipment for creating ideas, and the designer is in�uen-

tial in shaping these. Note that the researcher and the designer is often the same person.

A similar change in roles is seen in the researcher who moves from a translator role to a

facilitator who attempts to help and encourage users to express themselves in accordance

to their creativity level, by providing means of involvement and relevant theories to the

domain in question. The designers are important in providing the visual thinking, man-

aging the creative processes, locating missing information and make important decisions

without complete information. These skills will gain relevance in issues with a broader

scope and complexity (Sanders & Stappers 2008).

Having explained some of the important perspectives and principles PD adhere to-

wards, the next section will highlight some of the techniques and tools used to achieve

this.

2.4.4 | Techniques and Tools

The use of techniques and tools has previously beenmentioned in the section onmethods

in PD. However, somemore accurate de�nitions are needed before elaborating further on

these concepts. Using Andersen et.al (1990), a technique is de�ned by Bødker et.al (2004)

as:

a speci�c direction for performing a certain activity. It may involves activi-

ties for data gathering, processing and presentation, or project management.

Techniques may be used independently of how the design project is planned (in

Brandt et al. 2013, p.146).

Furthermore, Bødker et.al (2004) have stated how tools are "suggestions for graphics, �g-

ures and models to support the processing and presentation of knowledge contributed by a technique"

(in Brandt et al. 2013, p.146). As such, a technique may be to conduct a prototyping ses-

sion, whereas the tools are themeans used in that technique to illustrate the future product.

That is not to say that their appliance is independent and do not require consideration, for

example whether they breach with the values and goals of a project. Remember that when

selecting tools and adapting to a speci�cmindset, themain goal is not to do things the right

way, but to be aware of how the selection of tools and techniques for the design practice

will a�ect what is accomplished as the end result (Brandt et al. 2013). The next section will

address how user practice and participation plays an important part when applying these

tools and techniques.

2.4.5 | Participation through practice

As it have been emphasized several times, participation is an important aspect of PD. An-

other important concept is the everydaypractices of users. Their practice and the practices

of the other stakeholders, can be examined in dialogues of co-design by using tools and

techniques. As the practices of the participants come together to conduct the design pro-

cess, and create that which is being envisioned, something new is formed which extract
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from the previous practices but remain distinctively di�erent (Brandt et al. 2013). This can

be thought of as a space, similar to that advocated by Muller and Druin (2012) (in Brandt

et al. 2013) where the process through enactment becomes a "third space" which is owned

by neither user nor designer. Using Lave andWenger (2001), this space is instead thought

of by Brandt et al. (2013) as a community of practice which is being created. Wenger (1998)

have previously expressed that in communities of practice, participation is a complex pro-

cess that involves all aspects of the participant, including both body, personality, actions,

emotions, thoughts and social relations (in Brandt et al. 2013).

In PD, a correlation is observed between the concepts of telling, making, and enact-

ment. This relation play an important role in the design process. What a community

express by telling each other must be examined in relation to what is being created or en-

acted through the imagination and collaboration of the participants. As such, the success-

ful PD project will be a community of practice under development, in which the practice

gains momentum and presence through user creation, user expressions, or user enact-

ment. This three concepts make the practice become viable and productive in terms of

providing future experiences. A simple overview of the components involved and their

relation can be seen in the Figure 2.9. Note how the tools and techniques of telling, making

and enactment do not work in isolation, but are coherent throughout the process in order

to keep the process alive (Brandt et al. 2013).

Figure 2.10: An illustration of the diagram presented by Brandt et al. (2013), in which the

double-headed arrows show the connection between the elements of the practice.

Fuglerud (2014) has argued for �nding tools and approaches which can engage users

and stakeholders early on in the project, in order for them to participate in concrete,

meaningful activities and discussions on the solution being questioned. To address this

issue, a presentation of speci�c tools and techniques of each of the components in PD that

enables this, is presented in the following sections.
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Telling techniques

Telling techniques is an crucial part in understanding user context. Brandt et al. (2013)

explains how the focus in the system design was altered to emphasize on cooperation and

adapted to become an iterative process, where the knowledge of both the designers and

workers became important aspects. Since these two parties had separate domains, there

was a need for tools and techniques to bridge the gap and transfer knowledge between the

two spheres. The author refers to several projects which developed means while trying to

solve this issue, among those Ehn and Sjögren (1991) and Muller (1991, 1993), who used a

game format with tangible representation of the design artefacts common to both parties.

The goal was for thematerial to help participants express their everyday experiences, such

as their �ow of work activities, and use this to provide an arena for discussion which would

encircle the experiences to the everyday context.

Kensing and Blomberg (1998) have noted the growing interest of incorporating ethno-

graphic practices into the PD process, in which the goal is not to provide an account of the

work practice, but present designers with opportunities for dialogues with the workers (in

Brandt et al. 2013). Among researchers who conduct this type of inquiry for speci�c design

purposes are Orr (1986, 1996), whereas Linde (2001) have looked into the role of narratives

and their suitability in expressing and transferring social knowledge. They both conclude

with the notion that the stories of the workplace domain rarely reach designers, but re-

main in that community of practice (in Brandt et al. 2013). As such, use of ethnographic

method appear to be a useful practice to adapt when trying to learn about the user context.

As a mean to enhance and widen the conversation between the users and the design-

ers, a perspective of change can be proposed and examined by highlighting well known

aspects. The future workshop by Junck and Müllert (1987) is one technique which can

be used to address this issue. The goal of the technique is to engage users in the change

process. First, the participants will be placed in a brainstorming session, in which they in

collaboration give points of critique on the present situation. No discussion or objections

are allowed. In the next phase, this perspective is transformed to the opposite direction,

in which participants discuss and try to develop a positive utopian perspective and vision,

maintaining the important element of no critique. In the �nal phase, the participants use

their vision as a platform, allowing them to discuss how they can take actions which would

move them towards their vision, given the present situation. The success of the technique

relies on the participants ability to criticize and create a vision in a common language. The

technique is both robust and simple to use, but do not have formats or representations that

point to the everyday context, which explains why several researchers have added other

tools and techniques that re�ect on the everyday practice of participants (in Brandt et al.

2013)

Making techniques

When we as humans make something, we use our hands together with tools to create it.

From this, we are able externalize and build our thoughts and ideas into physical artefacts.

These can be used for describing future objects or ways of living. Such activities can also

be used for a collective exploration at an early stage of the design process, where the opin-

ions expressed by other participants, tests our assumptions of future living. In PD, three
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approaches have evolved to address these matters; Participatory prototyping, probes and

generative tools. Prototyping uses the advantage from mock-ups and other low-�delity

prototypes in the early stages of the design process in which the goal of the design has

been established. In traditional design spaces, prototyping have been used to portray fu-

ture objects, and howwe imagine their future use. In the emerging design spaces, the focus

is now shifting towards understanding and interpreting the future (Brandt et al. 2013).

In terms of software, it has been noted by Floyd(1984) (in Brandt et al. 2013) that pro-

totypes should be a tool for learning, and be classi�ed. She proposes to divide prototypes

into three classes; exploration, where the focus is on de�ning the requirements and features

of the system, experimentation, which is used to determine whether the suggested system

is su�cient, and evolution, where adapting the system to the changing requirements is the

important goal. A few examples which highlights this, is how paper-prototyping has been

used in HCI to visualize what the design of a user interface would look like (Benyon et.al

2005) (in Brandt et al. 2013), or how paper-prototyping and post-it notes provide a quick

method for mocking-up an architecture of the domain (Brandt et al. 2013).

Gaver et al. (1999) have shown how probes can be used by participants to learn and re-

�ect on their roles and experiences, and how a new design may a�ect these concepts, by

providing designers with material that would both inspire the design and be based on the

local society. The probes used were cultural and personal objects, such as postcards, maps,

cameras and diaries. Mattelmäki (2005) have also shown how probes may be used to pro-

vide designers with information for aiding the participation and dialogue of participants

(in Brandt et al. 2013).

The generative tools are an equipment provided by the designer, aimed at helping non-

designers express their opinions and ideas on the future, and how they want this to be

designed (Sanders & Stappers 2008). Though limited in the set of components, in combi-

nation they provide the possibility for an immense variety in terms of expressions regard-

ing the future. Sanders and William (2001) have pointed out that some of the common

elements to use are diaries, workbooks, bring home cameras, collages of images, etc. (in

Brandt et al. 2013).

It should be noted that though the approaches are speci�c, they are not to be viewed as

mutually exclusive.

Enactment as technique

Designers often struggle to produce design proposals that have the changes users want and

to examine how the new design will in�uence future experiences. A tool for solving this is

using methods that focus on enacting, where participants envision and act out a potential

future in a context where such future activities are expected to take place. Through the use

of ones body, concepts can be presented, explored or provoked through acting, improvisa-

tion and/or experimentation. The process of enactment use bodily and tacit knowledge to

generate ideas and knowledge to the design. One speci�c technique that could be applied

is similar to the notion of improvisational theatre as suggested by Ehn and Kyng(1991), in

which the audience becomes active participants in making changes and alterations until

they are satis�ed with the outcome, a technique which can be adapted to PD (in Brandt

et al. 2013)
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Another element related to enacting are scenarios, where one tries to envision or en-

act the di�erence in future tasks and experiences compared to today. It is useful in both

imaging new situations and as a instrument for learning and re�ection among the partic-

ipants. However, it is important to note that the main process in scenarios is the story-

telling, and that scenarios may be written as text and enacted through visual means such

as sketches, photographs or video as well. This combination of telling and enactment is

very in�uential in the exploration of possible futures. One should also remember that as

with theatre, enactment of scenarios requires a setting and use of several artefact that helps

to establish the situation. The enactment of scenario could for example be in the actual

user context, which would provide the most realistic experience on how to alter everyday

activities (Brandt et al. 2013).

Having presented the various techniques and tools, the next section will highlight on

the aspect of bringing these elements together.

Combining it

The practices of telling, making and enacting is achieved by mixing various tools and

techniques. Recalling the notion of a third space where di�erent stakeholders cooperate

to imagine possible solutions, this has been noted by Ehn(1988) as a "meeting of language

games", thus extending beyond being a collaboration to generate vast amount insights or

negotiations of interests (in Brandt et al. 2013). This highlights how the role for the par-

ticipatory practice is not established by using speci�c tools and techniques or the being

aware of the various goals when collaborating, it is the fundamental question of what to

accomplish and how to accomplish it. As such, designmust be seen as an analysis of possi-

ble envisions when combining a network of various actors, in which the instruments used

are tentative and tested, and where the goals are seen as temporarily. Through a continu-

ous exploration, the actors are partaking in a new process which aims to combine various

means and goals to provide a gamewhere actors can imagine possible futures (Brandt et al.

2013). Hence, it is the entire process of this space and the elements involved in it which

builds the practice of PD.

Having established the paradigm and principles of PD, the next section will present its

relation to research in UD.

2.4.6 | Relation to UD

There are parallels between PD and UD which should be noted. Both approaches focus

on participation as a pragmatic and idealistic manner which can be used to achieve e�-

ciency, progress and satisfaction. Further similarities can be seen in how they attempt to

abide to several social and moral obligations when applying their practices. Both focus

on providing e�ciency while at the same time helping and promoting democracy in the

society, and conducting what is morally correct (Fuglerud 2014).

Furthermore, when developing universally designed products, issues and di�erent in-

terests among groups and stakeholders can arise. This has to be addressed, and is not

only an issue that can occur with disabled users, but a general problem for all user groups.

When examining the problem of cooperation for disabled users, one must also consider

their relation to the needs of the remaining population such as elderly, people with a spe-
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ci�c ethnic background, children and so forth, and be aware of the di�erent interest and

con�icts these groups present. A universally designed product will need to address these

issues and environments as it is being used. With regards to the attention ParticipatoryDe-

sign has given such issues and the lessons they have gathered from attempting to resolve

these, the same concepts may prove relevant for UD, as more researchers of accessibility

design shift the focus from guidelines to emphasizing on UCD (Fuglerud 2014).

Having given an account of PD as a design practice and its most important concepts,

the context and context-awareness of a system are also important, and can in�uence the

behaviour of the system. Though part of this has been mentioned previously, a more

elaborate description will be presented in the next section.
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2.5 | Context-awareness

While the previous sections has highlighted some important points of connecting context

into the design practice, it was never fully elaborated on the actual meaning of the term

and its concepts.

Context is described by Winograd (2001) as being adopted to computer science from

the written language. Through language, a person will produce a text which is then inter-

preted by others. The text on its own does not display its meaning, but works as a hint for

others to form an applicable meaning to it. That interpretation relies on what the text is

attached with, namely the context.

(Dey et al. 2001, p.97) determine context to be "...any information that characterizes a situ-

ation related to the interaction between users, applications, and the surrounding environment."

Winograd believes that Dey et al. (2001) de�nition is too broad, and instead turns the

attention to focus on the aspect of context in terms of communication, stating that ""Con-

text is an operational term: Something is context because of the way it is used in interpretation, not

due to its inherent properties" (Winograd 2001, p.405).

He continues by explaining that the various features in the world become a context

through its use. Thus, the concept of context-aware computing becomes relevant. Hav-

ing established the context, he describes the concept of context-aware computing in the

following manner:

Context-aware computingmight be better described as the design of computing

mechanisms that can use characterizations of some standard aspects of the user’s

setting as a context for interaction (Winograd 2001, p.405).

This includes intuitive aspects relating to both the user setting (places, people, items,

etc.) and the computer setting (network connections and protocols, stored information,

etc.) (Winograd 2001).

Dey et al. (2001) uses a broader description and explain how the model of input char-

acterized in context awareness will manage both implicit and explicit input which means

that any application which reacts to input can be considered context-aware.

Schilit et al. (1994) have previously advocated for a more practical description in stat-

ing how context-aware systems will adapt their use to the location, nearby people and

devices, and the alteration in these elements. This will make it possible to both inspect

the environment and react to its changes. Three concepts are highlighted as important

for the context; user location, other actors nearby and the available resources. The no-

tion of context is therefore extended to include light conditions, noise levels, technical

communication aspect, and the social aspects.

Brown et al. (1997) explains how context-aware applications are blurry and often blend

with other applications. While such applications may be extended to include all applica-

tions which in some way account for concepts mentioned, the term is primarily attached

to those applications where the context of the user is the driving force of the application,

for example, a mobile application where the shifting context and the need for such be-

haviour makes it useful.

While some researchers seem to focus primarily on the location, Schmidt et al. (1999)

see context awareness as having knowledge of the state of both the user, the device and
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the situation and its surroundings, and only to a certain matter the location itself. Clearly,

what can be described as context is disputed, and reaching a common de�nition is di�-

cult, as have been pointed out by Razzaque et al. (2006). Having outlined some de�nitions

regarding context, the authors describe context awareness a term which is used for re-

ferring to devices that contain information regarding the surrounding situation in which

they function in.

This section has presented an overview of the di�erent de�nitions of both context and

context-awareness. I feel the de�nitions are quite similar with regard to the goal behind

the concept, but di�er in scope and the elements to include. As one of the important

aspects of this research is to focus on the setting, location and user environment, I have

chosen to adapt the theory of Schilit et al. (1994), Winograd (2001), and Brown et al. (1997),

which I believe have both a general overview, but at the same time scope their theory to

key elements which are also vital for PD and UD.

The �nal section of this chapter will present some related projects working towards

universality and accessibility in mobile applications and other ICT products.

2.6 | Related Projects

There have been several projectsworking towards achieving universal design in themobile

context. Azenkot & Fortuna (2010) conducted several interviews with blind and deaf-blind

users in an attempt to understand their use of the public transit system, and discuss user

challenges. Some of the issuesmentionedwas not being able to locate bus stops, not know-

ing which bus to get on, or how to disembark on the right stop. To accommodate these

challenges, they developed a tool for Android smartphones calledMoBraille whichmakes

it possible for Braille users to use features such as GPS and 3G network. The tool was

developed using a participatory design approach, but the development process featured

only one deaf-blind user.

Mi et al. (2014) has noted the inaccessibility many individuals have with using mobile

technology, and developed a heuristic list for ensuring the design of accessible interfaces

by reviewing existing standards and guidelines for design. Having validated these with

users and extracted a set of requirements, the requirements were �ltered using a participa-

tory designmethod to create design guidelines. These were be put to practical use through

an heuristic evaluation and usability test on various high-�delity prototypes. The results

provided information about what features to include in order to ensure an accessible in-

terface, and resulted in a heuristic list that can be used by designers to ensure accessibility,

especially for users with severe impairments.

Gkatzidou et al. (2011) examined the challenges of creating inclusive designs, and cre-

ated a combined methodology of PD and agile development. In their study, open source

widgets were produced to be put into learning settings and support learners that are im-

paired, before being adapted to a wider community. The researchers used the partici-

pants as active designers, and elaborate on the design process through the view of the

users. A wide range of stakeholders were involved, ranging from disabled students, teach-

ers, researchers, tutors/carers and design practitioners. The �ndings showed a demand for

personalizing applications in order to improve the learning experience for disabled stu-

dents, and the need for developing new widgets that are not beyond the technical skill of
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teachers and tutors. Thus, a set of authoring tools are recommended in order for them to

develop, modify, adapt and share their widgets. The researchers expect that an inclusion

of various disciplines and stakeholders are needed to achieve this. While such an inclu-

sion would provide a great challenge, they believe their approach could make it possible

to tailor widgets to disabled students, and support personalization and customisation for

all users.

Sahib et al. (2013) have examined the use of participatory methods with blind users us-

ing scenarios and dialogue to create a search interface and achieve user involvement. The

�ndings show how requirements were established by the users. The researchers gained

important feedback on the existing design, and were given ideas for how to improve the

current design from the feedback they received from the experienced users. An impor-

tant notion is the lack of related work the researchers found on the use of participatory

design with scenarios and blind participants.

In terms of mobile interfaces and accessibility, there have been various �ndings. Kane

et al. (2011) conducted user studies into the di�erence between blind and sighted users in

terms of gestures in mobile interfaces. They discovered how blind users have di�erent

gestures, and prefer edge based gestures and tapping on virtual keys.

Giuseppe et al. (2009) developed a way of supporting blind users in using museum

guides by complementing the tactile feedback of the interface with an audio channel. This

was developed using an iterative approach of user evaluation and conducting further de-

sign re�nements.

Neris de Almeida & Baranauskas (2009) have suggested to create interfaces for all, by

allowing users to tailor the interface of software applications to their own needs and re-

quirements, making it accessible to the largest possible audience. Denoting that present

tailorable solutions do not consider the diversity of users, they propose a socio-technical

approach. Using organisational semiotics and PD to de�ne requirements and direct user

participation, they developed a solution that adheres to the principles of DfA. The �nd-

ings show that the practice made it possible to identify problems which may have been

overlooked otherwise, particularly in terms of creating a tailorable solution.

This concludes the chapter of relevant research and concepts related to the thesis.

Though this is an extensive outline of relevant research, I believe this is needed to provide

the necessary image of the �elds in question. In the following chapters, I will elaborate

on my own research, starting with the selected methodology, and use of methods for data

gathering.
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In the following chapter, an account is given of the methodology and methods used in

this research project. It starts by presenting the di�erence between qualitative and quan-

titative research, the concept of paradigms and methodologies, and the reasoning behind

selecting ethnography as the methodology for this research project. An extensive account

is given to the topic of ethnography, focusing on its origins, methods, the concept of em-

bodiment, and the gathering and analysis of data to build valid research. The relation

and use of ethnographic methods together with the participatory design practice is also

addressed. This is followed by an account of the methods applied in this research, the

reasons for choosing these, and how these were applied. The chapter will conclude with

considering the ethical issues of conducting this research.

3.1 | Research methodology

There are two main branches of research that are used to gather data and ensure valid

results, quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative research has its origins in natural sci-

ences and the study of natural phenomenons, and applies methods such as surveys, lab

experiments, and formal and/or numericalmethods to verify a hypothesis or phenomena.

The qualitative research approach has its origin from the social sciences and studies social

and cultural phenomenons. By using methods such as action research, case studies and

ethnography complemented with data sources of observation, interviews, questionnaires,

etc., the goal is to understand people and the contexts in which they live in (Myers 1997).

I have chosen to adopt to the qualitative form of research when gathering and analysing

the data of my research.

Furthermore, Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991) have explained how all researchers have a

philosophical assumption or belief as to what constitutes valid research. These assump-

tions will be indications for the researcher in terms of what research methods and tech-

niques he/she believe to be useful for creating empirical results. This perspective or belief

is often described as establishing an epistemology for evaluating and constructing valid

knowledge. Following the research of Chua (1986), they suggest three di�erent episte-

mologies which a researcher can adopt to: positivist, interpretive or critical theory. I have

chosen to use the interpretive perspective, which states that everyone creates their own

subjective meaning while interacting with the world. The goal is to understand the phe-

nomena in question through themeanings that are being assigned to it. Rather than being

descriptive, one aims for an non-deterministic approach and try to get a deeper under-

standing that can inform other contexts and settings. The phenomena is described within

the natural setting of the participants. My reason for choosing this approach is that I be-

lieve each person will have their own opinion and reasoning about the world which will

give new insight, and that a person’s opinion cannot be built solely on facts and theories

but must be experienced in a context. I see the interpretive approach as a more bene�cial

and fruitful endeavour for this research than using a lens in which the world is �xed and

hypothesises can be tested with instruments as in a positivist manner, or by applying crit-

ical theory to criticize the status-quo and the social aspects of society, in order to highlight

60
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its assumptions, and ideological or historical social practices (Orlikowski & Baroudi 1991).

However, to generate such knowledge will require a research methodology, which in-

dicate the methods and techniques considered appropriate for gathering valid data (Or-

likowski & Baroudi 1991). Thus, a methodology can be seen as the reasoning behind using

a particular set of methods (Madden 2010).

As my research methodology, I decided to employ ethnography. The following para-

graphs will highlight the concepts of ethnography, and show my reasoning for using this

methodology.

Ethnography is primarily used to study a speci�c environment in-situ in a signi�cant

period, where a researcher immerses into the environment and tries to understand the

phenomena in its applied context (Myers 1997). As a practice, ethnography aims to under-

stand the humans as a group. It does this by placing the researcher in the same social arena

as the participants, using the notion of direct contact and the idea that in order to under-

stand others, one must do as they do and experience their daily activities and patterns

(Madden 2010).

Blomberg et.al (1993) (in Blomberg & Karasti 2013) notes four principles in de�ning

ethnography:

• Studying a phenomena in everyday settings: Hails from the view that to understand

an environment, one must encounter it �rst-hand by gathering information in the

setting in which the activity is conducted. This will also allow participants to have

access to the people and instruments which de�nes their ongoing activity, while they

respond to the researcher’s questions in describing the activity.

• Using a holistic view: Describes the importance of understanding activities in refer-

ence to a larger setting and other related activities.

• Provide a descriptive understanding: The researcher is committed to describing events

and activities as they unfold, without judging the e�cacy of other people’s everyday

practices.

• Taking the perspective of members: The goal is to confront the logic behind the

practices of people by using the perspective of the members. Describing activities in

ways that are meaningful to participants, and using their form of language, will help

the researcher to re�ect the view from an insider perspective.

The goal is to observe users in their typical circumstances and situations where they

interact with each other in routinely or ritualized ways often typical of that situation. The

researcher should not to try to manage or contain the natural setting and �eld study by

forcing the users to do things that they would not normally do (Madden 2010). As noted

by LeCompte and Schensul (1999a:2) (in Madden 2010), the goal of the researcher is to

become both an observer and a participant.

A key concept while conducting ethnography is the researcher and his/her embodi-

ment. Co�ey (1999) stated that "�eldwork is necessarily an embodied activity" (in Madden

2010, p.19). By doing what others do, a researcher is training his/her body, thereby acquir-

ing another person’s habitus and training their body to �t into the �eld (Co�ey,1995;65) (in

Madden 2010). It is also is important to build a relationship between the emic; the view of

research participants and the etic; the researcher’s point of view. This corresponds with
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the view of combining inductive theories (building theories based on observations and

interactions in the �eld) and deductive theories (testing out well-built educational theo-

ries used in the research �eld), hereby acquiring both an insider and outsider view of the

�eld being researched. To achieve this, requires the researcher to beware of getting close

enough to gain the etic perspective, yet keep a distance to remain a critical expert. The

goal is to �nd a balance to give a reliable and critical account (Madden 2010). As such, the

aim is to experience and learn about the structures and knowledge in the society, without

disrupting the environment one is placed in.

There are several reasons for using ethnography as part of a PDproject, especially when

examining the similarities between the practices. Blomberg & Karasti (2013) has described

several of these. First of all, the standpoint from ethnography on gaining the opinions and

views of insiders, and to use their vocabulary, is similar to the principle in PD of mutual

respect for the di�erent knowledge of the participants. This important aspect indicate

how the workers or users should be able to in�uence the design, and have a strong voice.

Secondly, just as ethnographers attempts to understand the participants at �rst-hand

through natural settings and by gathering data in the activities of interest, PD attempts to

provide opportunities and contexts in which participants can have direct interaction with

each other, thereby learning from the domain of others and share knowledge. This will

require the mutual respect for the knowledge of other participants, as mentioned previ-

ously. The designer will have the opportunity to investigate the work setting as well as

creating situations which will let users experience the design possibilities and constraints

(Blomberg & Karasti 2013).

Thirdly, the holistic view of gaining knowledge and understanding in a wider context,

can be seen as a reminder of the responsibilities for participatory designers to also account

for users that are not the main users of the design, and acknowledge that the design may

a�ect other users than those directly involved (Blomberg & Karasti 2013).

Moreover, some may see the use of ethnography to describe the current situation as

a way of describing issues before resolving them, which hinders innovation and the pos-

sibility for making changes to the present situation. This can be disrupted by having si-

multaneous and interleaving actions of data gathering of the current situation, which is

disrupted by the development of mock-ups, probes, etc. that is used to highlight the fu-

ture context and the new requirements for the work (Blomberg & Karasti 2013).

As researchers have explored these connections, there have been several attempts to

integrate the two disciplines, either in terms of a re�exive relation, using ethnography as

part of themethodology in PD, or using it as amean to inform design (Blomberg &Karasti

2013).

Furthermore, Fuglerud (2014) has noted the importance of gathering detailed knowl-

edge of impaired users and their disabilities in relation to their context, and that this is seen

as an important concept of inclusive design. The author also describe how this knowledge

can be gained by applying ethnographic methods and focusing on user involvement.

In light of these similarities and the attempts by others to combine ethnography and

PD, selecting ethnography as my research methodology was a natural solution for me,

especially given its solid foundation in previous research regarding PD.

While some critics may argue against selecting ethnography due to its association with

long-termprojects of livingwith co-residents, the term step-in-step-out ethnographywith
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short-term and/or residence is becoming more common (Madden 2010). Thus, it was

suitable for my research as I was given limited time to gather data from the participants

during the observations and interviews. In addition, the context was often shifting as the

goal was to observe the user during travels, and any long-termobservation or co-residence

would therefore not provide any important data given the shifting context.

Having explained the methodology of the project, the next section will be a more de-

tailed description of methods used to gather the data.

3.2 | Methods

A simple and explicit de�nition of a method is to describe it as a tool (Madden 2010), or

as a recipe for how to conduct an activity (Bratteteig et al. 2013). Brewer (2000, p.2) has

stated that "methods are merely technical rules which lay down the procedures for how

reliable and objective knowledge can be obtained". As such, methods are seen as means

for gathering valid data. In this research, I have used the following methods; participant

observation, semi-structured interview, heuristic evaluation and a future workshop. In the

sections below, I give a brief summary on the theory and employment of each of these,

starting with the method of participant observation.

3.2.1 | Participant Observation

As ethnography is a practice within social science that tries to understand human groups,

the researcherwill be placed in the same space as the participants, and act as they do to gain

their experiences. This is known as participant observation, and has become a fundamen-

tal aspect of ethnography. As mentioned earlier, in ethnography the study takes place in

the circumstances of the participants, in which the researcher cannot control the events of

the situation. The researcher has to talk, participate and observe simultaneously, and the

sum of these actions form the basis of the participant observation. When conducting this

method, it can prove di�cult for the researcher to take notes when attempting to observe

and participate at the same time. However, simple jottings, impressions and other data,

can be noted and used as shorthand versions to make up what is called the participatory

notes (Madden 2010).

It is this approach that I have adopted to my research. In this research project, I have

conducted a total of six observations. The participants of the observations varied in both

age, gender, life situation and disabilities. Two of them were blind, while the rest had no

disabilities. I had prior to the observation set up a guide of questions to help me steer the

conversations onto the topics of the research. These can be found in the appendix A.

The context of the observations varied, as the mobile device is a spatial tool, capa-

ble of being moved between di�erent environments. The main idea was still to observe

and participate with the users in their use of the application while they were travelling

with public transport. I consulted the users beforehand to �nd out what areas and routes

they used frequently. This allowed me to design a route for the participant in question,

which included routes both familiar and unfamiliar to the participant. Thus, I was able to

observe how participants used the application in two di�erent environments containing

various situations, which opened up the possibility to uncover situational disabilities. As
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mentioned by Vanderheiden (2000), for each disability there is an equivalent situational

constraint which should be meet with the same requirements. Observing and uncovering

these is therefore not only useful for users with disabilities, but for all users.

To my surprise, I discovered during the observations that there were several versions

of the application available for the Android operating system. Many users were not aware

that a new version had been launched, and had received no noti�cation of this. As evalu-

ating only one of the versions could exclude important user opinions and issues, I decided

to conduct the observation with the version used by the participant in question. Despite

the latest version having some signi�cant changes from previous one, I felt many of the

same issues and user opinions were still relevant. On average, an observation lasted about

one to one and a half hour. Each session was recorded, before being transcribed and anal-

ysed together with �eld-notes. The observations were a useful and exciting experience,

and provided important data. However, to gain an insight on a even more personal level

and in a simpler environment, the use of interviews can be a useful approach.

3.2.2 | Interview

Interviews are a common way of establishing knowledge. It is viewed to be one of the

most important ways of getting to know others, for both ethnographers and other data

collectors (Madden 2010). Bernard (2002) has noted how the spectrum of an interview

will vary both in terms of formality and structure (in Madden 2010). Madden (2010) have

further discussed the use of interviews, in describing what he denotes as the ethnographic

interview, using the term from Spradley (1979). This type of interview is more informal

and less structured, and is a common tool to use in the ethnographic practice. That said,

an ethnographic interview is not a simple task, but a complex exchange which requires

conversational norms and patterns to be productive.

Thus, the formulation of questions is important as they cannot be unclear, yet they

must have enough space for the participant to explore their answers. Open-ended ques-

tions is therefore used to avoid yes and no answers. These type of questions also allow

for the interviewee to expand and clarify in his/her answer, and for the interviewer to

steer the direction of the conversation. For the interviewer, the focus must be on avoiding

sidetracks, yet not guide the interviewee too much, as it could cause the researcher to lose

important information (Madden 2010).

The researcher should also avoid the issues of direct, double barrelled and/or loaded

questions (Madden 2010). First of all, the use of direct questions can o�end and be seen

as ill-mannered by the interviewee.

Furthermore, to use double-barrelled questionswhere twoormore questions arewrapped

into one, is considered to be an ignorant way of grouping several issues together, which

the subject might see as separate questions.

Moreover, one should avoid the use of loaded and leading questions. A leading question

may cause the participants to believe they should "help" the researcher, inwhich they agree

to the implicit answer of the question without really considering the question. On the

other hand, one should avoid "loading" the question in such a manner that the subject is

trapped or do not respond at all, as any answer would incriminate them.

These are issues I have tried to adhere to when writing interview questions and con-
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ductingmy interviews. I conducted in total six interviews, two of which were scheduled as

participant observations, but which were later altered. Each interviewwas conducted in an

informal manner according to the concepts described by Madden (2010). Two interviews

were conducted with elderly, visually impaired �rst-time users who were not comfortable

enough to use the application during travels, but wanted to learn about about it and ex-

plore the application. These interviews became an exchange of knowledge between us in

which I presented the functionality of the application to the participants and asked ques-

tions, while the participants used the functionality and responded with their opinions.

Both of these sessions were recorded and transcribed. The questions used for these in-

terviews were the same as those used in the observations, and can be found in Appendix

A.

The remaining four interviews were conducted with the four participants of the work-

shop. The goal was to gain insight into their experience of participating in the project and

receive feedback on a design proposal. These interviews lasted for about an hour each,

but no audio was recorded as the interviews were conducted in a noisy environment. The

interview questions for these sessions can be found in Appendix B.

To develop the design proposal mentioned earlier, I needed to gather more data from

the participants, and allow them to help in the creation of an improved application that

could address their needs. Thus, the use of the future workshop and its techniques became

a relevant concept.

3.2.3 | FutureWorkshop and Prototyping

To get a deeper understanding of the needs and requirements of the participants, I ar-

ranged a future workshop with four participants. Afterwards, the participants had an ex-

plorative prototyping session to externalize the visions and concepts from the workshop.

The concepts and employment of these techniques have been elaborated on in section

2.4.5 of the thesis. When selecting these methods, I attempted to achieve the goal of mu-

tual learning and understanding among participants. Through discussions and sharing

of opinions, the goal was for them to express their experiences as users and to external-

ize their values and needs, making them feel that they were an acknowledged part of the

development process.

All of the participants in the workshop had been part of a participant observation.

Though all of them were active users of public transport services in Oslo, they varied

in terms of their experience with the applications, the mobile devices they were using it

on, and their application version. The age of participants ranged from 24-55. One of the

participants were blind, while the remaining participants had no disabilities.

The workshop was conducted in the following manner. First, we began going through

the phases of the future workshop, starting with addressing the issues of the current appli-

cations in a critique phase, and imaging future solutions to these issues in a fantasy phase.

After a 30 minutes break, we continued to do the �nal phase, which I have denoted as the

realization phase, in which the participants were asked to adjust and discuss the possible

solutions that could address the current situation.

A new 5-10 minutes break followed, before the participants were asked to discuss and

prototype a paper mock of the visual appearance of a future application. To complete
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this task, they were given post-it notes, paper sheets, pens and pencils and other design

equipments. In total, the workshop lasted for about two and a half hours. The participants

had prior to the workshop given consent through a participation form. They were aware

of the session being recorded, and that pictures would be taken.

Some weaknesses regarding my use of these techniques should be addressed. use of

these techniques should be addressed. First of all, several of the participants using the

Android version of the application, were primarily criticising the previous version, since

this was the version they were using. This meant parts of the critique being mentioned

had been addressed in the latest version.

Furthermore, some of the issues regarding the applications werementioned in the fan-

tasy or realization phase, and parts of the suggested solutions were mentioned in the re-

alization phase. This indicates that the boundaries of the process were not strict enough,

or perhaps there was not set aside enough time for each phase. The realization phase thus

became an partially extended discussion on the future solutions from the fantasy phase.

Finally, while the participants were able to agree on a common concept in the realiza-

tion phase, they struggled to decide on which speci�c functions to focus on in the proto-

type session, and where to place the suggested elements. This indicates that these issues

should been addressed earlier in the workshop. Instead, the same suggestion and element

were often mentioned and discussed several times, rather than the participants deciding

on its placement and visual appearance in the application.

Despite these issues, the workshop was still able to provide new understanding regard-

ing the needs and requirement of the users, and through a diverse group in terms of life

situations, I was able to generate data from users with various backgrounds.

While interviews, participant observations and workshops are vital means for gather-

ing data from the individual perspective, one should also emphasize the purely technical

accessibility and usability of the application. One way to achieve this is through a heuristic

evaluation.

3.2.4 | Heuristic evaluation

To further assess the usability and accessibility of the application, I decided to conduct

an heuristic evaluation of it, by evaluating the latest version used on Android, iPhone and

Windows Phone. This is a common way to check the usability of a website or application.

Nielsen (1995b) describes how an heuristic evaluation is done by a small set of evaluators

to check the compliance of the interface against a set of usability principles, often noted as

the heuristics. He states that one evaluator can rarely uncover all the issues in a interface,

and seen as I was the only evaluator, some issuesmay not have been found. Nielsen (1995a)

have also created a set of ten heuristics, which he outline as the rule of thumb to check for,

and he views these to be general principles that ID needs to address.

However, these heuristics and similar adaptations of them, are not applicable to the

mobile domain of native applications, as Joyce & Lilley (2014) has noted. They have de-

veloped a new set of heuristics to account for this issue, and I adopted these for my own

evaluation. Their heuristics together with a set of guidelines from each of the WCAG 2.0

principles, formed the heuristics for my evaluation, and is displayed in Appendix C. The

emphasis was on examining the accessibility and usability of the application. I did not set
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a time limit for each evaluation, as I was the only evaluator. Instead, I attempted to �nd as

many issues as possible. Though time-consuming, this provided valuable data regarding

accessibility and ease of use.

Having described the methodology and methods of the project and how these have

been applied, the chapter will conclude with a section on the important concept of ethical

issues in research, and how I have addressed these matters in this research project.

3.2.5 | Ethical issues

As a researcher, I �nd that there are moral obligations and rules to follow. Madden (2010)

have stated how ethnographers have to take important ethical decisions about their re-

search when designing its structure, applying methods, negotiating in the �eld, and in

analysing and writing up their data.

Furthermore, his discussion on doing what is right towards yourself, your participants

and the research discipline, is interesting. Your participants have rights and should be

aware of the intention and direction of the research, the use and storage of the data, and

know that their privacy and con�dentiality is maintained. They should also be aware of

the time and e�ort required from them, know how the research may a�ect them, and

know that they have the option of withdrawal at any moment.

During the research, I have taken measures to try and maintain these ethical standards

and assure the privacy and anonymity of the participants. I see this as a very important

concept, given that several of the participants in the project were part of vulnerable user

groups. Prior to the data gathering, I reported the research project to the Norsk Sam-

funnsvitenskapelig datatjeneste who is the Data Protection O�cial for Research at Nor-

wegian universities (NSD 2012). All of the participants were given a consent form prior

to their participation, which stated the goal of the project, the type of data that was being

gathered, and that no sensitive information regarding sexual orientation, religious belief

or other personal information would be collected in the research. It also stated the di�er-

ent parts of the project they could chose to participate in. The content of this consent form

can be found in Appendix D. The participants knew that they could withdraw from the re-

search project at any moment, and were noti�ed in advance about the expected duration

of the observation, interview or workshop.

The elements of genders and age were recorded to give an overview of the user groups

involved, but was not used in any other compromising manner. For users who were blind

or visually impaired, the information was read out prior to the observation, in addition to

being sent to the participants on email. The participants were also aware that the sessions

were being recorded. The names of the participants were anonymized, and were replaced

with aliases as keys. All information, recordings, emails and images were deleted after the

end of the project.

With regard to ethical issues, it is worth re�ecting once more on the aspects of etic and

emic, and keeping this balance of involvement. An important part of this is the researcher’s

re�exivity. Babcock (1980:2) (in Madden 2010) has explained that re�exivity is a way of

describing the capacity a language, thought or other systems of signi�cation has in terms

of turning towards itself, become an object, and refer to oneself. It is similar, yet di�erent

from the subjectivity and opinions of the researcher. There are several forms of re�exivity
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in ethnography. The one I will mention and focus on is the null or basis form, which

Marcus (1998:193) have noted as self-critique, and using the subjective and the idea of

empathy in the research process (in Madden 2010). Though this is not solely an ethical

issue, it may highlight some of the problems I have encountered during this process.

Theprevious paragraphs highlight the responsibilities andmoral obligations a researcher

haswhenusing ethnography and ethnographicmethods, and the importance of being able

to re�ect on these issues. In my case, I see in retrospect and in re�exivity that applying

some of the methods proved quite di�cult. As the participants varied in skill and knowl-

edge of the application in question, my questions and interventions with the participants

and their use of application, often led to a change in the behaviour of the participants, as I

presented them with new knowledge or information. I was at times impatient and should

on occasions have given the user more time to solve the problem they were having.

Furthermore, after listening to the recordings and reviewing the notes from the ob-

servations, I believe my formulation of the questions in both interviews and observations

may have led the participants to answer in a speci�c way. Some of the questions were for-

mulated in a leadingmanner, perhaps guiding the participants to answer the way I wanted.

In addition, I might not have been attentive enough to my own position and situation in

the project, and how my use of the methods a�ected the responses from the participants.

Thus, I acknowledge my lack of awareness regarding my own position in the context, and

that the balance of the emic and etic between me and the participants may have been

unfavourable and unbalanced.

In addition, the type of questions I asked should in many cases have been di�erent, as I

should have asked follow-up questions and focused on the why rather than the what. I also

believe the execution time set aside to complete the observation were in some cases too

limited. Part of the questions were also expressed while not travelling, which may have

a�ected and altered the data gathering.

The validity of data and results when using ethnography can often be observed by the

researcher explaining the case and outlining the actions taken, in order to provide trans-

parency (Madden 2010). The next chapter will therefore outline the case of the project to

provide this transparency.
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The following chapter will outline the topics that I have focused on, and the framework

for the thesis. Speci�cally, it describes the project which the research has been conducted

in, and the mobile application in question. This includes the features of the application

and the di�erent operating systems it has been developed for. The chapter concludes with

an explanation of the recruitment of participants and the di�culties of this process.

4.1 | Outline of the project

This thesis has been part of the project Mobile applikasjoner underveis, which investigates

how mobile applications can help public transport become more attractive to users. A

particular focus is to look at how users can utilize their travel time for purposes that are

viewed as useful, less stressful and which can help in their personal development. The

main purpose is to develop knowledge about what users want from their applications, and

�nd out what a new solution could look like. The project is a collaboration between TØI

(Institute of Transport Economics), Institute of Informatics at the University of Oslo, the

Viktoria Institute in Sweden, and NSB (Institute of Transport Economics 2015).

The project is funded by several actors, one of which is Ruter who is responsible for the

planning, ordering, marketing and coordination of the public transport in Oslo and Aker-

shus. Their ownership is shared between the municipality of Oslo and Akershus county

council. The transport is operated by several companies who work under contracts from

Ruter (Ruter 2012b).

To provide customer service and information for the public transport in the Oslo re-

gion, the companyTra�kantenwas established in 1986, withRuter as one of itsmain share-

holders. Tra�kanten become famous for its successwith electronic services, which provide

real-time information, web solutions and mobile applications for the public transport in

Oslo. While Tra�kanten had shared ownership until 2012, Ruter eventually bought the

company as a whole and later that same year merged its website with tra�kanten.no. In

2014, the two companies were merged together (Ruter 2011).

I have throughout the project attempted to come in contact with developers or man-

agers responsible for the RuterReise application. Despite several e-mails, intermediaries,

contacting a company who had worked with the development of the Android version of

the application, and speaking to an employee of Ruter, there has been no response from

Ruter. I am therefore not able to express their opinions or thoughts on the current appli-

cation, or present their feedback regarding the results of the research.

Having described framework in which the thesis is conducted in, the next section will

highlight the di�erent versions of the application being examined, and their speci�c fea-

tures.

4.2 | Ruter Reise

The topic of the thesis is the mobile application from Ruter called RuterReise. It is an ap-

plication which gives its users real-time information, and can be used as a journey plan-
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ner for the public transport of the Oslo region. The application can be used on Android,

iPhone andWindows Phone devices (Ruter 2012a). The application design di�ers between

the di�erent platforms, as it attempts to be in accordancewith the guidelines and standards

set for each operating system. All of the applications require Internet access in order �nd

and retrieve information.

However, two important aspects should be noted with regard to RuterReise. The �rst is

that two versions of the application is available and in circulation for theAndroid operating

system. Though the Google Play market only o�ers one application called RuterReise,

several of the participants in the study were still using a older version with the same name,

and had received no update or noti�cation of a new version being available. It seems Ruter

have released a new application with the same name without notifying the users of the

previous version. While issues of compatibility with older devices may account for some

of this, it seems strange not to make certain that your users are aware of the possibility of

updating their applications.

The second aspect relates to the functionality provided by the application. This di�ers

according to what operating system the user is using. On the latest Android version, the

user can search for a given stop, �nd out the means of transport it o�ers, and what the

various departures times are in real-time. A stop or route can be saved as a favourite in

order to make it easier for the user to locate it. A search for an area will provide a route

from your location to that speci�c area.

Furthermore, users can search for a route from start to �nish by using the function

"Finn Reise". This function o�ers the possibility to set a time for either the departure or

arrival of the transport. The users can store the route suggestion, and will then receive a

noti�cation which will tell them that this route has been planned. In addition, there is a

map function available which indicates what the user’s current location is, and the various

stops in that area. The map can also be used as a guide by the user, by highlighting the

path the user needs to walk in order to get to the stops of the route. There are also several

settings located under the Android option button, which allow the user to con�gure what

routes and platforms they want to see, for example last used or most used. This button

also o�ers the user the possibility to select the means of transport they want to use, alter

the time set aside for transfers, see all the stops for a speci�c route, etc.

The same functionality and terminology are used in the Windows Phone application,

but the additional options from the Android button have been placed in a menu in the

bottom of the screen.

However, on the iOS and previous Android version, there are certain alterations. First

of all, some of the terms have changed, such as "Finn Reise" which is called "Reiseplanleg-

ger.

Moreover, the function used to set your journey as a favourite and saving your speci�c

route, is not present in either version of the application.

In the iPhone version, the settings for the application has been placed in the phone

settings, and the background colours, look and feel, and terminology used, di�er from

the latest version used for Android and Windows Phone. Much of the functionality seen

in the Android option button has been removed, or moved elsewhere.

The previous Android version has the similar look and feel of the iOS version, but di�er

in terms of the placement and layout of themenu and other elements. When compared to
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the latest Android version, the look and features of the two versions vary greatly, both in

terms of functionality, layout, colours and the placement of various elements. The older

version is therefore more inline with iPhone version. There is no option available to plan

a whole journey, and themap has been "hidden" from the user, as it has been placed in the

option button, together with many other features.

An illustration of the home screen of the application used on the di�erent devices, is

presented in Figure 4.1 to highlight some of the di�erences mentioned.
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(a) Latest Android version
(b) Windows Phone version

(c) iOS version (d) Older Android version

Figure 4.1: An overview of the home screen on the di�erent devices.

In order to evaluate the application, I needed to �nd users who could participate in the

research project. The next section will focus on the choice of user groups, the recruitment

process of these users, and the issues I encountered in this process.
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4.3 | Recruitment of participants

As I was conducting research on a mobile application with a focus on UD, I wanted to

have a range of di�erent users to participate in the project. As a researcher and designer, I

understand the temptation some researchers have of attempting to involve all types of user

groups in a project, and address their needs speci�cally. However, this is di�cult to achieve

and beyond the scope of this thesis. I have instead chosen to focus on two speci�c user

groups which I believed would reveal both general and speci�c issues with the application;

users with no disability and users with visual impairments. The reason for selecting these

user groups is that I believe all users can enter situations in which their abilities to hear and

move is limited. Recalling the examples of Vanderheiden (2000) on situational disabilities,

similar issuesmay occur during public transport, for example, when attempting to use the

application in the noisy environment of a bus stop or while being cramped into a mass of

people on the tram.

With regards to vision, the aspect changes as the majority of users will have none or

minor limitations in their eye-sight, and/or normally use public transport during day-

time or in lighted city areas. Acknowledging this, I decided to include visually impaired

users in order to gain insight into their needs and requirements for using the application.

This meant I was also able to uncover requirements of other user groups in need of visual

aid, such as users with glasses. Thus, I wanted to be able to explore the conceptual models

of various user groups, and examine the issues they had when using the application.

Another interesting element was to see how the two user groups could collaborate in

a PD project. Though some researchers have investigated the aspect of having users with

disabilities be among the participants of a PD project, as highlighted in section 2.6, the

combination of non-disabled and disabled users working together with a PD approach

and focusing on the accessibility and usability of a mobile application, has not been high-

lighted as an important aspect in previous research. Given the principles of PD of sharing

knowledge, experiences, and allow the users to in�uence the design of a product, I saw this

as an excellent opportunity for the two users groups and myself as a researcher to learn

from each other, and achieve understanding and cooperation between stakeholders.

As there are a signi�cant amount of users who are visually impaired, I expected the

process of recruiting from this user group to be easier than recruiting from other user

groups with disabilities. However, this was not the case. I contacted several agencies and

organisations responsible for the rights of visually impaired people. Though some re-

sponded quickly and were positive to the research, their test users showed little interest in

participating. Being a bit frustrated, I took to social media and contacted other organisa-

tions focusing on covering all forms of disabilities, hoping their members might be more

inclined to participate in the project. However, this gave the same result. I was eventu-

ally able to get the participants that I needed through my social network of friends and

acquaintances, who put me in touch with users who were interested in participating in the

project. This method was used for recruiting both disabled and non-disabled users.

My own experience and issues of recruiting participants appear to be similar to the ex-

perience of Fuglerud (2014) who noted the di�culty of achieving early user involvement

and evaluation in practice, and highlights the limit of resources, the time and work re-

lated to the recruitment of participants, and the coordination of the evaluation as some of
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the key aspects. She advocates for shorter development periods and conducting empiri-

cal evaluations with few participants rather than having long development periods with a

large user group. I have adapted to this approach in this research.

Therewere in total 8 participants who took part in the research. Four of the participants

were visually impaired or blind, while the remaining participants had no disability. Out

of the participants, six agreed to a participant observation, while two visually impaired

participants who were originally planned to be part of an observation, were after some

considerationmore comfortable with amore controlled interview where they could learn

more about the functionality of the application. Out of the participants who were part of

an observation, four also agreed to be part of theworkshop, and agreed to a post-workshop

interview. Of the participants, all of the users with visual impairments used iPhone, while

the majority of sighted users used Android as their operating system. One sighted partic-

ipant used Windows Phone at the start of the project, but had switched devices and was

using iPhone at the time of the workshop.

The selection of participants and their devices are aweakness in terms of understanding

how the Android and Windows Phone applications are used by visually impaired users,

and how users without impairments use the iPhone application. Given that Apple has

provided a screenreader with built-in Norwegian language for the iPhone, it appears this

device is preferred by visually impaired users ahead of the screen readers in Android and

Windows Phone, which makes this device very representative for this user group.

Another weakness is that there was only one visually impaired participant in the work-

shop, who was blind. This meant this person became very representative for this user

group. Including other participants with these impairments, could have added to new

personal perspectives and issues. This would also have beenmore in correspondence with

the research from Fuglerud (2014) and Bratteteig et al. (2013).

The selection of participants varied in terms of age, thoughmost of them were in their

twenties. Their life situations also varied, as some were students or had children and were

studying, while others were full-time employed and/or reaching retirement. Thus, they

represent a large spectrum of the general population. Though the selection of participants

is small, their contribution generated a large amount of qualitative data for me to analyse.

This concludes the chapter addressing the framework and area in which the research

has been conducted. The following chapter will present the �ndings revealed from this

research.
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This chapter addresses the �ndings from the data gathering. In analysing this data, I have

applied an iterative approach of going through notes and recordings to �nd the main user

issues, themes and situations, and highlight these. Similarly, the result from the workshop

have been revisited several times in order to create a proposal which address user issues.

The �ndings of this analysis process is presented in the next sections.

Rather than listing each �nding as separate entities from a speci�c data method, I at-

tempt to tie them to speci�c phase of the user journey. Though the �nding itself may not

have occurred in that phase, I have placed them accordingly to where they are most likely

to occur. In examining the data, three phases of the user journey became relevant; the

planning of a journey, the travel of a journey, and the re�ection on the experience after

a journey. Some of the �ndings show issues that can relate to several parts of the user

journey, and have therefore been placed in a separate section.

Having divided the �ndings from the observations into phases, the subsequent sections

present the results from the workshop and the heuristic evaluation.

The issues which are elaborated on are not to be viewed as an exhaustive list, but themes

and elements identi�ed through analysis of a vast amount of data.

To exemplify the di�erent phases of a journey and highlight a possible experience for

users travelling, I present a vignette. This is to illustrate some of the situations and issues

a user might encounter.

5.1 | The themes of a traveller

Imagine the following situation:

John is a middle-aged man, who lives in Oslo. He usually travels by car-pooling

with others, taxi, and in certain cases, with public transport. Being blind, John

has aversions against travelling by himself, and have had experiences of getting

lost using public transport. At the same time, he wants to become more inde-

pendent and not rely on the help of others.

John has just found out that Ruter has released a new travel planner for Oslo

calledRuterReise. He decides to be brave enough to test this by himself. Using an

iPhone device, he believes he will be able to use the screenreader functionality

fromVoiceOver to read out elements. He plans to travel fromMajorstuen which

is his workplace, to his home at Grunerløkka. Sitting in a quiet environment at

work, he is able to use the application, though some time is spent learning to

navigate and to understand the functionality of the application. John �nds some

of the terms in themenu di�cult to understand, particularly with regard to what

elements they contain, and what screen in the application he is on. Struggling to

understand this, he eventually seeks help from a colleague, who helps him plan

his journey. As this is a route he will travel quite often, John looks for a way to

store the route, but is not able to do this. He notice that the application o�ers a
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function called "Favoritter" and attempts to use this, but the application crashes.

John becomes frustrated, and gives up trying to understand this functionality.

Having been able to retrieve a route to travel, John now wants to know what

platform the �rst transport departs from. The application only reads out the

number of the bus he is suppose to take, and not the platform which it departs

from. John is not able to �nd this information, and is once again forced to ask a

colleague, who gives him a description of the stop and the directions on how to

get there. John starts walking towards the stop.

After some time, John is able to �nd what he believe is the right platform. He is

able to check both the planned departure time of his route as well as the real-

time information on the platform using the application, and discovers that his

bus is arriving in two minutes. Approximately two minutes later, two buses ar-

rives at his stop. John is confused as to which bus to board, as no information

was given regarding their direction and �nal stop. He decides to enter at the

front of one of the buses to check with the driver. Unfortunately, he enter the

wrong bus, which the driver con�rms. By the time he gets out, the other bus has

left, and he is forced to wait for the next one.

Seeing as he lost his bus, he wants to check for a later departure time on the

same route. He expects there to be some element of button or text to show him

how to �nd this information, but only �nds a pager element which he does not

understand. While he spends a long time navigating the application, growing

increasingly agitated and frustrated, he hears a bus arriving and checks with bus

driver if it is the correct one, which it is.

Having travelled by bus, John know he now has to use a tram. But he has for-

gotten some of the instructions he received from his colleague. Luckily, he dis-

covers that the search function can search from his position using the GPS func-

tionality. He uses this function, and discovers that he has to walk 3 minutes to

get to the platform. But there is no description as to where to go! Growing in

anxiety, he tries to use the map functionality, only to �nd out that it is useless

for his use. As a last resort, he is forced to ask other travellers passing by on how

to get to the platform. He eventually gets a description as to how to get there,

but get lost on the way. The other travellers explained to him how many of the

platforms in this area have the same names, which can be an issue. Eventually,

being cold, frustrated, tired, irritated and having increasing levels of anxiety,

John gives up locating the tram and decided to take a taxi home. Finally, he ar-

rives at Grunerløkka to make his dinner, relax, and to re�ect over the issues he

encountered.

The situation being described may sound too extreme or unlikely too be relevant, but

unfortunately I do not believe so, given the data I have gathered. The following sections

will address similar issues and themes found among participants at the various stages of

their journey, starting with the problems that are relevant at any stage of a journey.
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5.2 | All stages

The following subsection will present issues and themes that a�ects the user experience

greatly, and are likely to occur in several of the stages of a journey. The main issues are

terminology, feedback and navigation in the application.

5.2.1 | Terminology and feedback

The understanding the users had of the terminology of the application varied, but several

of them showed issues in terms of relating to the language and words used in the applica-

tion. This can a�ect various aspects of the journey. A few examples will help to highlight

this.

One term which seemed to cause an issue, was "Stoppesteder". The participants had

various notions as to what the view would provide, and the functions related to the term.

One participant viewed it as a search pagemore than as a list of stops. Another participant

was confused while navigating the menu and did not expect "Stoppesteder" to show the

front page. Instead, a list of the available stops was expected. An interesting notion was

given by one participant who expressed not being able to understand the term at �rst, and

the need to learn what it provided. This correlated with the notion of a another participant

who had become accustomed to it through training.

The incident which perhaps highlights the issue with this term the most, was seen in

one of the interviews with a blind participant. The interviewee expected to be presented

with a list of stops for the route being retrieved, given that the term "Stoppesteder" had

been used. However, this was not the case. Furthermore, the interviewee appeared to be-

lieve that there were separate menus under each screens, and was looking for all the stops

on a route or departures through "Stoppesteder" when entering a new view. This was a

recurring problem. I observed how not remembering that this was the same element con-

fused the participant, who did not �nd the expected results in the view when navigating.

The participant stated afterwards that the association with the term, made it easy to think

it would present a list. The participant stated the option could be to alter it to "Stoppested",

or that one simply had to get used to it. These issues highlight the ambiguity of the term

and how it can be associated to several meanings or functions from various users, which

in turn leads to confusion and frustration.

In a similar fashion, there was an acknowledgement of one of the interviewees that the

text being used a placeholder which was "Stoppesteder og adresser", was part in causing

some confusion, as the functionality of the search bar was not expected.

Another issue was understanding the functionality of the term "Min posisjon" through

vocal feedback, as I observed how one of the interviewees tried to interact and edit this.

The participant seemed to be confused as to whether interacting with the element was

necessary, and the application did not seem to convey the information that this interaction

was needed to change to a speci�c starting location.

Having done this, the interviewee did not seem to understand what had happened, and

was not told that a new view had been presented. I had to explain this to the participant,

including what the next possible actions were. Having chosen "Min posisjon" as an op-

tion, the previous screen was shown, causing new confusion. After some discussion and
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recurring errors, the interviewee expressed issues with knowing that "Min posisjon" had

been selected. This incident shows how the lack of feedback and noti�cation from the

application can cause issues for visually impaired users. Although this was in a controlled

environment with a �rst time user, the same issue can be relevant when using the applica-

tion in other environments, for example, while being on the move. The uncertainty and

confusion I thinkmany visually impaired �rst time users can experience when interacting

with this element, is highlighted through this quote.

Nei, det som...uhm...jeg trudde jeg måtte skrive et, et navn..påå fra.

The issue of feedback to visually impaired users became relevant in other incidents as

well. I observed how one interviewee’s speed of navigating the screen, led this intervie-

wee not to hear the feedback message of "Min Posisjon" being read out by the VoiceOver.

After interacting with the element, the participant was confused as to when and whether

a keyboard would appear, as no information about this was read out loud.

An similar issue of terminology and feedback was revealed in the description given by

the screenreader to describe the elements in the menus. When the interviewees heard

the word "fane" read out through the VoiceOver, this was not understood, as they were

more used to the term "knapp" as the expected term. Thus, they were not aware if they

could interact with it. In fact, one thought it was a headline, and not an element one could

interact with.

Furthermore, it was noted by one participant that "Favoritter" was written and read

out as favourites, an English term. Similarly, the back button was read by the VoiceOver

as "nav-bar back" with a Norwegian pronunciation. I witnessed how this confused some

participants andmade themuncertain. They did not seem to understand the functionality

that was provided. The use of English terms and pronunciation was noted as strange given

that it was an Norwegian application.

While I observed the participants having issues related to the terms and feedback of

the functionality, and this was also acknowledged by one participant, it seemed that the

visually impaired participants had an aversion against criticizing the application. This

was particularly evident in interview sessions, where there were continuous statements of

having to learn the terminology and functionality of the application, including its menus.

A situation which highlights this is when the interviewees are asked about "Stoppesteder"

and their navigation and understanding of the view. They describe the navigation as "okay"

and that the view and its functionality was easy to understand, which indicates a lack of

correlation between their actions and answers. For example, as mentioned previously,

before entering "Stoppesteder", one interviewee had expected to �nd a list of stops for a

route, but afterwards, this participant now stated to have expected to �nd the elements

what was under "Stoppesteder". Furthermore, later in the interview, after having done

recurring misinterpretations of the term, the participant thought there was little infor-

mation presented under "Stoppesteder". To me, this con�rms the issue of an ambiguous

term, but also how some participants restrain themselves from criticizing the application

too much, and rather blame themselves. Their stated reasons for conducting many of the

errors were their own lack of having a habit or routine for using the application, and that

they needed to become acquainted with the application. From my observations, I note

this as the participants being reluctant against criticizing the application, and not stating
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more explicitly that the application did not address all their needs.

The incidents presented so far have revealed issues and problems for the visually im-

paired participants. However, similar issues occurredwhenobserving sighted participants.

Through observations, I noted the confusion two sighted participants using the latest

Android version experienced when adding a route to "Favoritter" and being told that a

route was planned. The confusion and frustration I observed can be summed up in one

of the participants following statements:

Det siar meg ingenting.

It became apparent that the term used was not understood and gave them no informa-

tion of the action that was done. Even after explaining the intention and the use of this

function, one of the participants was still confused.

Examining the data, the issues and problems participants faced became quite visible.

In that respect, the words of one of the blind participants sums up how terminology and

feedback should not disrupt, but provide learnability and cohesiveness:

Nei som regel når du har gjort da ein gong, så forstår du da

This section have attempted to highlight some of the di�culties of terms and termi-

nology of RuterReise. Having covered the aspects of the application, it seems natural to

address a related topic of navigation, which will be highlighted in the next section.

5.2.2 | Navigating in the application

Simple navigation of an application is important to �nd information in all phases of the

journey. The general feedback of the participants was that the navigation was "okay" and

understandable, despite the issues uncovered in the previous section regarding terminol-

ogy. While no serious issues were explicitly expressed, I observed how several of the par-

ticipants appeared to struggle while navigating between elements during the observation,

which could indicate that the application does not have the intuitive navigation that users

expect. At one point, this was in fact acknowledged by one of the participants. A reason

for this could be related to the previous issues in terminology and feedback, as indicated

earlier with the confusion of the term "Stoppesteder".

The issues of navigating became especially apparent in an observation with a sighted

user, in which the participant were trying to retrieve a planned journey, not knowing that

it was stored under "Favoritter". The participant also had issues with �nding a function

that had been used previously, which was located under the option button of the Android

device.

A similar issue of navigation occurred with a participant of the earlier Android version,

who attempted to set an alarm to be noti�ed of the departure of a route. Though the

participant was able to achieve this, neither the route nor the alarm appeared anywhere

and the participant was not able to locate it and simply had to wait for the alarm to be

activated.

Another observation that showed some of the di�culties of navigation, was when a

participant attempted to add a route as a favourite. The participant wanted to have the

possibility to do this through the favourites section itself, rather than having to search
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and add the route after it had been found. These incidents show that there seems to be

a misconception between the expected use of navigation, location, functions from users ,

and what the application can actually provide.

Other serious issues were related to visually impaired users, and was highlighted in the

interview sessions. I had to help the participants to navigate the screen, as they struggled

to �nd speci�c elements given the slow feedback of the application. This was in part due

to the participants navigating too quickly in the application. An example which highlights

this issuewere the incidents inwhich participants tried to alter or select the departure from

"Min posisjon" to a speci�c location. As the participants did not understand the feedback

and what the application wanted from them, their navigation became more frantic and

stressful. One interviewee attempted several times to interact with the headline "Fra", not

knowing that the view had already been entered. This also lead the participant to lose

track of the view, and the participant had to be instructed in order to �nd the function,

and retrieve the necessary information.

Another example was seen in locating the search bar, which the participants navigated

past several times. Not being aware of the search bar being present given its slow read out

of the placeholder element, lead to much confusion and frustration.

The result of lacking the necessary feedback was further highlighted in the navigation

of the search view. As no feedback was given to users of a search being conducted, the

eagerness of the interviewees meant they started to navigate the view before the result

was presented. This led them to navigate to the menu, which caused confusion.

Furthermore, I observed how extra navigation was needed to provide requested infor-

mation. During the interview, one participant wanted to �nd the platforms for a route.

This was not listed in the results of the search, and the participant had to navigate to

"Stoppesteder" to �nd the station and the relevant information regarding platforms, which

was viewed by the participants as a much more cumbersome way of retrieving the infor-

mation. One participant later noted how the issues of navigation was due to a lack of

memory, and stated the need to get the required knowledge in order to use the applica-

tion. Again, this indicates an element of the participants blaming themselves rather than

the learnability and usability of the application.

The incident with navigation issues which perhaps was the most interesting, occurred

in the interviews, when the participants were asked to �nd a later departure for the same

route. This proved very di�cult to do. First of all, they struggled to �nd the pager element

used to navigate to the next result, and were instead looking for a button. Having guided

them to the location of the this element, they did not understand its functionality and

whether it would present new information. When interacting with the function, a new

result was presented, but the focus of the screen reader did not shift. This was confusing

for the participants, who struggled to navigate and �nd new information, as they were not

sure whether a new departure time had been presented. The only way for them �nd this

information was to navigate upwards or simply press an random element in the screen.

I observed the di�culty they had in understanding this, and their issues in navigating

the view to �nd relevant information. As they made mistakes, they became increasingly

stressed and frustrated and seemed uncomfortable. They explained how this functionality

was not something they would be able to understand by themselves, but would require

an explanation. One of them had clearly expected the focus to change, and stated the
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following regarding the issue of �nding information in this manner:

Ja, det blir litt, da må jeg jo vite hvor jeg er hen, det syns jeg var litt, eh...tungvint.

Regarding the aspect of correcting navigational errors, some issues became very ap-

parent. One of the visually impaired �rst time users stated that the problem was to know

ones location in the application, and whether the navigation has moved the focus to the

wrong element. A correlating factor to this aspect is to be aware of the available informa-

tion and how it is presented, whichwas perceived as di�cult. An example which highlights

this, is when one of the participants attempts to navigate to the previous view, but mis-

took the back-button for a �ctive name or station to edit. This was due to the mixture of

English words and the Norwegian pronunciation of these words, which results in the read

out of "nav-bar back" from the screenreader. As the user expected the same feedback as in

other applications, such as the calendar or clock from Apple, this became an issue when

navigating backwards in both "Stoppesteder" and "Reiseplanlegger".

In hindsight of these results, there are obvious issues with regard to navigation, de-

spite most participants being satis�ed with the overall navigational structure. The core of

the matter might be found in a comment made by one of the blind participants, in that

the navigation relies on what you as a user know or don’t know, which shows that we as

designers need to convey the necessary information.

This section have presented the more general issues and concerns which can occur in

at any stage of a journey. In the subsequent section, more speci�c issues are addressed,

which primarily relate to the planning phase of a journey.

5.3 | Planning stage

The subsequent section will highlight issues and recurring themes related to the planning

stage of the journey, focusing especially on the means used for �nding and storing infor-

mation.

5.3.1 | Finding and storing information

In this section, some of the issues of applying the functions for �nding and storing in-

formation during the observations and interviews, are addressed. The main features and

views that are highlighted, are "Stoppesteder", the option button in Android, the function-

ality used to �nd a speci�c journey, and the display of results.

Information through "Stoppesteder"

The functionality in "Stoppesteder" allow users to �nd information through search or to

use the "i Nærheten" functionality to �nd nearby stations from their locations.

The feedback from the participants on the search functionality was that this was a good

feature. Some of the main advantages highlighted were the real-time information pro-

vided, and the fact that results were presented in a list. For the visually impaired users, it

was noted that not having to open a new view to �nd information was great, as it made it

easier to get an overview and was more accessible.
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Many of the participants mentioned that they preferred to use the search functional-

ity to �nd information, especially if they knew the whereabouts of the platforms and/or

had travelled there before. Their use of the function seemed to be dependent of their

knowledge of the area. Another important element to highlight was how the participants

attempted to �nd information relevant to their own situation, for example the participant

who wanted to know the last bus home from a nearby location.

On the overall view of "Stoppesteder", the participants noted its simplicity, that there

was a good organisation of elements, and the inclusion of the search bar to search for

departures from stops. Some thought the option of having "Sist brukte" was great, while

other had not used this function extensively. While this was the case for users of the latest

version, the user of the previous version were more dissatis�ed, describing its appearance

as depressive and dark.

With regards to the functionality of "i Nærheten", the participants found this to dis-

play good results. For example, having all the bus stops in an area was great, given that it

did not clutter the view. One minor issue occurred when the names of the stations were

similar. I noted how this caused confusion for a visually impaired participant in terms of

understanding the location of the platform.

Despite the overall satisfaction of the search function, I observed how actually using

the functionality presented problems, especially with regard to the spelling of the plat-

form name. One participant experienced that spelling the name correctly provided a no-

ti�cation of having no Internet connection, which was not the case. Removing a period

however, provided the correct result, which was very strange and annoyed the participant.

This concurs with a similar experience encountered by another participant using Android,

who had experienced no platforms in the results due to misspellings, and thought the

search function should be able to account for misspellings in the user input.

The "hidden" button

Another important element was the option button in the Android application. None of

the participants were aware of this function being present, and that it could provide func-

tionality that might be relevant to their use. As mentioned previously, the functionality

presented in the menu for this button varies in terms of what view the user is on. For ex-

ample on "Stoppesteder", there was an option to switch from last used search to most used

search, or to choose speci�c means of transport when using the travel planner. The gen-

eral consensus was that the participants would have used these functions had they known

they were available. As such, there seems to be a need of conveying to users that these

options are present.

In terms of using and understanding these features, the participants seemed at �rst to

understand the intention behind them, but showed issues in using them. One participant

struggled to locate a certain function, which was connected to a speci�c screen. Another

participant wanted to travel speci�cally by bus, but struggled to locate the function that

would enable this, and eventually had to be aided by the researcher. However, the partic-

ipant was still not able to �nd a relevant bus route.

These examples indicate room for improvement in terms of locating, understanding

and using these features of the application.
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The travel planner

As the term used for �nding a speci�c route varied between the di�erent applications of

RuterReise, the term travel planner is used here to describe the overall goal of using this

functionality. The travel planner and the results it provided, was appreciated by the par-

ticipants, and the overall impression was positive. One participant was especially satis�ed

and noted how it was able to provide additional details, for example the duration of the

journey. The participants further highlighted the explanation of the route, having infor-

mation about the direction of the transport, knowing the transfers and stops along the

way and the arrival time for these, and knowing when the transport arrived at their �nal

stop, as positive. One participant described this information as detailed in terms of the

time used for the travel, and how far one needed to walk. The participants also thought

the travel planner equipped users with a quick way to search for information and receive

results. Several participants found the "avvikmelding" regarding delays or other issues on

the route, to be a useful feature.

A statement I feel describe the overall view of the participants for when to use of the

travel planner, is the following:

Når eg ikje vet, eh...alternativene nedover når eg skal komme meg til det stedet.

However, there were some issues. One participant experienced how the selection of a

start position in the travel planner, a�ected the results of the quick search for platforms

in terms of what direction the user were expected to travel. This was noted as an issue by

the participant.

Several of the visually impaired participants also stated that though the travel plan-

ner was a good feature, and that searching for a route was "okay" and "logical", the use of

the function was a learning process, which one has to go through in order to adapt to its

use. Thus, it seems that for users with visual impairments, their conceptual model for the

behaviour of the travel planner did not initially correspond with the one that had been

designed by the designers of the application.

While the functionality of both the search and travel planner were much revered, the

results and information displayed was not always bene�ciary and understood by partici-

pants, The next section will highlight this further.

Displaying and use of results

While the results often provided useful information for participants, there were several

problems to address. The �rst of these related to the older Android version, in which the

participant had been told several times by the travel planner to use a di�erent route than

what the participant knew was the fastest, and the travel suggestion did not account for or

notify about rush-hour tra�c. Annoyed by this, the participant explained how this might

lead to users not making it to the next transport, or arrive later than originally planned.

Another interesting aspect was the way in which several of the participants using the

Android application, found and stored their results. Instead of using the "Favoritter" func-

tionality of the application to store a journey, they would normally to take a picture of the

journey they had planned on ruter.no and use that while they were travelling. This was

seen as both more practical and time-saving to do on their computer than on a mobile
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device. It also enabled them to save battery and money from data transmission on their

devices. The concern and reason for many users to do this can be seen in the following

quote:

Litt tungvint, men da slipper man å være avhengig av dekning på telefonen

In light of these revelations, I became aware of how the concept of a safe and simple

journey was an important factor for the participants, which a future application needed

to provide for.

Another issue related to the presentation of results, was the participants understanding

of these. Several participants had experienced results where several platforms had the

same name, with onlyminor alterations. From the interviews, it became apparent that this

might confuse visually impaired users. During an interview, I observed how a participant

expressed issues in terms of understanding the exact location of the platform, given the

names presented in the list. The participant thought perhaps the application neededmore

information, which was not the case. The participant still felt the fault was their own, while

other more experienced participants were more inclined to blame the application. Thus,

it seems to be a reluctance from �rst-time users to criticize the application.

A �nal concernworthnoting is the di�erence in results of the searchbar under "Stoppest-

eder". In one observation, it was noted that searching for an area for example Majorstuen,

provided a route to that area, while searching for a speci�c platform would display the

departures of that platform. The participant did not �nd this to be logical or intuitive. To

further build on this, I later discovered that this does not apply to the iPhone application,

but only to the latest Android version and Windows Phone. Thus, there is an inconsis-

tency in the various applications in terms of the results of the search, which seems both

strange and unusual.

Having highlighted some of the issues of the di�erent result views, and the methods

used by the participants to understand and use the results from the application, the next

section will address their use and understanding of "Favoritter".

Using "Favoritter"

Most participants were positive and seemed to understand the practicality of using "Fa-

voritter" to store platforms and routes. However, many of them had not actually used this

functionality, and was not aware of what it would achieve. Therefore, they often needed

an explanation in order to understand its use. This was especially highlighted in an ob-

servation with a user of the old Android version, who were irritated by having to use the

search bar to look up the same information several times.

While the icons used in the application had previously been noted as bene�cial, one

issue was the icon for storing a route in the latest Android version. It displayed a pin

rather than a star, which several participants believed was the conventional icon for saving

a bookmark on the Internet. I observed how this was particularly an issue in an observation

with a participant using the latest Android version. The participant not only struggled to

understand the icon but also to �nd the actual information under "Favoritter" afterwards.

The issue is especially highlighted through the comment by the participant on why this

functionality had not been used previously:
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Figure 5.1: Using the RuterReise application on Windows Phone to plan a journey.

Det hadde jo sikkert vært praktisk, hvert fall med favoritter, for eg har jo liksom noen,

strekningar som eg reisar mest på."......"Eh..menne, det har liksom ikje vært sånn veldig

innlysende måte å legge til favorittar.

This statement highlights how the actual use of "Favoritter" does not appear to be in-

tuitive to the participants, and that users may at times �nd it di�cult to understand how

they can achieve their goal of storing relevant information. Note that this problem occurs

despite there being a leading text under "Favoritter" that is meant to explain to users how

to accomplish this, and the participants often required an explanation from the researcher

to achieve this goal. The problem of not understanding the use of "Favoritter", may in ad-

dition to the previously stated reasons; not spending money on data connection and save

battery, explain why many of the participants had decided to store their results in images

before travelling, rather than using this functionality.

Furthermore, it is important to mention some of the concerns from the visually im-

paired participants. One participant mentioned how their use of this functionality is lim-

ited, using the example that knowing when one train arrives at a station, does not tell you

whether other trains will arrive before it. The participant went on to explain how the sub-

way trains might be arriving one at a time, but that buses often arrive simultaneously. In
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light of these comments, it appears that the current implementation and functionality of

"Favoritter" is not a great aid for these users.

Another important aspect to highlight is the use of "Favoritter" in combination with the

VoiceOver functionality from iOS. The observations had not shown any serious di�culties

in combining these. However, as the interviewees were asked to store a speci�c departure,

they were not able to achieve this. The star element used in the application to activate this

functionality was not accessible and no function was read out. Instead, the screenreader

told the participants that there was a button there which they could to interact with. When

pressing this button, the participants experienced that the application crashed and had to

be restarted. When turning o� the screenreader, it was revealed that a user is not able to

interact with the element at all, besides activating the star. As this element is not accessi-

ble, the button read out by the VoiceOver is not usable. This was seen as an issue by the

interviewees, especially one interviewee who had wanted to store several departures as

favourites.

This concludes the section on issues related to the planning phase of a journey. It high-

lights several of the bene�ts and issues of �nding, understanding and storing information

when using the functionality of the application to plan a journey. Having addressed these

matters, the next section will address aspects related to the travel phase of a journey.

5.4 | The travel phase

The following section will emphasize on the issues related to using the application during

travel. Speci�cally, it examines the problems in using the application to navigate to the

right transport and platform, using the map functionality during travels, and the retrieval

of information while on the move.

Platform and transport

When highlighting the �ndings related to the planning phase, I noted the usefulness the

participants saw in having the "i Nærheten" function to present nearby stops, when the

participants were in unknown locations. However, an issue arises as the result of this func-

tion does not state the actual distance to the stop, nor any textual description of how to get

there. For visually impaired users, this becomes an issue whenmoving between locations.

One blind participant commented at one point not knowing where the closest platform

was, given the locations and results presented by the functionality. The issue this presents

is perhaps best described by the comments of one of the blind participants, who stated

that:

Ja, altså nærmest betyr jo ikke at det er i nærheten.

Similar issues occurred for visually impaired participants when they attempted to use

the results from the search or the travel planner functionality in practice. The participants

were able to �nd the information, but were not always aware of the location of the plat-

form, or where to go between stops. Again, there was no textual description of this, and

none of the participants were able to use themap together with their accessibility features.

Many of these participants explained how they often needed to use third-party appli-

cations such as BlindSquare to navigate and use as a guide, or ask someone about how to
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get to their intended location. One interviewee described the approach for coping with

not knowing the platform or location in the following manner:

Ja da, akkurat da, da blir jeg veldig sånn, jeg er jo sånn som vil planlegge og vite på

forhånd.... Så, jeg...ville snakket, snakket med noen som er kjent og få en..detaljert beskriv-

else på forhånd.....Enten det eller til og med få noen til å bli med meg...første gangen.

Some of the sighted participants were also compensating for the lack of textual descrip-

tions by searching for known stops instead of addresses, or by using third-party applica-

tions such as Google Maps to �nd an address.

The issues highlighted indicates how the information and descriptions provided by

the application, are insu�cient for enabling users to travel independently, especially the

visually impaired users.

Using the map

As mentioned in the previous section earlier, the map and its functionality was not useful

for the visually impaired participants. Testing the function with VoiceOver showed that

the participants had to press exactly on the icon in the map to receive any useful infor-

mation, and that navigating the map with the screen reader was not possible. Thus, the

directions and locations of the platforms indicated on the map, were only useful to the

sighted participants.

However, inmany cases the sighted participants were not aware of amap being present.

None of the Android users had used the map functionality previously, but were active

users of third party applications such as Google Maps. The participant of the previous

Android version had looked for a map function, but had not been able to locate this, as

it was hidden under the option button of the Android phone which had never been used.

The participant was surprised by the placement of this functionality, and when asked why

this function had not been located and used previously, a simple explanation was given:

Fordi..det står ikke noe om det.

Again, the lack of information and descriptions for the users are highlighted as an im-

portant issue. The participant went on explaining that a button had been expected, which

would state that the map functionality was available.

A similar issue of locating this functionality was observed in the participants use of

the latest Android version, and the relations the participants had to the map icons. The

participants did not seem to understand or relate to the icon that was used to indicate the

map functionality, and had not been able to �nd this functionality. Being familiar with

the icon applied in other third party applications, they seemed confused and frustrated

as to why not the same icon had been applied in this application. One participant also

mentioned how it had not been necessary to use themap, repeating the preferredmethod

of planning and storing a journey by taking a picture of the information beforehand. The

participant also described how the need for using a map was limited to situations where

the participant was in an unknown area. In these situations, in which ones own intuition

and observations were not enough in order to navigate properly, the map functionality

became a necessary feature.
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As such, the current solution does not seem to be intuitive to users, and does not cor-

respond with their conceptual model and expectation of the map functionality in the ap-

plication.

Furthermore, I witnessed an important concern and di�culty related to the use of the

map functionality when participants attempted to use this functionality to navigate be-

tween locations. In one observation, the participant struggled to �nd the correct bus stop

in a large area. The confusion and anxiety of the participant can be seen in the following

statement:

Eg er litt sånn forvirret over hvor er det jeg er og hvor er det...det står liksom

ikke noe om hvor jeg er...

This confusion seemed to be in part due to the map itself, and in part due to the lack

of instructions from the map and the route about where the stop was located. Besides the

issue of not knowing the location of the bus stop, the participant also noted the constant

movement of theGPS icon as being a problem. In addition, the participant did not seem to

be aware that a iconwas present on themap. This icon could be used to indicate the current

position of the participant on the map, but this had to be pointed out to the participant.

All of these aspects made the participant appear insecure, and I observed the stress and

frustration these issues forced on the participant.

While some participants had severe issues in using and understanding the map, other

participants were satis�ed. One participant highlighted the bene�t of having the icon for

your current location appear in the map, and preferred having a visual view instead of

having a textual description. The problem for this participant was towards the navigation

on themap. The participant thought themarkers used to indicate the current user location

and the end location were too similar, and that these should be two separate icons. Relat-

ing to users with bad eye-sight, the participant noted how these users would not be able

to distinguish between the two icons. As the current solution depended on these markers

in order for users to use the map, this was a problem, especially if there were many sim-

ilar roads on the map. If the Ruter map did not provide the necessary information, this

participant would use the built-in maps of the mobile device.

Having addressed the �ndings related to the use of the map functionality, I now turn

to an issue many users may encounter while travelling: �nding relevant information ac-

cording to ones own situation and needs.

Finding information on the �y

Through our mobile devices, we can retrieve information in various environments, but

this information is not always easy to grasp. An example which highlights this, was when

I observed a blind participant that had to navigate through a result page of the applica-

tion showing the various departures, while being in a noisy area with many platforms.

The participant had to remember and count the number of buses that had arrived at the

platform, and the departure times and bus routes read out by the application, to �nd out

when the relevant bus would arrive. I observed the struggle the participant went through

when trying to listen to the read out from the screenreader. In the workshop, the same

participant explained how using the search function and �nding information in a noisy
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Figure 5.2: Is the use of the application su�cient to provide the necessary information to

every user?

environment with many disturbances, is di�cult compared to being in a quiet environ-

ment at home. Thus, this seems to be a challenge for visually impaired users to cope with

when attempting to �nd relevant information.

Furthermore, another observation show the compromises these users have to make.

One blind participant had developed a process of checking whether a tram had left by

searching in the application for the next one. If there were other trams in route before

that departure, these were not relevant and should not be used. In the case of the subway,

the participant had trained in order to remember the order of the various routes used

by the participant, and the routes that followed them. This way of deducting and �lter-

ing out information provided the participant with relevant results, and was enabling the

participant to travel independently with various transport means in a given situation, as

the participant had learned the location of these. It was however, acknowledged that this

requires training and that the real-time information provided vital information, as illus-

trated by the statement from the participant about the dependence on this information.

Ja, så den er jeg avhengig av. Hvis jeg er, hvis jeg skal til Jernbanetorget f.eks, der nede

på t-banen der, så er det ikke alltid det er dekning. Og da...da står jeg der.

While the information of the application appeared to provide the participant with a

new opportunity for travelling independently, relying on the read out of real-time infor-

mation and deductions to �nd relevant information is di�cult. This process seems to be

a cumbersome and error-prone way of �nding relevant information during travels. One

participant also acknowledged the possibility of navigating to the wrong platform as an

issue that the application does not address, while another participantmentioned the prob-

lem of boarding the wrong transport. In fact, in the observation, this participant was in the

process of boarding the wrong bus, as two buses arrived at the platform at the same time.

The application had not noti�ed and made the participant aware of this. In light of these

�ndings, it appears the information from the application can provide both opportunities

and issues for visually impaired users.

While �nding and using the information was easier for sighted users, this was not with-

out fault either. Thiswas particularly the casewhenparticipants attempted to use the travel
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planner in combination with the GPS, by searching for a journey where the start location

was set to "Min posisjon". In three situations, where the participants were using the latest

versions of either the Android or Windows Phone application, all of the participants were

instructed to use a di�erent and much more time-consuming route than the one I had

found on the website Ruter.no prior to the observation. These results startled both me

and the participants at �rst, and led to much confusion. In one observation, we actually

walked for about 10 to 15 minutes to a bus stop, before later discovering that we had the

option of taking the tram and transfer to the bus afterwards. In another observation, the

instructions for the route at one point altered, telling the participant to walk to a di�erent

stop and not use the tram as instructed earlier. In all of these cases, it was later revealed that

these issues could have been prevented by selecting the area itself as the starting location,

rather than selecting the position of the user with the GPS functionality.

None of the participants seemed to understand why there was a di�erence in the travel

suggestions from the application. However, a re�ection from one participant was that this

was not so strange, given the participant’s previous experiences of using applications with

GPS functionality, and how one tend not to think of this as an issue. The responses of

the other participants varied from confusion and requesting to see other travel options, to

stating that this was a poor feature. One participant expected the application to have the

same functionality and behaviour as ruter.no.

This concludes the �ndings related to the travelling phase. The issues highlighted ad-

dress the navigation of users during travels, inwhich using themap andother functionality

was important aspects. Other issues was also revealed when the participants tried to re-

trieve useful and relevant information according to their current travel situation. The next

section will present some of the experiences mentioned by the users and their re�ections

on the issues they encountered.

5.5 | Re�ection phase

Having elaborated on the issues participants experienced before and during the journey,

the following sections will focus on the participants own re�ections and opinions during

and after the observations and interview, including my own experience by observing the

participants. This goal is to convey to the reader the experience of the participants. In light

of these experiences, the section will conclude with the improvements the participants

suggested to include in a new version.

5.5.1 | Experience of the participants

Overall, the participants seemed surprisingly pleased with the application. It appeared

to provide the necessary information, had a good overview and was simple to use. One

sighted participant were particularly pleased with the �ow of navigation and the use of

the functionality. One of the blind participants highlighted the simplicity in using the

functions, felt the application was well presented, and was very comfortable in using it.

The option of having VoiceOver and TalkBack feedback was appreciated, including the

fact that there were small amounts of text and symbols in the application. The participants

were able to relate to and understand the icons that were used, with the exception of the
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symbols used to store information in the Android and Windows Phone version.

However, therewere somenegative experiences as well. First of all, the readerwill recall

the confusion the participants experienced when presented with the results of using "Min

posisjon" as the start location. This element of confusion was also present in the use of

the map functionality, as I watched how several of the participants became frustrated and

confused. The statement which exempli�es this the most was from the participant who

stated that:

Eg er litt sånn forvirret over hvor er det jeg er og hvor er det...det står liksom ikke noe

om hvor jeg er...

The same element of uncertainty seemed to occur when participants were presented

with parts of the terminology, as they especially struggled to understand the meaning

behind a route being planned and how to interpret "Stoppesteder". As such, the �ndings

show an element of insecurity and stress in the users as they try to utilize the application.

Secondly, there appeared to be a strong need for some of the participants to be able to

travel safely, and be certain of their arrival to the expected location. This is based on how

many participants had stored images of their routes, as mentioned earlier, and is further

enhanced by the acknowledgement of one participant that the most important thing is to

�nd a route, and address its usability afterwards, when discussing the result of using "Min

posisjon".

The same aspect was true for some of the visually impaired users. One of the blind

participants elaborated on the intensive planning that was required to travel safely, either

by learning the route beforehand and/or asking someone for a detailed description of it.

The same concept appliedwhen not knowing the station itself, as the participant would get

a detailed description of the location or ask someone to come along. One example which

highlights these aspects occurred in a observationwhere neither I nor the participant knew

the route that we were travelling. Since we could not hear the speakers on the bus due to

noise, the participant turned to using "Ariane", an application which uses the GPS, and can

read out the name of the streets during travels. This was to make sure we departed the bus

at the right location.

A similar example was given by a sighted participant, who had travelled in the outskirts

of Oslo, without any sound feedback or text noti�cation on the bus notifying the partic-

ipant about the stops the bus went by. The solution was to use Google Maps and track

the bus through the map to see where the relevant stop was. Another example of this is-

sue was given by another sighted participant, who explained the need to ask friends for

directions when travelling to an unknown address or platform, and at times calling them

during travels to have them repeat this information.

In sum, these examples and experiences highlights how the application is not able to

avoid the participants becoming insecure, and does not provide the necessary safety for

the participants, whodeemed it necessary to supplementwith other services and functions

that can provide this.

However, it should be noted that there were participants who were very comfortable

with travelling in this manner, especially one blind participant who wanted to be inde-

pendent and appeared more relaxed towards the travelling situation. This participant

explained how a user’s relation to these aspects will depend on your own prerequisites
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and what you are used to. This highlights not only the di�erence in experiences, but the

personal comfort of travelling on public transport. Despite being seemingly satis�ed, the

participant also had elements of critique against the application, particularly with the re-

gard to the issue of not being able to �nd useful information on how to move between

transfers and platforms. An adequate statement for describing the negative emotion from

not having this feature, is the following:

Nei, det syns jeg er litt humbug.

Figure 5.3: How would you feel after travelling in a large area, and having faced the issue

mentioned by the participants?

Other elements of the user experience can be drawn from the stress I saw in the in-

terviews, when the �rst-time users attempted to navigate and understand the application,

and how the level of frustration in the participants increased together with their speed of

navigation in the interface. The feedback from these participants highlighted the impor-

tant concept of the learning process, as they stated several times the need for learning the

structure, terminology and use of themenu, or needed to get acquainted with the applica-

tion through use, particularly the language and the terminology. Compared to the ease I

observed from the way one of the experienced and blind participants used the application

in a travelling situation, this may be the case. However, this participant also emphasized

the aspect of learning and the initial need to receive help from others. This highlights that

the application seems to have a steep learning curve, and that negative experiences will

be encountered when attempting to use the application during travels. This is further un-

derlined by the statement of a sighted participant, who explained how the application had

been more cluttered and di�cult to understand before the observation. The participant

explained that the functionality was now much clearer, which indicates confusion on its

actual use and a need for clari�cation from the developers.

Another interesting aspect, was the low amount of critique from the participants. In

some cases, they expressed how it was easy and simple to use a function, but the problems

that I observed, indicated that this was clearly not the case. Though some participants
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acknowledged their issues, many focused on the positive aspects of the application. A

statement which highlight this is how a blind participant expressed the need of adapting

to the larger user groups �rst, and compromise with the smaller groups afterwards. Thus,

there appears to be a large amount of empathy from the visually impaired users for the

developers of RuterReise and their work. However, given the issues many sighted partic-

ipants experienced when using the application, it appears that the application does not

provide a suitable user experience for either user group.

As a �nal note on this issue, it is especially interesting to highlight the di�erence be-

tween the sighted and non-sighted �rst-time users regarding the learning aspect. The

visually impaired participants that were using the application for the �rst time, did not

view the application to have a too steep learning curve, despite the issues and errors noted

earlier. One of the younger and sighted �rst time users however, described the applica-

tion as not being completely hopeless, but having a high learning curve and a potential

for improvement. It seems the participant’s expectation for using the application, and

their age group, seems to play a part in terms of describing its usability. An �tting note to

conclude on is a statement by one of the visually impaired users, who found it di�cult to

know when the right transport was arriving, and believed the driver should always read

this information out loud, regardless of the type of vehicle:

Så derfor så syns jeg det er viktig at det ikke... bare tenker at nå, har jo blinde iPhone,

nå, nå kan de klare seg... med alt.

Thus, it seems the current mobile application can only partially address user issues,

and that providing for all of their problems can prove di�cult. However, an improved

application which can addressmost of the needs and requirements of users can be created.

The next section will highlight some of suggestions and ideas proposed by the participants

in the interviews and observations.

5.5.2 | Suggested improvements

With the goal of further developing and improving the application, several ideas and al-

terations were suggested. The visually impaired participants suggested having a warning

or noti�cation through an alarm or vibration for when the transport was arriving, to be

guided between transfers by using sound and GPS, or to have a textual or audio descrip-

tion of the map, that would give them instructions on how to get to a station or platform.

The latter could be done by reading out a description in short terms or sentences, having

the application read out nearby platforms, or by having a GPS solution that could guide

the user to a stop, giving the user direct instructions on how to get to the locations, as in

Google Maps. The use of such a GPS solution was also mentioned by one of the sighted

participants. A visually impaired participant stated how the GPS solution would make it

easier to travel, making one feel safer and more con�dent.

Similar issues were addressed by a sighted participant, who saw the possibility of no-

tifying users that had stored a route, when they needed to depart their transport for that

route. This would be donewith the help of theGPS functionality. Thatway, the participant

would know that the right stop would, for example be, two stops ahead. The participant

also suggested having a �rst time guide, in order to display the various functions and give

the user a walktrough of the application.
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Furthermore, to provide the users with an improved description of the locations, sev-

eral participants suggested having the area they were located in appear in text when select-

ing "Min Posisjon" as the starting location. A bolder idea was to have user pro�les, giving

the users their own options and alternatives. An o�ine mode was also suggested to have

the possibility to save the image of a route on your phone, or to connect your pro�le and

device to Ruter.no in order to transfer the information to your device, and store it.

In terms of more speci�c improvements, one participant stated how the travel planner

and favourite functionality should be improved, and that a better indication as to whether

an icon contained information, was needed. Other minor alterations suggested by the vi-

sually impaired participants, was to notify the user to wait until the search was done, so

the user would not start navigating in the view, and to have a button that would state next

in order to �nd later departures, rather than using the current solution. The map func-

tionality and its symbol should also be made clearer, particularly for one participant who

feared the notion of having to walk around at night time looking for the right transport.

This participant also requested a detailed map of the relevant bus stops, and of the most

popular travel areas and their exits.

To solve the issue of coverage and not knowing whether the next transport is relevant,

a suggested solution was to have the �rst transport that was arriving according to the ap-

plication, be the �rst to arrive at the platform as well. Another suggestion was to include

an o�ine mode that would indicate, for example, where the subway train was last located,

which would make it easier to �nd out when it should have arrived at the station and far

away it is.

Finally, one aspect which was especially important for one of the blind participants,

was to be presented a list of all the stops on a departure or route, preferably read out, and

a noti�cation through sound or vibration when the transport has arrived at the platform.

This would make it easy for the participant to know when to get ready and be safe during

the journey. One participant also wanted the application to read out the various stops

for the route the user was travelling, or to make sure this information was available on

the phone. The participant also suggested that adding a departure or route to "Favoritter"

would ensure the user always received a noti�cation when using it.

The main �ndings from the users ideas and suggestions, are the need for more infor-

mation, especially in terms of planning the journey in your own environment, and receiv-

ing the necessary information during the travel phase. In addition, there was an overall

consensus from the participants that a future application should remain simple, provide

a good search functionality, have an understandable terminology, and a simple overview.

Having noted the important results from the observations and interview, and identi�ed

issues and concerns, I was now ready to conduct a future workshop which could further

highlight important issues. The next section will address the �ndings from this workshop.

5.6 | FutureWorkshop

The reader will recall from the chapter on methodology, and from the section on telling

techniques in PD, that the future workshop consists of three phases. To describe the �rst

phase, I have used the term critique phase, as participants bring up issues and complaints

about the application with the aim of improving it. The second phase has been called the
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fantasy phase, as participants are given the opportunity to list any imaginary solutions to

their problems. The �nal phase is noted as the realization phase, where the participants

discuss the di�erent solutions in terms of achieving a common concept and goal, given

the present situation and technology. Democracy and the goal of having equal power and

in�uence among participants should be important concepts.

In conducting the workshop, I began the �rst part by explaining the process, its various

phases, and how to conduct these. I highlighted the importance of a democratic process

with equal participation and in�uence. At the start of the futureworkshop, the participants

were given three large pieces of paper, pens, and post-it notes. Each paper was to represent

a phase, and the participants could write up issues or suggestions on the post-it notes for

that speci�c phase, when something was mentioned by one of the participants. In the

second part of the workshop, the participants were instructed on how the prototyping

session would be conducted and I provided themwith the necessary tools and equipment.

My own role during the entire process was mainly to act as a facilitator, but I provided

ideas and comments when deemed necessary. The �ndings from the workshop have been

divided into its corresponding phase, starting with the critique given by the participants.

The critique phase

In the beginning of this phase, the participants seemed quite unsure, and several partici-

pants had to pull up the application in order to refresh their memory.

However, after a slow start, they began to provide in�uential feedback. The blind par-

ticipant highlighted some of the issues of using the application in a noisy environment

when travelling, and wanted to avoid having to swipe the interface of the application if it

was cold outside. In addition, while the participant thought having the real-time informa-

tion was very important, the participant had experienced that information was at times

not correct when using the application. The participant had also discovered that �nding a

nearby subway-departure through the use of the "I nærheten" functionality, was not pos-

sible while being in a subway tunnel, and that trying to �nd the box to validate one’s travel

pass often proved to be di�cult.

With regard to the previous Android version, there were several comments. First of

all, some of the participants had experienced that the application had often not set aside

enough time for the them to move between platforms, resulting in the participants not

making it to the transfer on time.

Furthermore, one participant explained how the map was hidden from the interface,

and that there was no button to interact with. When �nally discovering the map function-

ality, the participant described this function as useless. The participant was not being able

to see the relevant paths or to be guided to and from locations, for example when using

the bus. Another issue in relation to this was the problem of not being able to �nd street

addresses, as the application only provided the closest stop to ones current location.

Moreover, in the earlier Android version, there was no option of saving a route, and

one often had to search for the same route several times. One of the participants had also

attempted to use the alarm functionality, but was not able to �nd and deactivate the alarm

before it rang. Thus, the participant did not �nd this functionality useful. The participant

further explained how one was often presented with route suggestions which made no

sense. This was perceived as bad proposals from the application, for example, having
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to transfer to a di�erent transport which would cause the participant to be stuck in rush

tra�c.

Though the participants had limited experience with the latest Android version, some

concerns were raised. They felt that the icon used to indicate the map functionality, was

not intuitive. Furthermore, the term stating that "Reisen er planlagt" had no meaning to

them, and they did not understandwhy this was placed under "Favoritter", as the two terms

was perceived as two di�erent concepts.

There were also some general issues that was agreed upon by all participants. Firstly,

the participants using Android devices explained how they had not been noti�ed about

the release of the latest the Android version for the application, which all the participants

found strange.

Moreover, the participants felt that using "Favoritter" to set a large area as a favourite

was not useful, and that the only viable option was to make a speci�c stop a favourite.

The reason for this was that using the whole area as a favourite, would provide to much

information to the user. Participants using the latest version of the applications had also

experienced that planned routes had disappeared from "Favoritter" without notice.

Furthermore, the fact that there was di�erent functionality in the Android and iPhone

versions, was highlighted as an issue, and the participants wanted the same options to be

available for all operating systems. The participants also felt that the application lacked a

possibility for the users to provide feedback.

One participant highlighted the need for more information about nearby subway and

tram lines for a location. The notion was that for each line, it would be useful to get an

overview of its later stops and the estimated arrival times at these. The other participants

agreed with this.

A problem related to this issue, was the slowness of the GPS functionality, especially

when the user loses coverage. The participants believed the device should be more aware

and register when the user last had a viable connection.

Finally, they agreed that there was an issue in using the search functionality, as several

of the participants had experienced that searching for stops with the same names as areas

or other stops, did not provide the expected results. Also, the application did not address

spelling mistakes made by the user. The participants related these problems to users who

might not know which stop to use, and expected that the right match would be given to

the right input. Having explained their issues in the critique phase, the participants began

the fantasy phase of the workshop.

The fantasy phase

To resolve the issues highlighted in the critique phase, several suggestions were made.

One suggestion which seemed to resonate the most with all participants, was the possi-

bility of being guided from start to �nish and receive noti�cations, for example for when

your bus was arriving at the station, which stop was yours, where to walk between trans-

fers, etc. through the use of GPS, voice feedback and other means of communication and

feedback. This became an important goal and concept for the participants. The blind par-

ticipant expressed several times the need to include audio feedback, while the others were

more inclined towards using vibration as the feedback mode. The participants suggested

including a view for settings in the application, to give the user an option for changing the
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feedback mode. One participant suggested using sound or vibration in the same manner

as in calendar noti�cations. In relation to the feedbackmode, vibration was also suggested

as a tool which could notify the user while travelling, or could be used as an alarm in order

to, for example, catch the last bus home.

To resolve the issue of navigation, a more detailed map was suggested, which had a

speci�c explanation of the location of a stop, and a textual description which could guide

the user from start to �nish. For the blind participant, this had to be very accurate and

be in combination with the GPS. In addition to a written guide, there should also be an

indicator that could highlight the direction the user needed to walk towards, as in other

GPS applications.

Building on this, the participants suggested that the estimated time to walk between

transfers should be included in the map. Another solution to address the issue of trans-

fers, was to include in the algorithm whether a transfer was di�cult to complete in the

requested time period of a route, or that a user should be able to adjust manually the

travel time deemed necessary for a route.

Furthermore, the participants imagined a universal application in the sense that the

same options that were available for Android, should be available when using the applica-

tion on other mobile operating systems. An example that was given was how developers

could extend the functions in the latest Android version to the iPhone application.

Moreover, the participants also addressed the possibility of storing routes, for example

under the travel planner, and that the application could improve its language and termi-

nology, in order to make this more consistent and concrete. One participant mentioned

that "Favoritter", should especially be altered, and wanted a more understandable term,

for example "Mine Reiser".

To resolve the issue of rush-hour tra�c and being presentedwith bad route suggestions,

the participants suggested to use real-time tra�c data to retrieve relevant information, for

example by letting the user know that taking this route in a speci�c time period is not a

good idea, or that a route would present delays, given rush-hour tra�c or other incidents.

With regard to the issue of validating travel cards, the participants suggested to use

iBeacons to send out signals to the mobile units when they arrived at a station. By having

the validation machine and mobile phone communicate, these would guide the user to

the validation machines.

These suggestions were further validated and examined in the realization phase, which

the next section will highlight.

The realization phase

Before conducting the realization phase, I expressed the goal of participants coming to

an agreement on a speci�c concept or idea in terms of what they wanted to realize. The

participants had been very interested in the concept of having an application that could

be used as a guide from start to �nish of a journey. The realization phase extended the

discussion on this subject by looking into howone could achieve this functionality by using

the suggestions mentioned previously, and whether these suggestions were viable.

With regards to achieving this concept, the use of GPS-navigation in cars were brought

up, and the participants believed the developers could use the same technology in Ruter-

Reise. Some of the participants mentioned how other GPS-applications provided this
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functionality, and that the challenge for a future application was in connecting the GPS

functionality in the Ruter vehicles to the system used for RuterReise. Given the auto-

matic announcement on stops and platforms for the arriving vehicle, the mobile phones

could then be able to communicate with these systems. One of the participants had ex-

perimented with extracting data from the Ruter system, and stated that it is possible to

retrieve data from the system, for example when the current train the user is on, arrives

at a stop. This information could then be transferred given that the user had an Internet

connection to the application.

The blind participant described how the idea is to get a speci�c direction of where to

walk between transfers, and that this could be done in similar fashion to using theGPSnav-

igation in Google Maps, for example "Take a right here" and so forth. The others agreed,

but consensus followed that it had to be possible to switch this functionality on and o�.

The option of settings and adaptability became increasingly important as the discus-

sion went on. The participants wanted the users to set the noti�cation functionality them-

selves, in order for users to only receive the information that they want. One participant

described how the application should make it possible to get a speci�c subway-line and

not receive everything in the area. After some discussion on to how to achieve this, they

agreed on adding functions that would only notify users of the route they had marked.

This would be done once the user had pressed the bell or the button that indicated this

functionality.

Figure 5.4: The participants discussing possible solutions

In terms of feedback and having variousmodes available when using the guidemode, it

was again referred to the calendar functionality, andhow screen readers, such asVoiceOver,

can read messages out loud when receiving written noti�cations. This form of noti�ca-

tion could also be used if users were not able to check a route. In line with the idea of

using di�erent settings, the noti�cation could also be adapted according to user needs, as

some users might want feedback on everything, while others might simply want to get an
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Figure 5.5: The post-it notes from the di�erent phases of the workshop

overview of when a speci�c transport will arrive at a speci�c stop, or having the option to

check when the transport is leaving. The minimum requirement expected by the blind

participant, was to have a noti�cation from the application on the second to last stop, in

order to be prepared to depart the vehicle.

The notion of having vibration as a feedbackmode, was again seen as a convenient and

suitable suggestion. One participant noted that the bene�t from this, was that one was

not forced to listen to the speaker and worry in terms of the location of your stop, but

were instead able to listen to music and relax. With regard to the response time for this

functionality, it was noted that the functionality should make it possible for you to decide

for yourself how long before the stop you want to be noti�ed, by setting a variable time.

Interestingly, some of the participants did not view the information as the most im-

portant aspect, but focused on the following concept; that the Ruter application should be

able provide a sensible route from a to b, without guiding the user astray �rst. They shared

some of their experiences of using the application to achieve this, and the problems they

had encountered in these situations. A suggestion for addressing this issue was to make

sure useful routes were provided, and increase the user feedback by including a "thumb"

up or down or "like/dislike" button, which would send a message to Ruter to indicate that

a route was not useful. This would provide important feedback when the algorithm was

not su�cient. It would also add a possibility for users to give feedback to Ruter, which was

not seen as an option in the current applications.

Concerning the ticket and its validation, the participants thought it would be possible

to have a ticket connected to an id card from Ruter, which could also be checked against

the user’s personal id card. This could further be used to ensure an electronic storage of

a ticket, by having the two cards connected. If the id card was lost, the user could go to

Ruter and receive a new one. Another solution to the validation issue was to connect the
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two systems together and indicate the validation machine on the map together with text,

in order to notify the user of its location.

To further address the issue of providing an option for those using a physical ticket, the

participants suggested sending out an SMS which would notify the user that the physical

card had expired. Another participant pointed to the fact that this does not have to be a

message, but could be a noti�cation. One suggestion with regard to tickets, was to allow

the user to add the credit card and phone number when using the application for the �rst

time, and buy tickets on RuterReise. Some limitations had to be set on these functions,

as the participants expected that the mobile device was connected to the Internet and was

powered on.

The map was already a part of the functionality in the application, but as mentioned

previously, the participants wanted to improve it by adding details. They also wanted the

application to provide more suitable names for the larger areas, for example not just use

the same name for all the stops in the area, and then add a letter at the end to identify

a speci�c stop. The map should also be instrumental by providing a written explanation

that could guide users to their stop, and let them know if there were di�erent stops on

both sides.

With regards to the idea of making sure that the same functionality was available on

all operating systems, some discussion followed. Some participants saw it as an advan-

tage if certain functions of the application were only available on the speci�c devices that

could provide these options, in order for the application to provide the best functionality

possible. Other participants felt that the application should provide the same functional-

ity in all mobile operating systems, and not use technology only suitable for one type of

phone, even if it took full use of that speci�c phone. As the features o�ered on the Android

application were seen as easy to implement into the iPhone application, the participants

did not see technology as issue for this application. This was exempli�ed by one partici-

pant stating that it should be possible to save a route on both Android and iPhone devices.

The participants therefore agreed that all the functionality from the application should be

available for all versions of the application, regardless of operating system.

In terms of storing routes and departures, the participants viewed this to be a viable

feature, both in terms of o�ine and online storing of routes. One participant mentioned

that this should be limited to single journeys. This would avoid users having to search

multiple times for the same route, and allow them to save the storage of the device.

Other issues, such as clarifying the language and icons were also mentioned, but the

exact terms and icons to use in a future applicationwere addressed later in the prototyping

session.

The issues and solutions that were addressed in the workshop, is displayed in �gure 5.5.

Having completed the three phases of the future workshop, the next step was to express

these externally in a prototype session.

5.6.1 | Prototyping

By having established a concept and discussed the realization of the suggested features, it

appeared that the group believedmost of the suggestions could be included in a future ap-

plication. The participants were therefore asked to externalize the interface of the future
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application on paper sheets. The goal was for them to envision how the application would

look and function, in order for me to get an impression of the design they requested, and

further develop it.

Having given them the necessary equipment, I told the participants to focus on the

elements of simplicity and robustness, and relate to future situations where they were

using the new application. Furthermore, the participant who was blind, was asked to play

an important role in this process, in trying to ensure that his needs and requirements as

a visually impaired user was addressed. My own role was still mainly to be a facilitator,

but I provided suggestions and feedback to the participants proposals from a designer

perspective.

The participants began the process by drawing on one screen, but since there were

limited time and the participants seemed to be slightly confused, I suggested that each

participant could draw up one screen while keeping the group informed of the features

that they were including.

They quickly decided to keep much of "Stoppesteder" and its functionality. As they

drew the various screens, they discussed among themselves the various functions, terms,

and elements to include, as well as their placement in the application. As each of the par-

ticipants drew a separate screen, they asked various questions to the others participants,

particularly the blind participant, as to how the suggested solution suited them. The pro-

cess of the drawing was focused on three screens, how a route would look from start to

�nish, the screen representing the user pro�le and its subgroups of travel pass and set-

tings, and the �rst screen presented to the user. The rest of the session was focused on

discussing what features to include and how, in particular the features of noti�cations and

settings for enabling guidance, how to enable noti�cations and adjusting the amount of

information received, the placement of the map, the terms and icons to use in order to

provide the necessary clari�cation, and the inclusion of a guide mode under user settings.

Much of the functionality that was discussed, ended up being placed under the screens

"Min Pro�l" or "Mine Varsler", but the participants disagreed on which of the elements to

put in the menu.

Furthermore, they discussed the terms frequently, and struggled to �nd a common ter-

minology. Some of the screens were drawn several times, and the participants seemed to

grow tired and frustrated. Instead of the participants creating a clear and simple design

proposal, the session therefore becamemore of an discussion between all of us on the de-

sign of the application. The participants seemed to bemore focused on how tomake each

functionality simple to use and make sure the application adhered to each participant’s

individual expectations and needs, instead of the participants envisioning and coming to

a mutual agreement for the interface of the application. Observing that they were tired

and out of ideas, I decided to conclude the workshop, and thanked the participants for

their help. In Figure 5.6, a few of the screens developed by the participants are displayed.

While limited, these screens together with data from the future workshop, observations

and interviews, played an important part in creating a new design proposal.

The previous sections have focused on personal and individual matters of di�erent

users. The next section will therefore display results from a more technical review of the

application, using an heuristic evaluation.
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Figure 5.6: Screens for a future mobile application created by the participants

5.7 | Heuristic evaluation

Having focused on the individual experiences of the participants using the existing ap-

plications, I wanted to investigate the technical side of the applications, and understand

the technical issues that needed to be addressed. I therefore conducted a heuristic evalu-

ation of the application on three separate operating systems; iOS, Android, and Windows

Phone. The results presented will focus on a technical review of the usability and accessi-

bility in the application, in an attempt to avoid having many of the same issues from the

observations and interviews being repeated. The evaluation has been divided into spe-

ci�c categories, according to the issues that were uncovered. Some of the key aspects are

feedback, interaction, icons, speci�c functionality, terminology, the technical and visual

di�erence of the application on di�erent operating system, and general issues.

Feedback and interaction

As I have mentioned earlier, interacting with "Favoritter" in the iPhone application with

VoiceOver proved useless. The function proved to be not accessible and only read out

that a button was present, which is not the case. Interacting with this button caused the

application to crash. Without the screenreader, there was no text or sound noti�cation,
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besides a star icon that changes to a bright colour. This issue of having a non-functional

button occurred on all lines and departures of the result view of the iPhone version, and

indicates a lack of appropriate feedback.

An issue with "Reiseplanlegger" for iPhone became apparent when trying to �nd the

next departure for a speci�c route. First, the user has to navigate to an element with no

text. The user can double-press this to �nd the next departure on the next page, but the

VoiceOver only reads out the current page number out of the seven available. When in-

teracting with it, the user is told that a new page is presented, but the focus is not changed.

Instead, the user has to understand that one has to navigate upwards to the top to get infor-

mation about the new departure. Furthermore, if the user were to navigate downwards to

themenu, realize this mistake and try to navigate upwards again, the page changes back to

what was the previous selected element in the page before that, usually the previous page.

Similar issueswith feedback and interaction appeared in theAndroid application. When

swiping through the elements of the result page of a search for a station, the elements were

not read out in the sameway as they were presented visually. For example, themark-up to

a stop starts by reading out the name of the �rst sub-way line, before the next interaction

leads the screen reader to read out the platform which it departs from. More navigation

causes it tomove to the speci�cmenu for that transport, which has no text or label. Instead,

third dots are presented, which causes the screenreader to read out a knocking sound. It is

not possible for visually impaired users to understand that this element has useful func-

tionality, such as setting a speci�c sub-way line as a favourite or showing all the stops for

that route, as there is no useful feedback from the element.

Another issue concerns the navigation and focus when using TalkBack. After the menu

mentioned previously, the next element of focus is the departure times for the �rst route.

The usersmight not understandwhat transport the departure time corresponds to, ormay

not be aware that the platform number for the departure has changed, as the navigation

andbuild-upof the applicationwhenusingTalkBack is not hierarchically. This canpresent

the users with the wrong context, and make the application di�cult to use. The user also

has to navigate the various departures of a route manually, rather than the application

reading these out automatically.

Moreover, navigating in the result view of "Stoppesteder" with a screenreader was dif-

�cult. It was easy to make mistakes and accidentally focus on the wrong element in the

list of stations. No noti�cation was given when a speci�c departure was entered, and there

was no information about the view for each departure being able to display all the stops

on that route.

Using the travel planner in Android labelled as "Finn Reise", there were a number of

problems. If a user wanted to set a di�erent date, this proved di�cult as the date element

is not read out before the user changes it. It was di�cult to set a speci�c time, as there is

no noti�cation of either hours or minutes being altered. The user has to move the focus

on to this element or navigate between them in order to discover this. It is also important

to note that pushing the earlier/later button to change the departure time for a route, has

no feedback to the user in terms of it being altered, and that a new result is now presented.

Furthermore, when a noti�cation of a route being planned appears in the noti�cation

screen, this is not read out by the screen reader, and when accessing the element, no no-

ti�cation or feedback is presented to the user. When swiping through a planned route
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under "Favoritter", the screen reader will not read out the transport connected to the line

number, or whether the user has to walk between stops.

In the Windows phone application, the navigation was at times di�cult, as one has

to use the built-in back button of the phone, or the home button in the menu to move

backwards. Using the back button too fast makes it easy to exit the application bymistake,

which is frustrating for the user.

More importantly, theWindows phone application proved to not be accessible through

screenreader functionality, as the built-in screen reader proved not to be functional with

the application. It did not read back anything else than a message about the view not

having a primary action. No elements are read back, besides the bottom menu that con-

tains information about whether to display view options or �nd information about Ruter.

Regardless of what is chosen, the next screen does not read back any useful information.

Hence, it is not usable for visually impaired users, andmeets none of theWCAGprinciples

and guidelines, since it is not possible to access the elements on the screen. This means

the application is only accessible to sighted users.

In sum, these issues points to problems of accessibility in terms of feedback and inter-

action for all the operating systems that were evaluated.

Tightly connected to these matters is the issue of icons, which will be discussed in the

following section.

Icons

In the Android, there were several occasions in which the symbols were not read out loud

by the TalkBack functionality, for example the icon indicating whether the transport for

the departure is a tram or a bus, or the icon indicating that a user needs to walk to get

to the platform. As there were no direction regarding where to walk or the distance, this

could prove very confusing, especially when the area to walk towards and the stop has the

same name, as in the case of Storo.

In terms of using the icon to store information in "Favoritter", if this is a station, the

icon changes to be active in order to indicate to the user that it has been stored. But the

icon is not being described as button to interact with, nor does interacting with it provide

an audio noti�cation of what the function did. Instead, the application moves back to the

previous view and focus on the two �rst elements of this view. Visually impaired users will

not know if the station has been put in Favourites. If the user tries to set for example a bus

route as a favourite, the only new element that appears is "Alle dager", which enables user

to enter it and set speci�c days to have this as a favourite bus route. No noti�cation is given

of this element appearing, the term is not intuitive, and the screen reader does not read

that this element can be entered. When removing the route, no audio noti�cation is given

of it been removed, and since the menu where this is done is not read out by the screen

reader, it is very di�cult for visually impaired users to access the menu and remove it.

To get this information about the storing of a route, the user has to access it under

"Favoritter" to con�rm this. If the favourite is a route, the screen reader will not read the

platform it is leaving from or tell the user to double-press to see all the stops for the route.

To remove any route or journey as a favourite, the user has to access it and pressed the pin

again, which seems cumbersome.
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Similar issues were present in the iPhone version, where the icons in both results of

"Reiseplanlegger" and "Stoppesteder" were not read out, for example the handicap-icon

indicating that a low entrance is present on this route.

In Windows phone, the home icon which is the Ruter icon is hard to understand with-

out text in the menu, which is quite small and hard to read. Furthermore, the choice of

having a pin to indicate that the departure can be attached to the start menu of the phone,

seems a bit strange, especially given the use of a star to indicate that a route can be saved as

a favourite. The pin can easily be misunderstood for a favourite, but the two have a quite

di�erent functionality.

In addition, some of the icons of the Windows phone version does not have names,

which should be provided sincemany of the icons do are not intuitive and understandable.

Finally, in the latest Android and Windows phone versions, the user can only delete

all the favourites from the menu, to delete single favourites, the user has to access them

separately and delete them. TheWindows phone version also uses the star icon to set both

a speci�c route and a user journey as a favourite, and provides no text noti�cation to the

user as to where this has been placed.

Another important aspect to consider is the use of functionality in the applications.

The following section will highlight two speci�c features in that regards, the use of search

and map in the application.

Search

In the iPhone version, I discovered that using search causes the focus of the navigation to

shift to the last element present, usually the menu tab called "Reiseplanlegger". This was

the case for both "Stoppesteder", "Reiseplanlegger", and the map. When navigating in this

element, the user is forced to navigate backwards to get the information reads out by the

Voiceover.

Furthermore, when using the search �eld, the screenreader does not notify the user

that a keyboard is present, and the focus of the application is not altered. This requires

the user to navigate and interact with the element in order to �nd the search �eld. Having

entering input into it, the user is not noti�ed that a list of suggestions is presented, or

noti�ed that that the search for a platform is completed. Instead, the user has to interact

with the right element on the screen to get this information.

The read out of a keyboard being presented, was inconsistent in the Android applica-

tion and if the search button of the keyboard is pressed, it does not close it and start the

search for a platform or route. This is also the case with the screen reader, which read out

"søk" to user, indicating that an action is done, which is not true.

Another issue occurred when entering a search. A list of results will be presented in

an overlay screen, which is not read out by the screen reader. Swiping the screen does

not mark the elements in the overlay, but the elements behind it. The only way is to

accidentally interact with it through pressing the screen, and have the element read out.

Map

The map proved to not be accessible with screen reader on any of the mobile operating

systems, and would only read out information on iPhone and Android if the user clicked
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exactly on a icon on the map.

In the map, there is also a function that enables the user to have the map zoom to their

position. When using this, no audio noti�cation is given of the position in the map being

altered.

The map icon used in the Windows phone and Android version does not seem to be

a standard icon when compared to other applications, particularly given the response of

the participants.

Given the technical issues found in the functionality of the applications, another inter-

esting aspect were the inconsistency in the terms that were being used.

Terminology

There were several technical issues related to the use of terminology. First of all, in reen-

tering the iPhone after a system crash, an overlay message is presented in English, simply

stating that the application had crashed. The term used to describe "Favoritter" is also in

English, despite the rest of the application being in Norwegian. Seeing as the Voiceover

has Norwegian speech, this is di�cult to understand.

When updating the departure times for a route inWindows phone, it is di�cult to read

the text that appears, and it disappears too quickly. This issue of readability is also an

concern for the text in the menu.

Having explained issues related to the terminology, the subsequent section will high-

light someof the visual and technical di�erences of the applications on the various devices.

Technical di�erences between applications

The visual appearance of the applications di�er greatly. The iPhone application is looking

quite outdated. The Windows phone version has more the look of a prototype or mock-

up, while the latest Android version appears to be modern.

The applications also di�er in terms of accessibility. In the iPhone version, the func-

tionality of the map and "Favoritter" is not accessible to visually impaired users.

When evaluating the Android application, I became aware of the fact that the built-

in TalkBack functionality in Android does not provide a Norwegian language package. I

therefore had to buy this from a third-party in order to not distort the language by using

English speech. In addition, the application appears to have a di�erent set-up in terms

of the TalkBack function. For example, in the search results, no elements are read auto-

matically by the screen reader, in the option under "Favoritter", everything is read auto-

matically. This indicated that the developers have been inconsistent when creating the

application.

To navigate away from a route suggestion without storing it and re-entering "Finn

Reise", caused the Android application to reset it, and the travel suggestion disappeared.

To get it back, the user has to press the built-in back button on the Android device and

navigate backwards. Using this button gave no indication from the TalkBack function that

could help the users to understand their location in the application.

None of the applications provided many opportunities for the user to have the appli-

cation adapt to their contextual needs, besides their use of stations or locations in "Sist

brukte" or through the use of "Min posisjon". In the Android version, some additional
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contextual settings and functions have been placed under the option button, for exam-

ple which type of transport to use and the option of using "Mest brukte" rather than "Sist

brukte", but there is no indication from the application of the functionality being in place

there. These functions are also available in the Windows Phone version, but their is no

indication of them being present in the menu. The options available in the option button

of the Android version will also vary according to what screen the user is on, but the user

is not noti�ed of this either.

By having elaborated on some of the technical and visual di�erences, the chapter will

conclude with a section on the general problems and issues in the applications.

General issues

In terms ofmore general issues, none of the applications provided possibilities for the user

to adapt or alter the size of the text without using assistive technology, which increases the

di�culty for certain users. There is a possibility to activate zoom as a supportive technol-

ogy, but navigating with this functionality proved di�cult. Furthermore, there is no guide

to provide new users with an overview of the functions available and allow them to be-

come acquainted with the application, nor a help system to provide any assistance besides

adding a favourite departure, and it does not o�er any input through the microphone or

other sensory equipment, besides GPS.

Having elaborated on �ndings which highlights both individual experience of users,

the technical issues, and having conducted a workshop with the aim of resolving these

issues, I was ready to create a design proposal based on these �ndings.
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In the following chapter, a design proposal for a future application is presented. When

creating this proposal, I had no intention of creating a complete and extensive applica-

tion with all the functionality included, but wanted to show how the application could be

redesigned and improved to accommodate user needs. In conducting this work, I took

advantage of Proto.io (2015), a web based prototyping application that allow designers to

create a high-�delity prototype without any actual programming being necessary. The

use of this tool made it possible to create a prototype that has interactions on the screen,

shows "dummy" functionality and content, and highlights how a future application can be

used on a mobile device.

When creating this prototype, I began by consolidating the notes and screens from the

workshop and the data from the data gathering, to look for recurring issues and themes.

The goal was to see how the participants wanted their issues to be addressed. By exam-

ining these matters, I saw the need for a simpler "front-page", without hiding any of the

functionality. At the same time, I wanted to guarantee that a future application was easy to

use, not cluttered, and ensure that it had the same functions that are present in the current

application. The various functions of the proposed application and the intention behind

them, are presented in the following sections. The chapter concludes with a summary of

the feedback from the participants of the workshop regarding the design proposal for the

new application, and their experience of participating in the project.

6.1 | Stoppesteder

The �rst view presented to the user is "Stoppesteder". While the current term for this view

was disputed and not easy to understand for all of the participants, there was no common

term which the participants agreed upon in the workshop, or a better suggestion from

the other participants. Since most participants seemed comfortable with using this term,

I therefore decided to keep the term in a future application. "Stoppesteder" has a search

bar at the top, enabling the user to search for platforms and areas. Below this element, a

tab list is presented, with the elements "Sist brukte", "Mest brukte" og "i nærheten". These

contain information and presents platforms, locations and routes according to their head-

line. This information is displayed in both text and icons. The icons are intended to have

a placeholder text that can be read out by a screenreader. A black marker under the tab

shows whether a tab is active. In the bottom, a main menu is outlined with the elements

"Stoppesteder", "Finn Reise", "Mine Reiser" and "Min Pro�l", and corresponding icons are

used to enhance the understanding of each term. This menu is presented on all of the

screens of the application. An example of this screen can be seen in screen 1 in Figure 6.1.

When trying to �nd a departure, the user may either use the search functionality,

choose one of the previously used locations, or try to �nd one of the locations that are

close by. When selecting or searching for a speci�c station, the user will be presented with

a view similar to the second screen of Figure 6.1, in which a list of the di�erent routes and

their corresponding departure times from a subway platform, is displayed. The headline

in the top, will denote the type of transport that departs from that station, and the routes

108
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(a) Screen 1 (b) Screen 2

(c) Screen 3

Figure 6.1: The example view showing "Stoppesteder" as the application launches, and the

results of �nding a platform or an area.
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are coloured according to their end stations. Note that this view is intended to be scrol-

lable, in order for the user to have the same information on small devices.

When selecting or searching for an area, the user will be presented with a list of plat-

forms for that area, and a list of the transports that departs from each platform, as seen

in the third screen of Figure 6.1. This information is displayed through written text and is

further indicated by colours showing what type of transport it is. A map icon is displayed,

indicating that a map function is available, which the user may use to �nd the platform.

The map function will provide both a visual and textual description of how to get to the

platform.

The next section will display another important aspect of the application by focusing

on the functionality of "Finn reise".

6.2 | Finn reise

"Finn reise" is intended to provide the user with the necessary functionality to �nd a suit-

able journey from start to �nish. The user can enter text into search bars to �nd the start

and end location of a journey. The application is intended to be able to interpret, and

when combined with a screenreader, read out the input as the user enters the text. The

application will then suggest possible locations and platforms as the user provides the in-

put. The user will also have the possibility of selecting the time and date for the departure

of the journey before using the search button to locate a suitable route.

One item which is missing from this view, is the button that allows the user to set "Min

posisjon" as the location for the starting position. This button could in the future be placed

beside or underneath the search �eld, and present a con�rmation message when the user

selects it.

The terminology and appearance of this screen is similar to that used in the latest An-

droid application. This appeared to bewhatmost of the participants believedwas themost

suitable for this view.

Having searched for a route, the user is presented with a new and simplistic view that

displays information about the route. The user can add or remove a route from "Mine

reiser", and turn o� or on whether they want to receive noti�cations about a route. These

functions are elaborated on in later sections.

Furthermore, the user will be presented with a description of the route, its estimated

travel time, the delays or rush tra�c for the route, and can �nd earlier and later departures.

Amap icon is displayed at each station and area, and is to provide both a visual and textual

description on how to move between the stops. A clock icon is also presented, giving the

user an option of receiving noti�cations on single stops rather than the entire route. All

of the icons are intended to be readable by a screen reader, in order for visually impaired

users to be able to understand them and use their functionality.

This result view is also intended to be scrollable, and enable that a large amount of

information can be presented on a small screen. An illustration that shows how "Finn

Reise" can be used to retrieve information, is displayed in Figure 6.2.

Having explained the features that are used in the dummy application to retrieve in-

formation, the next section will present the use of "Min pro�l".
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Figure 6.2: "Finn Reise" with example input and the results from the using the function.

6.3 | Min pro�l

The intention behind "Min pro�l" is to provide a user pro�le for each speci�c user. In

this view, they have the option of entering name, phone number and other necessary

information in order to connect their physical travel card to the application. The view

that shows how this process will work in practice is not �nished, as the primary focus

has been on other the visual interfaces, and on illustrating the use of the guide mode,

noti�cations system, and the storing of information. The goal is still to provide a way for

users to achieve the functionality for the travel pass that was discussed in the workshop.

In the screen displayed in Figure 6.3, this information is already entered, but the user

can alter this through the button called "Endre informasjon". There will also be a button

for purchasing or renewing a travel pass, thereby integrating the functionality from the

application RuterBillett. When the user has completed the transaction for a travel pass, the

information about the type of travel pass, its expiration date, and its number of valid travel

zones will be displayed to the user. Though not shown in the prototype, the intention is to

have red/green texts or icons be presented to the user, to indicate whether a ticket is valid

or not.

The remaining features relevant to "Min Pro�l" are in the sub menus of "Mine varsler"

and "Mine innstillinger", which will be addressed in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 6.3: A display of how "Min pro�l will appear to the user.

6.3.1 | Mine varsler

An aspect which became apparent when examining the �ndings, was the need to provide

better feedback and more information from the application. This has been addressed

through the inclusion of "Mine varsler". When a user has searched for a route as displayed

in Figure 6.2, the user can click on the option "Legg til varsel for hele reisen", in which an

overlay box is presented. In this overlay, the user is expected to select from the check-

boxes according to what aspects the user wants to receive noti�cation on. For example, to

receive a noti�cation on when they need to leave to catch the bus, or to be noti�ed of all

the transfers for a journey.

Having done this, a new overlay is presented in which the user has to accept that the

GPS function can be used by the application to track the movements of the user. This is

an essential part of the functionality in terms of the application being able to provide the

right information to the relevant situation and time, and adhering to the goals of contex-

tual awareness. The user will also have the possibility of clicking the clock or alarm icon

displayed next to each transfer on the journey, in which the same overlay appears with

the same check-boxes and options for enabling noti�cations. Using this function will only

notify the user about that speci�c departure.

To provide for visually impaired users, this functionality will require compliance with

screenreaders to give audio feedback on the information presented in the overlay, and in

the icons.
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Having added a noti�cation for a route or departure, the user will receive a noti�cation

of it being added to "Mine varsler", where the element will appear in a list. The whole

process from start to �nish can be seen in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: The process of adding a journey from start to �nish to "Mine varsler"

6.3.2 | Mine innstillinger

Another essential part in the proposed design for the application, particularly with regard

to the aspects of noti�cation and feedback, is "Mine innstillinger". It has three important

elements; a guide mode, changing the type of feedback for the noti�cation used in the

guidemode, and enabling the users to be noti�ed through a textmessage when their travel

pass has expired.

The guide mode is the most in�uential of these. It is intended to enable visually im-

paired users or other users in need of audio read out, to have a tailored guide from start

to �nish. When activated, the intention is that the application can use the GPS function-

ality to get the location of the user. This can be used to provide instructions to the user

on how to move from the user location to the relevant platform, and how to navigate be-

tween transfers. When the guide mode is enabled, the route results will have an audio �le

included, which, when activated, will enable the user to receive this information. This is

similar to the audio feedback used in Google Maps and in navigation systems for cars, and
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the intention is to provide accurate instructions to the user.

A written description of the function is displayed when trying to activate the guide

mode, and user con�rmation is necessary to allow the activation of this function. Acti-

vating the guide mode will also require that the application is given access to the GPS

functionality, and that Internet access is enabled.

After activating this function in "Mine innstillinger", the user will be noti�ed of its ac-

tivation, and the feedback mode will be altered from its default setting of vibration to

sound. The user will also note in the result view that the icon used to indicate that audio

feedback is available, has appeared. In future development, one should look into how the

user can be noti�ed of the guide mode and other functionality through an example or a

�rst time guide, and make sure the instructions for the navigation are read out automati-

cally as in other applications. The screens showing the process of activating the proposed

functionality are displayed in Figure 6.5.

Note that the actual implementation of this functionality has not been addressed, as

the focus has been on visual interface. This is also the case for the SMS-service, which is

intended to notify the user once their travel pass expires.

Having presented the possibility for users to be noti�ed before and during journeys,

and their option of con�guring the application to accommodate their personal needs, the

storing and retrieval of information is addressed in the next section.

Figure 6.5: The process of activating guidemode through "Mine innstillinger" to add func-

tionality and information to a route
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6.4 | Mine reiser

Whenhaving searched for a route or a departure, it seemed crucial for the user to store this

information, and be able to �nd previously stored routes. The function of "Mine reiser"

is intended to provide this. For example, using "Finn Reise" to �nd a route from "Simen-

bråthen" to "Ensjø", the user is presented with a result, similar to that seen in Figure 6.2.

He or she may then choose to store this route in "Mine Reiser", by adding it to the list of

active journeys. This is intended to be a easy way for users to reuse routes without having

to search. The goal is tomake it possible to store both routes and single or multiple depar-

ture from stations. An illustration which exempli�es this process of storing and retrieval

is displayed in Figure 6.6. In the long term view, the intention is to include o�ine storage

of journeys as well, as suggested in the workshop and observations.

Figure 6.6: The process of adding a journey to "Mine Reiser from start to �nish

In summary, the proposed design of the application is intended to provide an applica-

tion which is better suited to user needs and requirements. Note that much of the func-

tionality that is suggested, relies on the application having both an accurate GPS function

and a good Internet connection. After developing a design proposal for a new application,

user feedback on this proposal was required.

6.5 | User feedback

The following sections describes the feedback provided by those participants who partook

in both theworkshop and the observation. The feedback present the responses the partici-

pants had to the design proposal, and how they described their experience of participating

in both the project and the design process.

6.5.1 | Feedback to design proposal

As the prototypewas only a designproposal, andpresented a "dummy" applicationwithout

implemented functions or actual data, I viewed to it as to incomplete for a summative or

heuristic evaluation. The interactions of the prototype was also prede�ned, and were so

speci�c and intricate that the risk of the participants not being able to understand its use

when testing it by themselves, was too high. Instead, I conducted an explorative feedback

sessionwith each participant of theworkshop, inwhich I explained the proposed functions

and interfaces, and provided examples on how I intended for the application to work. The

participants were then subsequently asked to give feedback.
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Overall, the comments from the participants on the design proposal were positive. The

participants recognizedmany of the elements and aspects that had beenmentioned in the

workshop, and many felt that their requirements had been addressed. An important ele-

ment that was highlighted was how the simplicity of the current application was retained,

while at the same time new functionality had been introduced. The participants pointed

to the fact that the new features appeared to be designed with the intention of being inte-

grated with the previous functionality. One of the new functions that werementioned was

the ability to have automatic or semi-automatic noti�cations, and that this had a seamless

integration, making the functions appear as a "hidden feature" if the user did not need

them. The inclusion of vibration as a feedback mode for noti�cations was also seen as a

useful element. One participant speci�cally highlighted the integration of the travel pass,

while another participant pointed to the usefulness of the tabmenu for "Sist brukte" and so

forth in "Stoppesteder", and was quite fond of this functionality. In one interview, the par-

ticipant mentioned how the proposed design for the application would address the need

of having noti�cations both beforehand and while travelling. The participant saw this as

the most important function, as this meant the user was not forced to check or update

results to see what the next departure time or transport was. Another participant high-

lighted "Mine reiser", and that the proposed functionality for �nding and storing routes,

was a good feature. One participant also pointed to how the new design would make it

possible to �nd a good route which would account for rush tra�c.

The navigation for the proposed application received positive feedback andwas viewed

to be similar to that of the current RuterReise application. This was important for the

blind participant, who believed it would be easier to know the expected navigation of a

future application, by letting the user keep the same perception and relation that had been

developed from using the current application. The participant noted that the layout that

was described, meant users were not forced to learn a new navigation, but could use the

navigation patterns they had already learned. The proposed order of the elements was

seen as bene�cial.

The participants thought the terminology used to describe the elements was under-

standable, relating this to both standards and terms used in other applications. They were

also able to understand the icons and symbols of the design proposal, and were familiar

with these. One participant mentioned the simplicity of the icons, while the blind partici-

pant highlighted the importance of including a good placeholder description of the icons

for users that needed to use screenreader functionality.

When asked to compare the design proposal against the existing application, the par-

ticipants response was that the new design and its proposed functionality was an improve-

ment from the current application. It would provide more features and increase the pos-

sibility for con�guration without cluttering the interface. Several participants stated that

the design proposal covered various users concerns, considered the views of di�erent user

groups, hadmore functionality, and they described the proposed application asmore uni-

versally designed, especially by o�ering the functions of the guide mode and the noti�ca-

tion system.

The blind participant who was not able to see the proposal, nor interact with it due to

its lack of compatibility with screenreaders, explained that given the description of the

proposal, it seemed to be a uni�ed system which would comply with standards, and be
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similar to other applications. Again, this would also make it easier for the user to adapt to

the new application. The participant further noted how this proposal had been developed

and built by actually testing and talking with various user groups to uncover their needs

and opinions, and pointed to an important fact by stating:

Mange som ikkje veit at synshemma kan bruke smarttelefoner og.

From the statement, it seems the participant believes this aspect is overlooked by de-

signers and developers when they create new applications.

Another feature mentioned in the interviews was the map functionality, and how the

participants were now able to see where it was located. They also appreciated how themap

was intended to be simplistic yet detailed.

One participant further highlighted how the functionality of both the noti�cations sys-

tem and the guide mode could be turned on or o�, and believed the ability to do this was

a good feature.

With regard to the discussion in the workshop and whether the design proposal had

addressed these concerns, it seemed that the participants thought the design proposal ad-

dressed these issues, and was developed from the ideas and suggestions mentioned in the

workshop.

The proposed application was viewed by the participants as universal and simple in its

design. The participants believed that important features that had been mentioned and

highlighted by them were included, and that given that these worked in practice, they

would be valuable additions for a new application.

One participant stated that had been di�cult during the workshop to imagine how the

ideas and concepts would be designed and implemented, and that having it visualized on

the screen made it much clearer and easier to understand.

With regard to making changes to the design proposal, some suggestions were made.

One suggestion was to put the noti�cations and its functionality under "Mine reiser", as

the user would probably only want to receive noti�cations on journeys that had already

been planned and added to "Mine reiser". Another suggestion was to include several route

options for a search result when using "Finn reise".

One participant was worried about using the Ruter map from Ruter.no in a future ap-

plication. This was perceived as poor when the participant had used the map on the web-

site. The newmap should also have a better indication of the direction the user needed to

move towards, and what the user’s present location is. Another participant believed that

the map function should display all the platforms, but have an indication of the relevant

platform for the route.

Moreover, one participant did state that perhaps too much information was presented

to the user, particularly with regard to "Mine innstillinger", and that users who have less

technological understandingmight feel that there ismuch to copewith, for example, when

trying to remove an alarm or noti�cation. The participant also mentioned that perhaps

visually impaired users would like to always have the guidemode enabled, and that this

should be its default setting.

Other suggestions addressedminor and primarily aesthetic issues, for example, chang-

ing the size of buttons, using other variants of the colours, or using di�erent text fonts. The
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participants also pointed out some details which I had forgotten, such as stating the plat-

form number and the direction of the transport. There were also some issues regarding

icons, for example, how there should be an arrow to complement the buttons "Tidligere"

and "Senere", and a handicap sign to indicate accessible transports. The participants also

pointed out that the same icon had been used to indicate both the tram and the subway, an

issue which I was aware of, and which was due to a lack of suitable icons in the prototyping

tool.

In terms of being able to develop and implement this design proposal into a fully func-

tional application, the overall opinion of the participants was that this was achievable. One

participant argued for this by relating to other applications that utilize the same functions,

and used the example of an application that provides situation based information to users

that need to go grocery shopping, by notifying them when they are close to a store. An

issue mentioned by one participant, was that a user will need to have a data connection in

order to use much of the functionality. This participant was also a bit insecure in terms of

using the functions of the application that provided the context awareness, as this would

mean the participant would be under the supervision of a third party. Other participants

were very positive, particularly one participant who stated quite boldly:

Context awareness er noe av det beste i verden.

While all the participants believed the new features would be useful, one aspect remains

important and was highlighted in one of the interviews; users have to test the application

to experience its features, which in turn will help them to trust and rely on it.

In the subsequent section, some of the key points from the participants regarding the

overall experience and learning outcome from participating in the project and the design

process, are presented.

6.5.2 | Participation in the project

As PD focuses on the values of mutual understanding and learning, co-design, and equal

power among participants, I wanted to see if the same values had been present in this

project. I therefore asked the participants of the workshop a series of questions about

their experiences of participating in this project.

The general feedback from the participants was positive, and they described how par-

ticipating in an observation had been useful, interesting, and fun, and had given them a

possibility to test and explore the application. The workshop was seen as a learning ex-

perience, and some of the aspects that were highlighted was the possibility to plan and

design a new solution, to be creative, work together, and how one learned to listen to the

ideas of other participants and actors. Giving everyone the possibility to participate and

contribute to the design was also mentioned as a positive feature.

The participants without disabilities were especially positive in their feedback, and they

described how they had gained a deeper understanding of the needs and requirements of

visually impaired users, and the knowledge these users have, particularly their insights into

usingmobile appplications togetherwith assistive technology. One participantmentioned

the experience gained from witnessing how the blind participant used the mobile device,

and the speed this user had when navigating in the application. The participant went on
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explaining that a greater understanding regarding the importance of creating applications

that can comply with a screen reader, had been established.

With regard to the approaches and methods used in the workshop, these received

mixed feedback. The future workshop was noted as a useful and sensible method, and

some participants highlighted how they through using post-it notes had the ability to con-

tribute, discuss, and change the concepts during the workshop. They further commented

on the team e�ort that was gained from collaborating on speci�c tasks.

Other participants stated how splitting the process into phases, allowed for a better

structure, and helped them to see the various parts of the workshop.

In addition to this, the element of not allowing any critic before the �nal stage was

highlighted as bene�cial. One participant stated that this made it to possible to view all the

opportunities for the design before focusing on limitations, which allowed the participant

to account for the various possibilities, and address the views of the other participants. As

another participant noted, it is hard to know the needs of others and what they �nd easy

or di�cult.

Some of the issues that were mentioned about the future workshop, was that the par-

ticipants were using di�erent operating systems, and therefore di�erent versions of the

application. This meant criticizing the application as a whole wasmore di�cult. However,

this also made it possible to generate additional ideas in the fantasy phase. One partici-

pant also felt that the process moved back and forth between phases, and noted how the

future workshop was not the continuous process it was intended to be, a comment which

resonates with my own experience.

Moreover, the participants had several issues with how the prototyping session was

conducted. As I expected after re�ecting on the use of this method, all of the participants

experienced this as a di�cult process. Several participants mentioned how the design be-

came very concrete at an early stage, and highlighted this as a negative aspect. Everyone

stated that the prototyping session went too fast, and some participants also explained

how they felt there was a lack of information in advance on how they should collabo-

rate. The time set aside for the technique was noted as too limited, and some participants

stated that this should have been increased, or perhaps a second workshop should have

been conducted, focusing solely on the prototyping process. One participant thought this

would have provided themwith the time to write up the ideas, to think about and evaluate

these, bring forth new ideas or changes, and provide the participants with the possibility

to do several iterations in the design process.

Another participant stated that there could have been several prototyping iterations

and discussions in the �rst workshop, and evaluations of the suggestions and ideas of oth-

ers. The di�erent suggestions could then be merged together to reach an agreement of

a common solution, rather than the participants being given separate tasks and asked to

collaborate over several screens. The participant mentioned how there tends to be a con-

sensus for using the "prettiest" solution, rather than the one that is most functional or use-

ful. The issue of reaching a consensus and giving critic was reinforced by the comment

of another participant, who explained the di�culty of criticizing the work of other partic-

ipants, given the social situation when one is collaborating with others. This participant

stated that work and ideas of others were accepted to avoid having a negative atmosphere.

When asked about their experience of collaborating with the other participants, every-
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one thought that this went well and that the other actors contributed to the process. The

participants felt their individual issues were heard and addressed, and that a speci�cation

of the di�erent requirements had been set up. Some participants expressed how collab-

orating in this group was a new experience, both in terms of understanding the views of

others and how this can contribute to ensure that an application is adapted to more users.

Again, the fact that all suggestions were allowed was highlighted as a positive aspect.

Regarding the aspect of working with a blind participant, the other participants noted

this as a positive experience, and they used the terms "interesting" and "a learning experi-

ence" when describing their experience. One participant noted that though it is possible

to think about UD and imagine the everyday life of a visually impaired user, it is not the

same as actually meeting a visually impaired user and understanding it, as this presents

new aspects. Another participant explained that while much of the focus of the prototyp-

ing session was on adhering to the needs of one user group, perhaps these are the users

who have the biggest advantage of using this application, since they do not know the real-

time information displayed on the screens of the platforms and cannot observe the next

stop through regular eye-sight.

The blind participant also had a positive experience from the collaboration, explaining

how one was able to have an in�uence on the project, and expressed how the needs of

visually impaired users perhaps di�er from other user groups. The participant went on

explaining how it was necessary and important for other user groups to address these

issues as well.

However, though everyone thought the cooperation in the group and the responses

from the other members were positive, there were some participants who stated that they

had aversions when attempting to provide solutions. One participant expressed this by

explaining the need to carefully formulate amatter in order to convey the information and

thought process in a way that the other participants could understand. This participant

stated that certain suggestions were withheld, as they were not seen as suitable and in

compliance with the needs of visually impaired users, and explained how the need to

think about ideas before suggesting them, was at times limiting.

During the prototyping session I had tried to emphasize the importance of robustness

and simplicity in the design, and asked the participants about the task of focusing on these

matters and the issue of making the application universally designed and accessible to all.

They noted this as a di�erent and good idea, but one which was di�cult to accomplish in

the workshop. Some felt that simplicity was a good aspect, since it meant the user could

avoid the issue of information cluttering, as the application would only display the neces-

sary information and functions. One participant explained that to achieve these concepts,

one is required to look beyond one’s own experiences and world view by adapting to that

of others, which was di�cult. But when agreed upon, the participant felt the result from

focusing on these aspects could be quite bene�cial. An important note was from one par-

ticipant, who mentioned how the topics mentioned were not important once the creative

"switch" was on, and that perhaps better guidance on this subject was needed.

The blind participantwhowas an important actor in the prototyping process, explained

that this experience was "okay". However, the participant noted the important fact that

other user groups with disabilities were not represented, for example, hearing-impaired,

or users with some visual impairment but who was not blind. The participant believed
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that including these users in the workshop would have probably improved the result. For

example, issues such as altering the size of the text was not mentioned.

To summarize, the comments from the participants about the prototyping session in-

dicates that I should have provided more room for discussion, and that I should have al-

lowed the participants to outline and sketch their individual ideas in the prototype session,

before asking them to collaborate on several screens. The feedback further indicates that

the information, objective and process of the prototyping session should have been more

explicitly stated and de�ned, to avoid the confusion that arose among the participants.

This concludes the sections of the user evaluation, and the accounts of the �ndings from

the research. In the following chapter, a discussion of these �ndings and their relation to

the research questions, will be presented.



7 | Discussion

In the following chapter, the research questions will be discussed and addressed individ-

ually in separate sections. Each section will have the attached research question to refresh

the reader on the objects of the thesis, starting with examining how UD and PD can be

combined.

7.1 | Universal Design combined with Participatory De-

sign

The �rst research question was the following:

• RQ1: In what way can characteristics and qualities in Participatory Design be used

together with the concepts of Universal Design?

To address this issue, a critical review of relevant theory is necessary.

7.1.1 | UD: Di�erence in approaches

In the section on theory and research related to inclusive design and UD, it became clear

that no uni�ed practice or de�nition of the concept has been established, and that various

approaches and guidelines are used in parallel. There appears to be no established way

for achieving accessibility and usability for all, instead various parties describe the same

goal, but attempts to achieve it by using di�erent approaches and means. A critical review

of these matters is therefore provided.

Given the widespread promotion of the WCAG 2.0 standard and guidelines, and that

these should be used to achieve accessibility in both theWeb and the mobile applications,

there seems to be a common understanding among these researchers that creating appli-

cations and websites that conform to requirements and guidelines is su�cient, particu-

larly with the recent law from Di� (2014b) regarding websites. However, while such rules

are useful in terms of providing a foundation for developers entering the �eld of UD, they

cannot substitute the actual situation-based user knowledge and address the user’s speci�c

needs. Though this has been acknowledged in part by the Funka (2012) guidelines which

were developed through user testing, and throughSchulz et al. (2015) recommendation to

include the users more actively in the process, much of the focus is still on the designer

addressing speci�c requirements rather than advocating for user involvement.

The same issue is present when examining the approaches applied in UD and their

target groups. While the integrated approach suggested by Dong (2007) is both a sensible

and tempting notion to adapt to, it does not specify how the actual design process will be

conducted and the role of the user in this process. Instead, it appears to present a more

abstract concept that describes how to create a universal product without addressing the

actual implementation and development of the product.

Similar issues can be noted in the work of Harper (2007) who though he presents good

arguments for the personalization and creation of interfaces that can adapt to each user

through "design for one", he does not express how such devices and interfaces should be

122
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created. In addition, his notion that universal usability is not practically possible due to the

vast variety of users and user situations, is partially �awed. This notion does not address

what I note as the importance message from Vanderheiden (2000), which is to acknowl-

edge that all users and situations are important in the creation of a �exible and commer-

cially practical product that can adjust to various user needs. And though Vanderheiden’s

ideas of prioritization and his principles for acquiring universal usability can be fruitful,

their similarity with the WCAG principles raises the question as to whether the goal is

simply to have product guidelines which can secure universal usability.

As such, while I acknowledge that valid and important knowledge can be gained from

these researchers, they seems to have omitted the vital importance of the design practice itself

and the role users should have in the development of universal product, particularly when ex-

amining how elements of PD when compared to concepts in UD, show many similarities

between the two practices, and can be an important contribution.

7.1.2 | How PD and UD compare to each other

In reviewing the principles of PD and UD, it becomes apparent that they have similar

goals. The concept in UD of having products and solutions that are usable to all, or to

the largest number of users possible, without adaptations and by accounting for physical

conditions, has been noted by several researchers (Lid 2013, Norwegian Ministry of Envi-

ronment 2007, United Nations - Enable 2014, Tollefsen et al. 2013). This is similar to the

democratic principles in PD of equal participation and contribution being necessary to

address user needs (Bratteteig et al. 2013, Brandt et al. 2013, McIntyre-Mills 2010, Alexan-

der&Robertson 2004). As the focus of PDhas shifted fromdemocracy in theworkplace to

designing for other situations and contexts, the ethical burden of the designer to create a

satisfying system for users has become the most important argument (Bjerknes and Brat-

teteig 1995) (in Fuglerud 2014). The attention is therefore further emphasized towards the

participation of the user and the result of the �nal design (Kyng 2010) (in Fuglerud 2014).

The connection between PD and UD is further supported by the way both practices

have focused on the more vulnerable user groups, UD inherently through its de�nitions

and methods that try to achieve usability for all, and PD historically through its earliest

projects that attempted to resolve the con�icting issues of the worker-management rela-

tion (Robertson & Simonsen 2013), and establishing a premise of having a say and not just

a voice (Bratteteig et al. 2013). While the aspect of focusing on democracy in the work-

place has diminished as mentioned previously, the concepts of having an equal power

structure among participants, having the democratic principles in place during the design

process, and allow the participants to have a say, are still vital concepts in the participatory

approach. This is further supported by the comments from Aslaksen et al. (1997) about

UD being a technique which a�ect the shaping of the product, and the PD approach can

provide the users with the in�uence to do this.

Finally, I have previously mentioned how Fuglerud (2014) has noted several parallels

between UD and PD, particularly with regard to the role of ethics and moral obligations.

There is potential for UD to use lessons from PD to resolve con�icting views and interests

among the various groups, for example, when involving user groups with disabilities in

the process.
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The aspects that have been highlighted, further builds on the image of PD as practice

which can applied to help ensure the development of universally designed products.

7.1.3 | PD as the design practice for UD

The main issue for UD is to ensure universal accessibility and usability, and there are sev-

eral arguments which suggest that PD can play a vital role in achieving this.

First of all, as a design practice, PD tries to include all relevant users into the project

and put them on equal terms, removing the inherent power structures. For UD, this would

mean that the needs and opinions of a blind user are just as important as those of a person

with dyslexia or a person with no disabilities. This approach would lead to a democratic

practice for the stakeholders, in which the similarities with UD already have been men-

tioned. Having these grounded principles in place throughout the process will ensure that

the �nal product addresses the needs and values of all participants. As such, it speaks to the

heart of UD as it attempts to address the weaker user groups in our society while remain-

ing concerned for other user groups as well. Through including di�erent stakeholders,

the di�erent levels of in�uence mentioned by Lid (2013) can be included to make their

mark on the product. The individual experience of users and the software created by de-

velopers and managers are the most important parts of the design practice, but there is

no reason to not involve members with legislative and political power if they have a stake

in the product. Inviting these members to the table and making them an equal partner to

those users that face the challenges of a disability on a daily basis, could in turn broaden

their own view and understanding of the product, the user environment, and make them

emphasize changes on a higher level of the society. This is also noted in the argument

from Fuglerud (2014) that all levels of in�uence are needed to provide for individual ex-

periences.

Secondly, PD is a situation-based practice and examines the issues in the user context

itself. The research from Kensing and Blomberg (1998) as well as Orr (1986, 1996) and

Linde (2001) (in Brandt et al. 2013) highlights how an ethnographic approach can be used

to initiate dialogue, and transfer important knowledge between designer and participant.

By applying ethnographic methods (Bratteteig et al. 2013, Brandt et al. 2013, Blomberg &

Karasti 2013), the designer can gather detailed knowledge about the users, an important

aspect of inclusive design (Fuglerud 2014). Other techniques, such as discussing issues in

future workshops or acting out scenarios, will also provide marginalized user groups with

the possibility to express their issues about the current product, and envisionwhat a future

product will look like. By using the techniques for making, these users will also be able to

produce prototypes and content which inhabits their own speci�ed desires and dreams for

the product (Brandt et al. 2013), which can help the �nal product address their disability

and usability issues. The use of these techniques further opens up for the possibility of

mutual learning between the actors of the UD process (Bratteteig et al. 2013), which both

parties will bene�t from. The designer will learn about the user context and needs of

others, and the participant may gain an understanding of how the product is developed.

This can in turn change both parties view on the product, the development process, and

the di�erent user situations, which the �nal product will pro�t from. By expressing and

incorporating their values and needs into the product, users will be able to in�uence both
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the artefact created, the process itself, and their relationship with the designers (Halloran

et al. 2009). This will build a deeper understanding for everyone involved in the co-design

process.

The deeper the understanding of the user needs, the more likely it is that the designers

can bridge the disability gap of the gap model and address the environment of the users

(Fuglerud 2014), given that the designer becomes more conscious and aware of the prob-

lem users face. Thus, the holistic approach highlighted by Fuglerud (2014) and Blomberg

& Karasti (2013) becomes relevant. This is supported by Schön’s(1983) (in Bratteteig et al.

2013) notion that the context and solution to a problem will be intertwined, and must be

seen in relation, which indicates that active user involvement and explorative methods

are necessary. When using these methods to interact directly with the more vulnerable

groups of our society, our empathy and respect for humans who encounter accessibility

and usability challenges will be reinforced or altered, and a�ect our role as researchers.

This is an aspect Fuglerud (2014) noted as an important personal experience, and a e�ect

which I myself have experienced by conducting this research.

Considering these concepts, it becomes apparent that PD will allow the researcher to

get �rst hand accounts of user needs rather than imagining and adhering to perceived

notions of these as the W3C guidelines and tools (W3C 2008, WAI 2005a, W3C 2010),

and the guidelines and recommendations provided by Apple.Inc (2012) and Google.Inc

(2015a,d,b), do. This will further help designers and developers in becoming more emo-

tionally involved, and therefore more motivated to improve the situation of the users. In

hindsight of the �ndings by Power et al. (2012), this could prove very useful for the devel-

opment of accessible websites and applications.

Thirdly, the explorative and shifting nature in PD makes it possible to continuously

alter the goals and objectives as needs and desires are clari�ed, and the values of partici-

pants are altered (Halloran et al. 2009). As such, the description of the design process of

PD (Bratteteig et al. 2013, Brandt et al. 2013), bears resemblance to the process described

by Löwgren & Stolterman (2004) and Sanders & Stappers (2008) of changes and reitera-

tions in the visions of the design, and how the user is actively engaged in the process. This

will become important when addressing the di�erent issues in UD, where several di�erent

user groups are involved. The designers can react to their di�erent and changing situa-

tions, visions, and values, by applying di�erent techniques and tools (Brandt et al. 2013).

This brings us to the last and perhaps the most important contribution that PD has

to o�er: user participation. While other practices primarily observe the user (Sanders &

Stappers 2008), PD seeks to engage the user in the design process, and the whole process

relies on active participants. Without this fundamental aspect, the process will fall apart

and none of the stated bene�ts from the approach will be achieved. Through participa-

tion, one can create the community of practice described by Brandt et al. (2013), in which

participants both with and without disabilities can come together to discuss issues and

standpoints in a democratic manner, and envision their future. The vulnerable groups

of our society will have the possibility to actively and explicitly shape the usability of the

future product and ensure its accessibility, changing their own role as well as that of de-

signers and researchers (Sanders & Stappers 2008). The designers and researchers will

move from being extractors and interpretors of what they believe the users need, to facil-

itators where they know the product will address user needs, by having the users become
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an active part of the process. By focusing on participation and the concepts of making,

telling, enacting, (Brandt et al. 2013) and co-realisation (Sanders & Stappers 2008), and by

changing the user role through the employment of techniques such as user prototyping

or scenarios (Bratteteig et al. 2013, Rogers et al. 2011), all actors become involved in the

process. When using these elements in a space of collaboration, we will be able to reach

a consensus between various user groups, designers and other stakeholders by enabling

and facilitating for an environment of common language and in�uence. Thus, there are

many bene�ts that can be achieved by creating this community of practice for the design

process. Having all the needs addressed and acknowledged, alsomakes it less likely for the

�nal product to have issues and problems. The description given byMcIntyre-Mills (2010)

underlines the increased in�uence and awareness among those in�icted by the product,

who through the provided information become aware of the implications of the choices

that are made, and can inform designers.

Participation should not solely be seen as tool which facilitates this practice and makes

its tools and techniques viable, it should be a moral right for users to have a say on the

issues that a�ect them, not only in the development and accessibility of products and

systems in ICT (Theofanos & Redish 2003), but in our society as a whole. By not enabling

users to have a say, we are reducing them to bystanders, and the usability and accessibility

of the product will become a re�ection of how we as designers expect the products to

behave, not from a user perspective.

Some may state that this is as an idealistic approach, without practical use in the real

business world of ICT development, or that other design practicesmay prove equally ben-

e�cial. Other arguments could be to question which user groups to include when the de-

sign is for everyone, or how to gain access to all the stakeholders. I am aware of these

issues, and that certain compromises may be required. In addition, by not having used a

di�erent design practice in this research, the expected results of not involving users in the

samemanner as in PD, are primarily based on theoretical reasoning and arguments. How-

ever, I agree with Fuglerud (2014) that the involvement of users highlights other purposes,

such as social, cultural and political aspects. As Fuglerud notes, whereas evaluations, tools

and user models have a function, they do not address these issues. As such, in order to

create universal products and ensure that these abide to the principles of design (Norman

2002, Rogers et al. 2011), the designer can use a combination of a PD practice and its tech-

niques together with the evaluation tools to address issues, and adhere to the conceptual

model of users. These elements can then be used to ensure the usability and accessibility

for the largest number of possible users, as suggested in the disability model and usability

pyramid (Fuglerud 2014, Darzentas & Miesenberger 2005)

Having explained the theoretical aspects of PD andUD, and the advantages and bene�ts

that can be gained from their combined use, I now turn to discuss the themes and results

of the study on the travel application RuterReise.
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7.2 | Universal design issues in RuterReise

Before elaborating on these matters, it is worth repeating the research question at hand:

• RQ2: What will an in-situ investigation, focusing on universal usability and acces-

sibility for a mobile travelling application, reveal in terms of issues and problems

for users?

Having given an extensive account of the �ndings in the study, this section will be a

discussion which examines how the breach of design principles leads to issues for the uni-

versal usability and accessibility of RuterReise, and point to speci�c themes which needs

to be addressed in order to ensure that RuterReise can be universally designed. When con-

ducting the analysis, I focused on addressing three speci�c aspects; terminology, feedback

and functionality. I have looked at how faults in these aspects creates issues when using

the application in situation-based and real-life contexts. This has allowed me to focus on

actual user issues, and to examine how these are addressed by the application. As such,

the principles for design (Norman 2002, Rogers et al. 2011) as well as the aspect of usabil-

ity (Nielsen 1995b, ISO 1998, Bevan 1995) and its goals (Rogers et al. 2011), are important

factors when assessing the user experience (Law et al. 2009, ISO 2010, Nielsen & Norman

2015) of the participants. The concept of accessibility (Rogers et al. 2011, ISO 2014) also

becomes important to investigate how the application can provide for users with disabil-

ities.

The relations the �ndings have to the three concepts mentioned will be discussed in

detail, starting with the importance of terminology. Note that the issues addressed are

interconnected aspects, and will in many cases a�ect each other.

7.2.1 | Terminology

The�ndings show several caseswhere users did not understand the terms being used in the

application. Twomajor examples were the terms "Stoppesteder" and "planlagt". The latter

showed up when planning a journey, and highlights the issue participants had in terms

of understanding and using "Favoritter". The �ndings further highlights that not knowing

the term, meant the participants became confused, and lost overview of the application.

At other times, the lack of a term to explain the functionality became an issue. The ques-

tion is how these issues a�ect the overall user experience, and align with the established

principles of usability and design.

First of all, the issues points to how the conceptual model the designers and developers

have created for the terms in the application, does not correspond to that of the actual

users. This is turn seems to have limited the user’s interaction with certain functions in

the application, for example, how several participants had not taken advantage of the "Fa-

voritter" functionality.

Furthermore, it highlights an issue in a�ordance and visibility. When users are pre-

sented with unknown features or situations, they will as humans tend to look for what

is known and familiar to them, and the same pattern is being used here. For example,

most of the participants were used to having a search bar at the top and knew how to use

this, presumably having experience from using this on the Web. The participants were
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also able to understand its actions. information. One may ask why the same concepts has

not been put in place with regard to terms. Given the issues several participants had with

the terminology, it is understandable that some struggled to perceive and understand the

meaning of certain functions. Is "Stoppesteder" a list of all the relevant stops for a route

or list of all the stops that are available and nearby? Is "Favoritter" used for storing speci�c

elements or any element that can be relevant for a journey? On the iPhone, why does

not the application provide a term for the function that enables the user to locate a later

departure time for the same route?

When users do not understand the terminology, they are not likely to use the function,

which explains the lack of experience many participants had with certain functions, such

as "Favoritter". Hence, the unintuitive term seems to have lowered the use of the function

itself. In other cases, the lack of suitable terms breaches with the principle of perception,

as I noted in one interview where the participant had recurring misconceptions and mis-

understandings of the term "Stoppesteder", and who later stated:

Ja, det er stoppestedene jeg blir forvirra av da, menne....

This problem is further highlighted by another participant who stated:

Ja , ehm, eg ble kanskje meir forvirret av at den heter stoppesteder, bare...siden det virker

mer som bare hovedmenyen, på en måte, eller...

Noting the uncertainty in both statements, its seems clear that the term is di�cult to

interpret, and that the participants were not able to explain why this was the case.

Furthermore, in other cases where blind participants had to struggle to locate a later

departure for their route, several of them acknowledged that they would not be able to

achieve this by themselves. As such, not being able to perceive and understand the func-

tion since no explanation or term was given, was an issue to both the usability of the func-

tion and the accessibility of the information. The issue is perhaps best highlighted through

the words of a visually impaired participant who explained the experience of locating this

information in the following manner:

Ja, det blir litt, da må jeg jo vite hvor jeg er hen, det syns jeg var litt, eh...tungvint.

Another example which highlights the issue of terminology has already been men-

tioned in the �ndings with the words from one participant, who stated the following when

presented with the term "planlagt" after using "Favoritter":

Det siar meg ingenting.

This was a problem for several participants using the Android application, who were

all sighted users, but still struggled to understand and apprehend what was being accom-

plished, simply due to the ambiguity of the term being presented. I observed how several

participants were unable to �nd the stored information when using "Favoritter", and even-

tually had to be guided to locate this information.

The examples highlights how the best intentions of a function will be useless if users

are not able to perceive, observe, understand, and use the functionality, simply because

its term is not in coherence with the user model and important design principles.
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Some may argue as one blind participant did, that these are aspects which users will

learn and adapt to. Regardless, terms should be intuitive and easy to understand for users

with their �rst glance on it. Given the amount of words in our language and the di�erent

ways users perceive and associate meaning to terms, this may appear to be an impossible

task. I believe the aim for designers should be to provide terms that are not to broad and

contain ambiguity, but nor too narrow, as this would mean that only certain user groups

will be able to relate to it. Learnability andmemorability of concepts such as terminology

cannot be the responsibility of the users themselves. As a designer or developer we must

ask ourselves the following question; at what point does the work of becoming acquainted

with a term outweigh the advantage you gain from using the functionality it contains,

particularly if you as a user have a disability, whichmeans your choices of feedbackmodes

are limited?

The examples and �ndings show issues in the terminology which directly a�ect the

usability and accessibility of the application. Similar issues were present in several of the

features of the application, and as such, a more elaborate account of the functions should

be provided.

7.2.2 | Functionality

The means designers equip the user with, is what makes it possible for them to reach

their goals when using the system. In RuterReise, much of the implemented functionality

enables this. However, the �ndings also show how problems in the functions and their

properties a�ects the user experience. A few examples will highlight this.

First of all, in the Android application, the map functionality has been stored either

in a icon or under an option button which the participants rarely explored. This may be

one of the reasons for why none of the participants using the Android application were

familiar with the use of this functionality. When a function is not visible to users, it loses

its inherent purpose. Though that in itself does not a�ect its usability, it points to faults

in the design which should be addressed. Recalling that every sighted participant were

active users of services such as Google Maps or other third-party applications that are

used to �nd a certain location, the desire for a map function is clearly present and should

be utilized. The lack of understanding the "Favoritter" icon and how to use this function

to store favourites, is another example of a function which su�ers from the problem of

visibility.

As such, it seems the lack of a�ordance and perception to the function’s corresponding

icon, or the lack of visibility of its location, is what is causing this issue. As one participant

explained when asked why the map functionality had not been found:

Fordi..det står ikke noe om det.

The need for visibility becomes evenmore apparent in a later statement from the same

participant:

Ja, da skulle det gjerne, da hadde det vært veldig greit hvis de hadde hatt en knapp,....Hvor

det sto kart! Når de faktisk har et kart!

As such, storing functionality in unknown places or within icons that users are not fa-

miliar with, should be avoided. The actual use of "Favoritter" further highlighted usability
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problems, as an e�cient use of it proved di�cult for many participants. As one participant

expressed when asked why this functionality was not being utilized:

Eh..menne, det har liksom ikkje vært sånn veldig innlysende måte å legge til favorittar.

The usability issue and the uncertainty regarding the use of the functionality, was also

highlighted in another statement from the participant:

Og så har eg bare...på en måte...gitt an litt opp, på en måte, for siden eg....Den ene gangen

eg prøvde så klarte eg det ikje...så...

From the formulation of the statements, one senses the uncertainty and cautiousness

when discussing this function. There may be an error on the user side, but the participant

is not able to convey why. While several of the participants tended to focus on blam-

ing themselves when conducting errors, my reasoning is that the provided features are

not intuitive to use, making it di�cult to utilize the functions e�ciently, and to learn and

memorize the steps needed to achieve the desired result. Other usability issues were high-

lighted by how some participants struggled to use the map function e�ciently, and how

other participants were confused of the di�erence in the search results when searching for

a area and not a platform.

The incidents that highlighted the di�erence in route result when using the GPS and

"Min posisjon" to �nd a journey rather than typing in an actual location, is perhaps what

underlines the lack of e�ectiveness the most. When a participant used "Min Posisjon"

and was faced with a result which required a 13 minutes walk to get to the �rst stop, the

participant stated what I believe is a common user reaction:

Det hakkje eg lyst til.

The di�erence between the results is remarkable and show that the present function-

ality of "Min Posisjon" is neither e�ective in its result, nor e�cient enough for the user.

The �ndings in these examples emphasize how the functions of the application are

not in accordance with the usability and user experience goals, which in turn a�ects the

usability and user experience of the application.

Secondly, the observations and interviews have uncovered that speci�c features were

not accessible to all, in particular the visual map and "Favoritter", where the latter had an

issue which was highlighted when combining the function with the screenreader of the

iPhone. The lack of accessibility was further indicated by the results of the heuristic eval-

uation where several accessibility problems were uncovered, among which were the issue

of navigating with a screenreader, and the di�culty of locating and utilizing functionality

in combination with a screen reader. Given these �ndings, it appears that the features and

information that are provided by the application, are not accessible and usable to all, and

that changes and further developments should be made in order to address the situation.

The third and �nal aspect with regard to functionality is the concept of consistency.

Through the example mentioned earlier, it has already been pointed to the lack of con-

sistency by highlighting the di�erence in the results when using "Min posisjon" and not

typing in an actual location. However, the �ndings also show an element of inconsistency

across platforms as they provide di�erent functionality. While one might think this is not

an issue which users consider, a statement from one participant highlights an important

fact:
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Bør jo vera likt...samme funksjonalitet samma ka du bruka.

The only limitations that could hinder developers from achieving the same functional-

ity in the application across devices, are funding and proprietary technology designed for

speci�c devices. But this is not the case of the current situation. As the same participant

later noted:

Sånn så de e no, så trur eg da atte, da e funksjonalitet...f.eks på Android som godt kunne

ha vore på iPhone...

In light of the request from the participants for one universal application, it seems

evident that consistency is an element which is important for users as well. Thus, this

should be addressed to provide for several user groups, and tomake the application usable

for all users, and for all devices.

However, when using features, users require a form of con�rmation and acknowledge-

ment to help them understand the actions and behaviour of the application. This brings

us to the third and �nal topic of feedback.

7.2.3 | Feedback

In the �ndings, several incidents points to the application having problems in providing

vital feedback. One example which indicated both a usability problem and a issue with

feedback, was when the blind participants were not able to perceive the actions from the

page switcher, an issue which is related to the problem of the application not having a

term to describe this function. Other examples were how the search button reads out

"søk" but does not provide any information as whether an action is done on the screen, the

participants misunderstanding of terms that were read out, and the lack of audio feedback

from icons. The common issue for these examples is that they are not conforming to

design principles, WCAG guidelines, and usability goals, thereby a�ecting the usability

and accessibility of the application.

First of all, not being able to comprehend the result when performing an action with

a function, means the feedback provided is simply not adequate. This in turn leads to

poor visibility for the users regarding their current location in application, and means

the perceived a�ordance users relate to the function, is not con�rmed. These issues can

explain some of the confusion I noted when observing certain participants and their use

of the application.

Secondly, the lack of feedback combinedwith the previous issues of terminologymeans

users are not able to do their task e�ciently and fully utilize the functions of the applica-

tion. By not understanding terms such as "planlagt" and by not having another feedback

mode, certain actions and functions seemed to be not used or understood by the partici-

pants. This may further be caused by the lack of visibility.

Moreover, not having the necessary feedback can impact the users navigation skills,

how e�ciently they can use the application, as well as the e�ectiveness of the system. This

was the case for several of the participants with visual impairments, particularly with two

participants who in their eagerness to navigate either missed out on important informa-

tion, were not able to �nd the location of a function, or did not know when an action had
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been completed. As such, the audio feedback presented was too slow and not suitable to

their user interaction.

Furthermore, as several icons and visual elements displayed in both the results and

functions provided information and actions which were not read out by the screenreader,

this underlines the lack of accessibility and feedback in the application. This has been ex-

empli�ed earlier byhighlighting the issue of usingVoiceOverwhen trying to set a favourite

in the iPhone application. Part of the reason for this issue is the audio feedback stating that

the route is an accessible button, which is not the case. As such, no constraints or audio

feedback has been implemented to alert the user of this, or to provide the user with an

additional way of adding a favourite. Instead, the application has completely di�erent

behaviour than expected. Another example is how the icons in combination with visual

maps was the only way for participants to �nd out how they should navigate to a platform

or between two transfers, as no textual description was provided. An accurate statement

which sums up the overall opinion of this issue is provided by a blind participant:

Nei, det syns jeg er litt humbug.

In summary, an analysis of the �ndings show how the application with regards to the

concepts of terminology, functionality, and feedback inmany cases do not conform to the

goals of usability (Nielsen 2012, ISO 1998, Bevan 1995), and the overall design principles for

ID outlined by Rogers et al. (2011). This created issues and a�ected the user experience for

several of the participants, as the �ndings highlight. In addition, the application cannot be

classi�ed as accessible and universally designed given both its lack of adhering to WCAG

2.0 criteria and principles (W3C 2008), and the fact that it is not able to provide accessible

features that can ensure the universal usability that is needed (Vanderheiden 2000, Shnei-

derman 2000). This is further supported by the results of the heuristic evaluation which

showed several accessibility and usability issues, among those the lack of a logical structure

and the navigation issue when using the Android application together with a screenreader,

the complete lack of compatibility between the Windows Phone application and the de-

vice’s own built-in screen reader, and the issue of not �nding the necessary information in

the iPhone application. As such, there were accessibility issues in all platforms, which in

certain cases made the application completely useless for impaired users. This highlights

how the application is not able to adhere to the important principles of UD (Connell et al.

1997) and its de�nitions (Lid 2013, United Nations - Enable 2014, Tollefsen et al. 2013), and

is not able to bridge the disability gap illustrated in the gap model (Fuglerud 2014).

However, before moving on, it is necessary to highlight an underlying theme and user

aspect which is not addressed by the application.

7.2.4 | A guaranteed and independent journey

Through analysing the �ndings and examining the issues mentioned earlier, an underly-

ing user need and theme became evident; A guaranteed journey from start to �nish and

how this can ensure that users can be independent on their travels.

In my research, I have been fortunate enough to have access to visually impaired users.

The insights and knowledge I gained from hearing about their experiences in the �eld

and observing their behaviour, has given me new understanding of the importance for
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them to have a secure way of getting from A to B. As I learned about the fear visually

impaired users have of getting lost while travelling, and their need to plan intensively, use

third party software such as Blindsquare or ask others for help, it became evident that this

was an issue that needed to be addressed by the application. More so after hearing from

the experiences of one participant who had entered the wrong subway train, and from

my own observation of how easy it is for these users to enter wrong transport, which one

blind participant nearly did during an observation. However, the need for a safe travel is

not speci�ed to a speci�c user group. Recall the incident of the sighted participant who

struggled to �nd the right bus stop, and became both irritated and confused. I observed

the participant’s anxiety and need for being assured by the application, as the participant

relied on the instructions and information from the application. The need formany of the

participants to plan their travels, consult friends, take pictures of a planned journeys, or use

map services when navigating large areas, further supports the claim that a secure journey

is important to the users. Several participants expressed themselves as being a person

who worries, and who needs con�rmation. One example was in the workshop where one

participant expressed the following opinion about the possibility of having vibration as

feedback mode:

Altså, vibrasjon er veldig greit da...jeg skulle gjerne hatt vibrasjon, også fordi, liksom

jeg....ofte så kan man �nne info om sånn..det er, det er nå jeg skal av, tror jeg, men jeg vil

gjerne ha en bekreftelse på at jeg skal av, for jeg er sånn super bekymra, person..

From my own standpoint, this indicates how we as humans require a "security plan"

and a con�rmation from a third party, a way of making sure that we are able to reach our

expected goal. The means and methods of storing information as mentioned previously,

can be seen as ways of assuring that this is possible while travelling.

Having uncovered the accessibility and usability issues mentioned earlier, it became

more and more clear that the current application does not provide this safety net, even

more so after examining the suggestions from the participants about what functionality

they wanted to include in a future application. The recurring themementioned was to in-

clude more information, particularly in text and audio format, and provide extra features

that could help the users with their biggest issue; to get from start to �nish without fac-

ing major problems and issues. The importance of this became especially apparent in the

workshop, by the way the participants mentioned similar experiences and issues the, and

their agreement to focus on a guide mode as their primary goal for the prototyping ses-

sion. A statement which sums up the overall resulting goal from this session and perhaps

the goal for many users of RuterReise, is seen in the following statement:

Første prioritet er at jeg vil være sikker på at jeg kommer meg til det stedet jeg skal.. med

hjelp av Ruter appen. Og helst ikke uten at jeg havner først helt i gokk og så..må tilbake

igjen, og at det, og at det er en fornuftig rute.

To achieve this functionality would require the application to provide the safety net

mentioned earlier at all stages of the journey and be consistent throughout the process.

A statement which exempli�es this, and highlights some of the stress, uncertainty and

irritation I observed in users during observations, can be seen in one of the comments

from the workshop:
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For det, marerittet er når du har funnet reisen hvor med Ruter, men så er det sånn,

plutselig så �nner du ikke stoppet der, fordi du trodde at du skulle til det som het Jern-

banetorget i, også, et eller annet..vei, og så, nei, dette er en helt annen vei, og så må du

gå..å prøve å �nne et annet, og så misser du den bussen, og så setter du deg på en eller an-

nen buss og så er den, bussen skal jo bare et stopp mer, �nner du ut, og det tok to minutter,

og du kunne gått...

From the �ndings, it seems evident that these concerns are not addressed by the current

application, especially given its issues with usability and accessibility.

Tightly connected to the aspect of a safety net is the concept of independence. By

ensuring a safe journey, one may inductively give users more independence. Having to

rely on a combination of friends, pictures, several external services or just ones personal

memory, together with the mobile application, makes the situation complex and di�cult.

The complexity and e�ort put into the process is perhaps best illustrated by the answer

that a blind participant gave when asked about travelling to unknown locations:

Ja da, akkurat da, da blir jeg veldig sånn, jeg er jo sånn som vil planlegge og vite på

forhånd...Så, jeg...ville snakket, snakket med noen som er kjent og få en..detaljert beskriv-

else på forhånd...Enten det eller til og med få noen til å bli med meg...første gangen.

By creating a process where several components interact, therewill also be a greater risk

of one of these components causing an error. While reducing these down to one compo-

nent and solely relying on a mobile application is not a complete independence from all

devices, it removes a number of factors which may cause issues during the journey. It will

also remove the stress factor from the concerned users if they know they can trust the

application to be the instrument which will help them reach their goal. Not only will this

insert con�dence into some users and allow for them to travel more independently, for

others this will allow them to do other activities during their travels, for example, listen

to music, which also would make for a more comfortable journey. Thus, a universally de-

signed application can provide both safety and independence for the travellers, and give

them comfortable and positive experiences.

The issues and themes uncovered in RuterReise must be considered as speci�c and

solely related to that speci�c application. While it is tempting to generalize and state that

the problems and underlying issues are present in all travel applications, this would be a

mistake. The �ndings does however, point to concerns developers of such applications

should address and investigate, both before and during the development of their applica-

tions.

Having established the theme and problems to account for, the remaining matter is

to address the design proposal, which have tried to address these issues and concerns by

using a participatory approach.

7.3 | Context-awareness + PD = UD solutions?

Having established and discussed the underlying issues of RuterReise, the previous discus-

sions and �ndings have proven the lack of accessibility in the application and highlighted

the usability problems users face. An earlier discussion have also argued for the role PD
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might play in the creation of inclusive and universal mobile applications. For that reason,

a look at how a practical endeavour of PD and contextual-awareness can be used to solve

these contentions, and how this can provide a more universally designed application, can

provide new insight. Thus, the remaining concern is on the combination of these ele-

ments. Speci�cally, it aims to address the following matter:

• RQ3: How would a new design proposal that addresses the results in RQ2 through

the combination of a Participatory Design practice and context-awareness, con-

tribute to the design of a universally designed travelling application?

Firstly, by using an ethnographic approach, I have been able to get up-close to the

participants, experience their behaviour in real-life settings, and record their problems

in this context. Including them as co-designers in the workshop and creating a space for

collaboration among di�erent user groups (Sanders & Stappers 2008, Brandt et al. 2013),

has opened up for the participants to share values and experiences, and for an examination

of relevant theory through practical use. As a result of this, a proposal for a new application

has been developed which represents the views of several user groups, including their

ideas and visions for a future application. The feedback from the participants supports

this notion by their approval of the proposed solution. Moreover, their statements of being

able to share opinions and be heard, illustrates how democratic values were in place and

that equal in�uence was given to each member. Through the use of techniques such as

future workshop ( Junck and Müllert (1987), and explorative prototyping (Floyd 1984) (in

Brandt et al. 2013, Rogers et al. 2011), the various user values were incorporated into the

solution, which is emphasized by how the participants felt their needs and requirements

from the workshop had been addressed. This gave the participants the opportunity to

express how they wanted a future application to behave and work (Brandt et al. 2013).

Several participants further underlined their newfound consideration and insight into the

everyday life and situation of other participants, which advocates thatmutual learning has

taken place in this process.

These �ndings show that PD as a practice will make the design process a fair and equal

processwhere the various contributions and the shared understanding amongparticipants

will ensure that the �nal product can address the various needs. It also highlight how in-

cluding users with disabilities, will help tomake the productmore accessible and universal

by addressing their issues.

Secondly, the idea of using contextual-awareness will be essential for a new application

in several ways. Through the intention of connecting the GPS of the device to the Ruter

system, relevant real-time information can be presented to the user at appropriate times.

By using this functionality together with speci�c user input and various feedback modes

such as audio and vibration, the information provided by the application will be able to

address the travel needs of each individual journey, ensuring a secure and comfortable

journey for all users. The opportunity for leisure is further broadened as the fear aspect

of getting lost is removed, and the necessary resources are provided for in one simple

application. This allows the user to use the travel time for other activities such as listening

to music, reading, work, and so forth. This simpli�cation of the travel process, together

with the addition of accessible features, can provide the new applicationwith the necessary

means to insert con�dence in the users, and increase their trust in the application. In
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turn, this will allow them to be more independent and self-reliant, and make it easier for

the users to navigate by providing a guide throughout the travel process. By creating a

tool that is able to utilize the location, nearby information, and context, as proposed by

Schilit et al. (1994) and Schmidt et al. (1999), and has the appropriate scope (Brown et al.

1997, Winograd 2001), these issues can be addressed. The solution can also be extended

and further developed if necessary to ensure that other and more general situations are

provided for (Dey 2000, Razzaque et al. 2006). The intention of using these functions to

give the usersmore �exibility, without increasing the complexity anddi�culty of using the

application, is inlinewith principles of UD (Connell et al. 1997) and the notions of Fuglerud

(2014). To include these aspects into the solution may make it a especially useful tool for

impaired users, who several times underlined the importance of safety and assurance, but

also wanted to be self-reliant and not depend on others. The need for this technology and

concept is indicated by how it was requested by the participants, and the positive reception

that the proposed solution received, especially from one participant who stated that:

Context awareness er noe av det beste i verden!

In hindsight of these aspects and �ndings, I will argue that the addition of contextual

awareness may present information that is more useful and relevant, and that when used

with several feedbackmodes, contextual awareness will help the usability and accessibility

of an application.

Thirdly, in creating the proposal I have attempted to learn from the experiences and

results of the study, and tried to address the accessibility and usability problems uncov-

ered. A replacement for the map has been provided for by adding a textual description,

telling the user how to navigate to platforms or between transfers. This means the users

will havemore information at their disposal. By adding a tab under "Stoppesteder" for the

functions most used and so on, these features are easier to locate. Having understood that

users utilize di�erent means and senses to gather information, various feedback modes

are provided, and labels and neutral colours have been given priority. In addition, given

the ambiguity of previous icons, which created issues in terms of �nding and understand-

ing the functionality that were incorporated into an icon, more universal icons have been

proposed which are to be more understandable. There have also been changes made to

address the issues of terminology, as the removal of the terms "Favoritter" and "Reiseplan-

legger highlights.

The design proposal has been composed with the intention of developing an applica-

tion where all its aspects are compatible with assistive technology, and where the same

functions and results are presented on all versions. The application is also intended to be

easy to understand and use, and to ensure user satisfaction. The feedback to this proposal

was very positive, and though some minor issues were highlighted, the overall reception

from the participants show that the intended solution can address their needs and require-

ments.

Providing a design proposal for the application which adhered to the principles of UD

(Connell et al. 1997) as well as the WCAG standards and guidelines (W3C 2008, 2014a),

and which considers the importance of both accessibility (ISO 2014, Theofanos & Redish

2003) and UD, (United Nations - Enable 2014, Tollefsen et al. 2013, Lid 2013, Dong 2007)

has been an important goal, and the research in this �eld has been a crucial foundation
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for conducting this work. Given the positive feedback from participants on both the pro-

posal and the process itself, my own experience and results from using PD in practice,

the �ndings from other research projects (Azenkot & Fortuna 2010, Neris de Almeida &

Baranauskas 2009, Sahib et al. 2013), and how the underlying themes have been addressed

by the concept of contextual awareness, I believe that the following claim is accurate; that

the use of PD and contextual awareness can have a crucial role and contribute greatly to

the creation of mobile applications that are universally usable and accessible to all.

7.3.1 | Re�ective thoughts

Having presented these arguments, some re�ective thoughts should be considered, �rst

of all with regard to the design practice that has been used in this research. While PD can

be viewed as a suitable practice for developing a universal application due to its focus on

user participation and democratic values, this is not to say that other design practices are

not user-centered and may be in�uential as well. Tracing how the concept of design have

shifted from ergonomics to usability and later UCD, user studies have become the focal

point for designers, not usability testing and lab experiments (Baecker et al. 2000, Karat

& Karat 2003, Rosson & Carroll 2002). One may also recall Gould & Lewis (1985) early

focus on users and tasks, indicating a "know thy user" approach, which have become an

important part of the ID practice (Rogers et al. 2011). Hence, there are valid arguments to

claim that similar results could have been achieved by using a di�erent design approach

within ID.

However, I believe the most suitable option for designers attempting to achieve acces-

sibility and usability, is through the PD practice, especially given the recent development

and shift in focus of design as a practice. As Sanders & Stappers (2008) points to, the focus

of design is shifting from designing products for the user, to designing for the purpose

and future experience of the user. The change in the practice will require an alteration

in the scope and approach of the design process, and its centre of attention will be on the

personal and social needs of users. This is highly relevant for designers seeking to create

universal products, as it allows us to understand the challenges of users and create solutions

together in a cooperative manner. Given the widespread di�erence of stakeholders and

participants, a PD practice would allow for a platform of equal opportunity, and create an

understanding of the di�erent contexts and needs. The research from Azenkot & Fortuna

(2010), Mi et al. (2014), Gkatzidou et al. (2011), and Sahib et al. (2013) have highlighted some

of the advantages of this with regard to the mobile context, and the importance of having

active user involvement to solve important user issues and challenges related to inclusive

design. Their �ndings show that direct involvement of users is favourable for creating

more suitable tools and guidelines, and for establishing an understanding of the future

design. The latter is especially emphasized by the results of Gkatzidou et al. (2011) on

the need for personalization in applications. This is similar to the �ndings that Giuseppe

et al. (2009) had regarding a museum guide for blind users, and is further emphasized

through the �ndings of Kane et al. (2011) about the need to provide for di�erent user ges-

tures. In hindsight of this, the participatory approach presented by Neris de Almeida &

Baranauskas (2009) to address all users, becomes viable and can be used as an example

of the change in the design approach, as proposed by Sanders & Stappers (2008). In my
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opinion, these aspects will only become increasingly important as the use of smartphones

increases, the technology of mobile applications expand, and these applications engulfs

into other aspects of our society. Given the previous history and development of mobile

devices and technology (Agar 2003, GSMA 2015, Sager 2012), and the recent implementa-

tion and success of smartphones (Ahson & Ilyas 2008, IDC 2015, Apple.Inc 2014), it seems

likely that the progress of such devices and technologies will only continue its develop-

ment.

Furthermore, some of the vulnerabilities in design proposal needs to be mentioned.

It should be emphasized that the developed proposal is not a complete and �nal sugges-

tion, but is a work in progress. Some of the issues relating to terminology and icons have

not been completely resolved and should be explored further, as noted by some of the

participants. Finding a more unifying term that can replace "Stoppesteder", is one of sev-

eral issues that should be addressed. In addition, the reader will notice that much of the

proposed functionality relies on the GPS functioning properly, and its cooperation with

the Ruter system. While this should be technically possible and was perceived as achiev-

able by the participants, further investigation and development is needed to see not only

whether this is possible, but the actual usability of this function. In light of this, I recall

an observation where the participant was presented a route suggestion that involved a 13

min walk, having used "Min posisjon" and the GPS function to �nd the starting location

of the route. The participant was not surprised by this result, as noted in the following

statement:

Ehm...ikkje...ikkje sånn veldig overraskende, men det e kanskje ikkje noe man tenker på.

The statement about this not being an problem one considers, highlights the issue of

using GPS and localization functions, and underlines the importance of user testing in the

�eld to ensure that the expected results and functions are presented, and can give users

the trust and safety they need to travel by themselves. This is especially important since

disabilities often occur in the user environment and in speci�c user situations (Fuglerud

2014, Lid 2013). To test and make sure that the functions are not causing additional issues,

and are able to address existing concerns and disability issues, is important.

The privacy concern of using the GPS function should also bementioned. While I have

tried to include mechanisms in the proposal to ensure that users are aware of their data

being collected, a high level of security and privacy needs to be in place to avoid the appli-

cation beingmisused. Some usersmay have also the same opinion as one participant, who

was very sceptical towards certain applications and their data gathering. The application

needs to address this in order to be useful and interesting for these users as well.

Moreover, some aspects related to the design practice and process should be acknowl-

edged. While an explorative feedback session was conducted with each participant from

the workshop, the lack of a implemented applicationmeant the participants were not able

to interact with the proposal themselves. This was especially an issue for the visually im-

paired participant who depend on the interface being compatible with a screenreader or

other assistive technology. As such, a formative or summative evaluation of the proposal

has not been conducted (Rogers et al. 2011), which partially reduces the validity of the

proposed solution.

Furthermore, adhering to a complete and ideal PD process with user evaluation and
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reiterations was impossible given the limited scope of time and resources. The feedback

from participants show that while the intentions of techniques used were understood and

appreciated, the critique and request from the participants for an additional workshop,

and/or a more iterative approach in the prototyping session, points to an issue in how this

technique was conducted. The statement from one participant regarding the need to for-

mulate and withhold ideas, also highlights that I as a designer should have addressed this

issue by applying the measures of further discussion and individual sketching, as sum-

marized in the feedback section. Thus, the emphasis of this process should have been on

creating a uni�ed space for sketching and collaboration at a later stage.

However, I view this as a fault on my part, not as a problem of the PD practice. The

problems mentioned further highlights the di�culty of creating a space for collaboration

and negotiation, and combining one’s own world view to that of other participants, as

mentioned in the feedback from one participant.

In addition, techniques and tools such as probes, scenarios and theatre (Brandt et al.

2013, Gaver et al. 1999), should have been included and explored to better facilitate for the

concepts of making and enacting, and to provide a more wholesome process. This could

have helped the process to better adhere to the tentative and explorative practice described

by Brandt et al. (2013), and could have contributed to the promotion of di�erent ideas and

visions for the future. Applying such techniques would also have given the participants

new ways to express themselves, provide for further dialogue, and help the participants to

learn more about the di�erent opportunities and constraints for the design.

However, I believe the users were given the opportunity to a�ect both the organisation

and outcome of the project, and that they were given power. The process in this research

have adapted to methods outlined by Bratteteig et al. (2013) by �nding an application area

in RuterReise, focusing on the world view of the participatory approach, and by applying

principles, guidelines and techniques that would promote participation. Given my own

experience of having to respond to changes in the design situation (Schön 1987) (in Löw-

gren & Stolterman 2004), and address both the future development and the process itself

(Bratteteig et al. 2013), I experienced the e�ect user involvement has on a project, as I had

to re�ect and react to both my own actions, as well as the actions of the participants, and

the changes that were made during the research project. In my view, this has strengthen

the process. It has enabled me to learn frommy previous actions, to consider the requests

and needs of the participants as they were revealed, and learn to adapt and adjust these,

and myself, to the situation at hand.

Finally, the choice of participants should be addressed. There are valid arguments for

stating that other user groups should have been given the opportunity to in�uence the

design, and that these may have presented other requirements, for example, users with

hearing or motoric impairments. In addition, no stakeholder or developer was present

from Ruter to o�er insight into their decisions for the design of the current application,

and to provide new knowledge concerning the possibility of achieving the proposed ideas.

Hence, one may argue that one of the core stakeholders expressed by Löwgren & Stolter-

man (2004) is missing. Moreover, while the primary users were involved, the outer sphere

of occasional and tertiary users have not been involved in the project (Eason 1987) (in

Rogers et al. 2011). The issue mentioned by Alexander & Robertson (2004) regarding the

problem for developers to involve the right stakeholders, and Fuglerud’s description on
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the di�culty of recruiting participants, support the notion that deciding on user groups is

a common problem in research and development processes.

The narrow focus on a speci�c group of users with disabilities, was necessary due to the

range of disabilities in our society, and the scope of the project. Though I acknowledge

that other requirements could have been promoted by including other participants, the

issues uncovered by the study appear tome as universal issues that can be applied tomany

users, and the design proposal has been developed to address di�erent user situations, as

suggested by Vanderheiden (2000).

Despite certain shortcomings, the �ndings show how a design process that is conducted

by using a PD approach and by applying the method from Bratteteig et al. (2013) to con-

struct the project, can be re�ected in both the user experience of the process, and the

product that is designed. Thus, I believe a PD approach with a focus on the core prin-

ciples of the design practice, has been conducted. My own experiences and results from

the research also have similarities with the design processes of Sanders & Stappers (2008)

and Löwgren & Stolterman (2004) and their explorative nature, particularly with the dif-

fuse requirements, di�erent visions, and the shifting possibilities and ideas that I and the

participants had during the design process. However, my design process lack the iter-

ative elements of prototyping and evaluation which is seen in the process from Rogers

et al. (2011). By including these elements into the process, they could have contributed by

further stabilizing the requirements and speci�cations, especially if the participants were

given the opportunity to further implement their ideas and give additional feedback. I

believe that by adding extra prototyping and feedback sessions, the design proposal could

have been developed and implemented into an accessible and useful application, thereby

addressing the need for amore universal application. Further developmentmay also ful�l

the desire for safe travel requested by one of the blind participants:

For da kunne man ha sett på det, på forhånd og planlagt litt lissom,sånn.. på en måte

roa seg litt ned..jeg blir stressa når jeg skal ut å reise, særlig på ukjente steder og sånn, da

blir jeg kjempestressa....så jeg planlegger noe voldsomt....og da, hvis jeg lissom hadde den

faktisk på telefonen ,og kunne sitte hjemme og planlegge litt og tenke litt over det....ville

jeg følt meg litt tryggere.

Whether this aspect will be addressed in a future travel planner fromRuter, will depend

on their interest and ability to improve and continue the development of their current

applications.



8 | Conclusion

In this thesis, an investigation into the mobile application RuterReise has been conducted

in order to understand howwe as designersmay create applications that are accessible and

usable to the largest number of possible users. In doing so, three research questions have

been addressed.

• RQ1: In what way can characteristics and qualities in Participatory Design be used

together with the concepts of Universal Design?

• RQ2: What will an in-situ investigation, focusing on universal usability and acces-

sibility for a mobile travelling application, reveal in terms of issues and problems

for users?

• RQ3: How would a new design proposal that addresses the results in RQ2 through

the combination of a Participatory Design practice and context-awareness, con-

tribute to the design of a universally designed travelling application?

In examining the relation between UD and PD, relevant research and theories regard-

ing the two approaches were established. This enabled for a comparison and evaluation

to �nd similar qualities and concepts between the two approaches, and indicate how PD

as a design approach can contribute to achieve the goals of UD. The results show that PD

and UD have similar goals with regard to democracy and equality for all, and that PD can

play an in�uential part in ensuring a democratic process in which di�erent parties are

discussing on equal terms, and through a third space of collaboration, create an under-

standing and learning of the needs of others. The element of participation is vital, and is

necessary as it allow weaker parties to in�uence and have a say in the design process as

they become co-designers. This supports the notion by Fuglerud (2014) that users have to

be involved in the design process, and illustrates how PD is a design practice which can be

used to further enhance the creation of universally designed applications.

Furthermore, through an in-situ investigation ofRuterReise using ethnography, several

severe accessibility and usability issues were revealed, most predominantly with regard to

the aspects of feedback, terminology and functionality. By further examination of the

results and additional data gathering from a workshop, a theme was established. This

showed a lack in the application to ensure a guaranteed, safe and independent journey

from start to �nish.

In the workshop, requirements were de�ned by themembers through the practical use

of the participatory techniques and the democratic mindset suggested by Brandt et al.

(2013). I observed how the participants was able to work together as co-designers, and

in�uenced the design process by expressing needs and concerns in the manner Bratteteig

et al. (2013) and Sanders & Stappers (2008) suggest, an impression which was strengthen

by the feedback from the participants in post-workshop interviews.

Using the suggestions, requirements and data gathered from the study, and the initial

proposal from theworkshop, a design solutionwas created. This solution focus speci�cally

on the concepts of GPS functionality and contextual awareness, and addresses the under-

lying themes and issues from the data gathering. Though only a prototype, the proposal

141
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received positive feedback and participants felt their needs and requirements were in-

corporated, which highlights how universal usability and user demands can be addressed

through design.

As the proposal is a work in progress and has not been tested su�ciently, further work

should focus on involving a larger variation of user groups, having several iterations, and

ensure the development of a high-�delity prototype. The main �ndings is that PD as a

practice is highly relevant for design of universal products, and exempli�es how contextual

awareness can be used to address problems in travel applications regarding usability and

accessibility. The combination of UD and PD can be used as an approach for creating

accessible and usable mobile applications. Whether those responsible for RuterReise will

be able to achieve this, remains to be seen.

8.1 | Further Work

In future research anddevelopment, there are several improvements and alterationswhich

can be made. I have already brie�y mentioned ways for improving the design proposal,

speci�cally throughhighlighting the need for implementing a high-�delity prototypewhich

can be evaluated, and further developed with user feedback and participation. This will

help improve the terminology and perception of the application, and make it possible

to observe the proposed functionality of contextual awareness and feedback in practice.

Given that the systems at hand are under the control of Ruter, their involvement is crucial

for any further development.

At the end of the project, I became aware that Ruter is in a process of testing out how the

use of Bluetooth functionality from the mobile device, can be used to notify the users of

incoming transports. This is an interesting aspect which, when combined with the func-

tionality from this design proposal can be a solution to the cases of inaccurate GPS loca-

tion, and be an extra element in assuring user security.

Moreover, the new guidelines fromW3C on howWCAG 2.0 rules can be applied to the

mobile context, is another step beingmade towards ensuring increased accessibility (W3C

2010). While the user aspect still remains overlooked, the technical standards appear to

be altered to a more relevant situation.

Furthermore, given the rapid development of wearables such as smart watches, and

the recent launch of the Apple Watch (Apple.Inc 2015a), it is interesting to see how this

will a�ect apps for travelling. NSB recently prepared for this with by building support

for the Apple Watch in their mobile application, before the smartwatch has reached Nor-

wegian stores. The argument for this action is that it will help provide useful real-time

information before and during travels (NSB Labs 2015). To expand the existing Ruter ap-

plication and allow for similar support, can further simplify the travelling process of pub-

lic transport. This could turn the smartwatch application into an extension of the mobile

application by o�ering the necessary contextual information at a glance, and with di�er-

ent feedback modes to ensure accessibility. The design of such applications will further

require a design which enables usability for all.

In summary, these are all opportunities to work on to achieve the most important as-

pect; the creation of an application which addresses usability and accessibility problems,

and which ensures a universal application that can be used by as many users as possible.
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9 | Appendix

This section provide an overview of items which are not presented explicitly in the the-

sis, but have been used in the research and are referred to. The �rst section presents the

questions that were used during the observation and in the in-depth interviews.

The second section displays the questions used for the feedback interviews with par-

ticipants.

The third section presents the heuristic guidelines from Joyce & Lilley (2014) andW3C

(2015a), which were used when conducting the heuristic evaluation of the applications.

The �nal section highlights the consent form the participants were given prior to their

participation in the research.

9.1 | Appendix A: Questions used in the observations and

interviews

Spørsmål til Observasjon/Intervju:

Navn: Skal anonymiseres/brukes med koblingsnøkkel

Alder: Ble notert for å vise spekter til brukergruppen

Teknologi: Ble notert for å sjekke operativsystem ulike brukere har.

1: Hvordan opplever du at framsiden er? Hvorfor �nner du (ikke) det du trenger?

2: Hvordan er det å �nne relevant informasjon i applikasjonen?

3: Hvordan oppleves navigasjonen og �yten/bevegelsen i mellom menyelementene?

4: Hvordan tolker du navnene i menyen? Forstår du intuitivt hva de leder til? Hvor-

for/Hvorfor ikke?

5: Hvordan er det å søke etter sted? Får du informasjonen du ønskjer og slik du ønskjer

den presentert? Hvorfor er det bra/dårlig?

6: Når du trykker på ein stasjon, hvordan �nner du riktig avgang og/eller plattform?

7: Hvordan syns du prosessen med å �nne en aktuell rute er?

8: Hvordan er det å �nne overganger videre eller ruter som går seinere?

9: Om du gjør feil i applikasjonen, hvordan er det å rette opp dette?

10: Oppfører applikasjonen slik du forventer i forhold til valgene du gjør?

11: Hva syns du om visningen av resultatene?

12: Vet du om dei ulike visningsvalgene gir deg mulighet til å bestemme tidsinnstill-

inger,transportmidler avstand å gå, etc?? Hva synes du om disse?

13: Er dette noe du vil bruke og tilpasse til dine behov, hvorfor/hvorfor ikke?

14: Hvordan er det å �nne informasjon for steder eller ruter du bruker ofte?

15: Hvordan oppleves det å bruke favoritt funksjonen og lagre en rute?

16: Hvordan opplever du å bruke Finn reise?

17: Når du er ute og venter på et transportmiddel, hvordan veit når det transportmid-

delet kommer og at det er det riktige?

18: Hvilken funksjonalitet bruker du mest og hvorfor?

19: Hva syns du om tilbakemeldingen du får i frå applikasjonen?
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20: Er det noe teknologi i applikasjonen som hjelper deg i bruken av applikasjonen/ er

veldig bra eller som motvirker bruk av applikasjonen/er dårlig?

21: Er det noe du savner i applikasjonen?

22: Har du noen siste ord eller kommentarer? Er det noe jeg ikke har nevnt?

9.2 | Appendix B: Questions used in the post-workshop

interviews

1: Hvordan var det å delta på observasjonen? Hvorfor?

2: Hvordan opplevde du det å delta på workshop? Hvorfor?

3: Hva syns du om framgangsmåten som ble brukt i workshopen? Hvorfor?

4: Hvordan var det å samarbeide tett med andre og komme fram til et konsept i fel-

lesskap? Hvorfor?

5: Hvordan opplevde du det å formidle ønskene dine til de andre i gruppa? Hvorfor?

6: Hvordan var det å utarbeide eit forslag til en prototype sammen med andre? Hvor-

for?

7: Hvordan opplevde du det å jobbe med svaksynte og ta hensyn til deres behov?

8: Hvordan var det å tenke universelt i form av robusthet og enkelthet, og prøve å

designe for noe som kan brukes av alle? Hvorfor?

Designforslaget:

9: Hva syns du generelt om designforslaget?

10: Hvordan relaterer du til ikoner og farger? Hvorfor?

11: Hva syns du om navigeringen i menyen og i mellom elementer? Hvorfor?

12: Hva syns du om navnene er blitt gitt til menyer og andre elementer? Hvorfor?

13: Hva syns du om plasseringen av de ulike elementene og funksjonene?

14: Opplever du at designforslaget tar hensyn til dine ønsker i fra workshopen, eller er

det andre elementer og funksjoner som har tatt plass?

15: Hva tenker du om funksjonaliteten som blir foreslått og måten den blir gjennom-

ført?

16: Hvordanopplever dudette designforslaget og den foreslåtte funksjonaliteten i forhold

til Ruterapplikasjoner du har brukt tidligere?

17: Har du forslag eller kommentarer til designforslaget?

18: Har du noko siste kommentarer eller innspill til prosjektet? Hvordan var det å være

en del av en slik prosess?

9.3 | Appendix C: Guidelines used in the evaluation

Guidelines for native mobile applications

• SMART 1: Provide immediate noti�cation of application status – Ensure the mo-

bile application user is informed of the application status immediately and as long as

is necessary. Where appropriate do this non-intrusively, such as displaying noti�ca-

tions within the status bar
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• SMART 2: Use a theme and consistent terms, as well as conventions and standards

familiar to the user – Use a theme for the mobile application to ensure di�erent

screens look alike. Also create a style guide from which words, phrases and concepts

familiar to the user will be applied consistently throughout the interface, using a nat-

ural and logical order. Use platform conventions and standards that users have come

to expect in a mobile application such as the same e�ects when gestures are used.

• SMART 3: Prevent errors where possible; Assist users should an error occur – En-

sure the mobile application is error-proofed as much as is possible. Should an error

occur, let the user know what the error is in a way they will understand, and o�er

advice in how they might �x the error or otherwise proceed.

• SMART 4: Display an overlay pointing out the main features when appropriate or

requested – An overlay pointing out the main features and how to interact with the

application allows �rst-time users to get up-and-running quickly, after which they

can explore the mobile application at their leisure. This overlay or a form of help

system should also be displayed when requested.

• SMART 5: Each interface should focus on one task – Being focusing on one task

ensures thatmobile interfaces are less cluttered and simple to the point of only having

the absolute necessary elements onscreen to complete that task. This also allows the

interface to be glanceable to users that are interrupted frequently.

• SMART6: Design a visually pleasing interface–Mobile interfaces that are attractive

are far more memorable and are therefore used more often. Users are also more

forgiving of attractive interfaces.

• SMART 7: Intuitive interfaces make for easier user journeys – Mobile interfaces

should be easy-to-learn whereby next steps are obvious. This allows users to more

easily complete their tasks.

• SMART 8: Design a clear navigable path to task completion – Users should be able

to see right away how they can interact with the application and navigate their way

to task completion.

• SMART 9: Allow con�guration options and shortcuts – Depending on the target

user, the mobile application might allow con�guration options and shortcuts to the

most important information and frequent tasks, including the ability to con�gure

according to contextual needs.

• SMART 10: Cater for diversemobile environments – Diverse environments consist

of di�erent types of context of use such as poor lighting conditions and high ambient

noise are common ailmentsmobile users have to face every day. While the operating

system should allow the user to change the interface brightness and sound settings,

developers can assist users evenmore for example by allowing them to display larger

buttons and allowing multimodal input and output options.

• SMART 11: Facilitate easier input –Mobile devices are di�cult to use from a content

input perspective. Ensure users can input content more easily and accurately by, for
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instance displaying keyboard buttons that are as large as possible, as well as allowing

multimodal input and by keeping form �elds to a minimum.

• SMART 12: Use the camera, microphone and sensors when appropriate to lessen

the user’s workload – Consider the use of the camera, microphone and sensors to

lessen the users’ workload. For instance, by using GPS so the user knows where they

are and how to get there they need to go, or by using OCR and the camera to digitally

capture the information the user needs to input, by allowing use of themicrophone to

input content which would save the user from having to type on the small keyboard.

• SMART 13: Create an aesthetic and identi�able icon – An icon for amobile applica-

tion should be aesthetic and identi�able as this is what a user sees when searching the

device interface for the application they wish to launch and when scanning through

app stores it will be the �rst item they see before the application title, description and

screenshots.

WCAG guidelines

• Principle 1: Perceivable - Information and user interface components must be pre-

sentable to users in ways they can perceive.

– Guideline 1.1 Text Alternatives: Provide text alternatives for any non-text content

so that it can be changed into other forms people need, such as large print, braille,

speech, symbols or simpler language.

* 1.1.1 Non-text Content: All non-text content that is presented to the user

has a text alternative that serves the equivalent purpose, except for the sit-

uations listed below.(referring to controls, time-based media, test, sensory,

CAPCTCHA and formatting or decoration)(Level A)

– Guideline 1.3 Adaptable: Create content that can bepresented in di�erentways(for

example simpler layout) without losing information or structure.

* 1.3.2Meaningful Sequence: When the sequence inwhich content is presented

a�ects its meaning, a correct reading sequence can be programmatically de-

termined. (Level A)

– Guideline 1.4 Distinguishable: Make it easier for users to see and hear content

including separating foreground from background.

* 1.4.1 Use of Color: Color is not used as the only visual means of conveying

information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing a

visual element.(Level A)

* 1.4.4 Resize text: Except for captions and images of text, text can be resized

without assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content or

functionality.(Level AA)

• Principle 2: Operable - User interface components and navigation must be operable.

– Guideline 2.4 Navigable: Provide ways to help users navigate, �nd content, and

determine where they are.
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* 2.4.3 Focus Order: If a Web page can be navigated sequentially and the navi-

gation sequences a�ectmeaning or operation, focusable components receive

focus in an order that preserves meaning and operability.(Level A)

* 2.4.4 Link Purpose (In Context): The purpose of each link can be determined

from the link text alone or from the link text together with its programmat-

ically determined link context, except where the purpose of the link would

be ambiguous to users in general. (Level A)

* 2.4.6Headings andLabels: Headings and labels describe topic or purpose.(Level

AA)

• Principle 3: Understandable: Information and the operation of user interface must

be understandable.

– Guideline 3.1 Readable: Make text content readable and understandable.

– Guideline 3.2 Predictable: Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable

ways.

* 3.2.1 On Focus: When any component receives focus, it does not initiate a

change of context. (Level A)

* 3.2.2 On Input:Changing the setting of any user interface component does

not automatically cause a change of context unless the user has been advised

of the behavior before using the component. (Level A)

– Guideline 3.3 Input Assistance: Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

* 3.3.1 Error Identi�cation: If an input error is automatically detected, the item

that is in error is identi�ed and the error is described to the user in text. (Level

A)

* 3.3.2 Labels or Instructions: Labels or instructions are providedwhen content

requires user input.(Level A)

• Principle 4: Robust: Contentmust be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably

by a wide variety of user agents, including assistive technologies.

– Guideline 4.1 Compatible: Maximize compatibility with current and future user

agents, including assistive technologies.

9.4 | Appendix D: Consent form

Forespørsel om deltakelse i forskningsprosjektet: Universell utforming
av RuterReise

Bakgrunn og formål:

Dette prosjektet er en masteroppgave ved Institutt for Informatikk ved Universitetet i

Oslo. Masterstudenten ønsker å undersøke Ruter sin applikasjon RuterReise og hvorvidt

denne er designet i henhold til universell utforming. Dette gjøres gjennom deltakende

observasjoner med brukere for å samle inn kunnskap og erfaringer rundt applikasjonene.
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Gjennom bruk av participatory design skal masterstudenten så samarbeide med brukere

i å designe en Ruter applikasjon som er universelt utformet og er tilpasset ulike brukere

sin krav og behov. Dette designet vil så evalueres av brukerne med det mål om �nne ut

om en slik designdisiplin er godt egnet til å designe applikasjoner og gjøre de universelt

utformet. Masteroppgaven gjøres i prosjektet «Underveis» som er et samarbeidsprosjekt

mellom TØI(Transportøkonomisk Institutt), NSB og Ruter med det mål om se hvilke ap-

plikasjoner og tjenester som kan gjøre reiseopplevelsen bedre. Deltakeren er valgt ut som

en del av et utvalg hvor målet er å få en mest mulig heterogent samling av deltakere for å

gjenspeile ideen og tankegangen bak universell utforming.

Hva innebærer deltakelse i studien?

Første steg i denne prosessen er en deltakende observasjon under reise hvor masterstu-

denten observerer og deltar i samtale med deltakeren. Det vil deretter bli gjennomført en

eller �ere workshops, hvor masterstudenten i samarbeid med ulike brukere skal utvikle

en applikasjon rundt Ruter som skal være universelt utformet. Dette initielle designet vil

så bli videreutviklet av masterstudenten og evaluert av brukere mot slutten av prosjektet

gjennom et intervju. Deltakeren bestemmer selv om han/hun kun ønsker å delta på deler

av studien og datainnsamlingen. Informasjonen som samles inn skal i hovedsak dreie om

deltakeren sinmeininger og kunnskap rundt Ruter applikasjonen og universell utforming.

Personopplysninger som alder, navn og kjønn vil bli registert, men vil anonymiseres

i publikasjonen av masteroppgaven og fjernes etter prosjektet sin slutt. Andre personop-

plysninger som religiøs overbevisning, seksualitet, helsetilstand, o.l som på noe måte kan

være diskriminerende eller skade deltakeren i fremtiden vil ikke bli samlet inn. Under

datainnsamlingen vil det bli tatt i bruk lydopptak og notater i deltakende observasjonene.

I workshopene vil det bli samlet inn notater, lydopptak og bilder.

Hva skjer med informasjonen om deg?

Alle personopplysninger vil bli behandlet kon�densielt. Kun masterstudent og veileder

skal ha tilgang til personopplysningene under prosjektet. Navn, alder og kjønn vil bli opp-

bevart separat og med ulike koblingsnøkler i fra resten av dataene. Deltakere skal ikke

kunne identi�seres i publikasjonen av masteroppgaven.

Prosjektet skal etter planen avsluttes 01.05.2015. Alle data og personlig informasjon om

deltakeren vil da bli anonymisert og fjernet slik at informasjonen ikke kan spores tilbake.

Frivillig deltakelse

Det er frivillig å delta i studien, og du kan når som helst trekke ditt samtykke uten å oppgi

noen grunn. Dersom du trekker deg, vil alle opplysninger om deg bli anonymisert.

Dersom du ønsker å delta eller har spørsmål til studien, ta kontakt med Bjørnar Fjeld-

stad på telefonnummer: 98857906 eller gjennom epost: bfjeldstad@outlook.com.

Enkanogså rette henvendelser til veileder JoHerstad gjennomepost-adresse: johe@i�.uio.no.

Studien ermeldt til Personvernombudet for forskning, Norsk samfunnsvitenskapelig datat-

jeneste AS.
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Samtykke til deltakelse i studien

Jeg har mottatt informasjon om studien, og er villig til å delta:

(Signert av prosjektdeltaker, dato)
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